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CURRENT AFFAIRS

BCCI

work status, to raise their voice against sexual

NATIONAL AFFAIRS

• President: C. K. Khanna

harassment at workplace.

PM

Narendra

Modi

inaugurates

first

assembly of International Solar Alliance:
➢ The Prime Minister, Mr. Narendra Modi has
inaugurated

the

International
Bhawan

in

Nations’

first

Assembly

Solar
the

Alliance

presence

Secretary

of

of

the

at

Vigyan

the

United

General

Antonio

Guterres.
➢ The same event also marked the inauguration
of

the

second

IORA

Renewable

Energy

Ministerial Meeting, and the 2nd Global REInvest.

A

short

film

on the

“Journey

of

Renewable Energy in India” and another film
on

Student

Initiative

on

Solar

Lamp

were

screened on the occasion.
➢ International Solar Alliance (ISA) is an alliance
of 121 solar resource rich countries, lying
fully or partially between the Tropics of Cancer
and Capricorn.
➢ ISA

was

jointly

launched

by

the

Prime

Minister Narendra Modi, and President of
France, Francois Hollande on November 30,
2015 in Paris on the side-lines of the 21st
Conference of Parties (CoP 21) to the United
Nations

Framework

Convention

on

Climate

Change.
BCCI comes under RTI Act:
➢ The Board of Control for Cricketin India
(BCCI) is covered under the RTI Act and
answerable to the people of the country under
its mechanism.
➢ The

status,

characteristics

of

nature

and

the

BCCIfulfil

functional
required

conditions of Section 2(h) of the RTI Act,
2005.
➢ Section 2(h) of the Act defines criteria under
which a body can be declared as public authority
under the RTI Act.
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• Headquarters: Mumbai
President

Of

India

Inaugurates

PM Modi Launches 'Main Nahi Hum' Portal

International Arya Mahasammelan-2018:

In New Delhi:

➢ The President inaugurated the International

➢ Prime Minister Narendra Modi will launch

Arya Mahasammelan-2018 in New Delhi.

the 'Main Nahin Hum' portal and mobile

➢ Mahasammelan discussed on the issues such

application.

as prevention of superstition, modernization,

➢ He will also interact with IT and electronic

women

manufacturing professionals across India via

management of natural calamities.

video-conference.

➢ The

➢ The

portal,

which

works

on

the

empowerment,
president

tribal

discussed

welfare,
about

and

Swami

theme

Dayanand Saraswati. He took effective measures

'Self4Society', will enable IT professionals and

for educational and social reform especially for

organisations to bring together their efforts

women

towards social causes on one platform.

untouchability.

➢ The portal is expected to help catalyse greater

➢ The

collaboration towards the service of the weaker

Dayanand Saraswati will be celebrated in

sections of society, especially by leveraging the

2024.

empowerment
200th

birth

and

eradication

anniversary

of

of

Swami

benefits of technology.
5th National Summit on Public Health Care:
Centre constitutes GoM to look into sexual

➢ The 5th National Summit on Good and

harassment of women at workplace:

Replicable Practices and Innovations in Public

➢ The Centre has constituted a Group of

Health

Ministers (GoM) to examine the existing legal

Kaziranga in Assam.

and institutional frameworks for dealing with

➢ The objective of the summit is to share and

matters of sexual harassment of women at

learn the good practices being implemented by

the workplace.

several

➢ The GoM will be headed by Home Minister

betterment of the health sector.

Rajnath Singh. Road Transport and Highways

➢ The Summit will be inaugurated by Assam

Minister Nitin Gadkari, Defence Minister Nirmala

chief minister Sarbananda Sonowal, and Union

Sitharaman and Women and Child Development

Minister of Health & Family Welfare J P Nadda at

Minister Maneka Gandhi will be the members of

Borgos Resort, Kaziranga in Golaghat district

the group.

of Assam.

➢ Within three months of its constitution, the

PM Modi to unveil world’s tallest statue:

GoM will examine the existing provisions for the
safety

of

women

and

recommend

further

measures.
➢ The Women and Child Development Ministry
has launched an Electronic Complaints Box “She
Box” that enables women, irrespective of their

Care

Systems

states

and

in

India

organizations

began

for

at

the

➢ Prime Minister Narendra Modi will unveil the
bronze statue of Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel at
Kevadia in Narmada district, on the 143rd
birth anniversary of Sardar Patel.
➢ At 182 metres, the ‘Statue of Unity’, facing
the Sardar Sarovar Dam, is nearly double the
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height of the Statue of Liberty in New York and

➢ The railway

taller than the Spring Temple of Buddha in

with Google has

China, which had held the record at 153 metres.

digitisation project.

➢ The Statue of Unity, set up under the Sardar

➢ The project is a first of its kind to showcase

art missile uses advanced inertial guidance

Vallabhbhai Patel Rashtriya Ekta Trust, has been

country’s

system with manoeuvring trajectory to hit its

constructed at a cost of ₹2, 989 crore (approx

international audience in an online story-

$407 million) in less than four years.

telling platform.

➢ Built by engineering major Larsen & Toubro

➢ India Railways has a history of more than 165

Indian Railways Signed Agreements with

Ltd, the statue will be treated as the largest

years and has a rich heritage that includes the

Government of Russian Federation:

memorial to the ‘Iron Man of India’.

Imperial and the princely railways.

➢ A memorandum of cooperation (MoC) was

➢ Digitization

heritage provides

signed between the Ministry of Railways and

NMCG Partnered with TSAF for “Mission

opportunity to contextualize artifact and other

joint-stock company Russian Railways on the

Gange”:

heritage assets with the stories thus becoming

sidelines of the India-Russia Summit.

➢ The National Mission for Clean Ganga

more meaningful to next generation.

➢ It includes the implementation of a speed-

(NMCG)

Civil aviation Ministry releases the policy of

upgradation project in the Nagpur-Secunderabad

Adventure Foundation (TSAF) to launch a

Digi Yatra:

section, setting up of a single traffic-control

month-long rafting expedition of a team of 40

➢ The

and

centre for managing mixed traffic at the local

members. It will be led by the first Indian

Industry and Civil Aviation, Shri Suresh

level, best practices in freight cargo operations,

woman to scale Mount Everest Ms. Bachendri

Prabhu has released the policy on biometric

development

Pal.

based digital processing of passengers at

exchange of the best technologies used by the

airports called “Digi Yatra”.

two countries.

➢ The

has

partnered

expedition

traversing

a

will

with

start

distance

of

Tata

from

around

Steel

Haridwar
1500

km

Digi

collaboration

➢ The missile is capable of carrying 500 to 1,

heritage

000 kilogramme of warheads and is trusted by

launched rail

rail

Union

➢ The

ministry in

2

liquid propulsion twin engines. The state-of-the-

heritage

of

to

rail

Minister

Yatra

of

national

Commerce

Central

Platform

will

and

be

target.

of

multi-modal

terminals

and

➢ The cooperation agreement was signed by

encompassing 8 major towns including Bijnor,

operational by end of February, 2019.

Railway Board Chairman Ashwani Lohani

Farrukhabad, Kanpur, Allahabad, Varanasi and

➢ Bangalore

and Oleg Belozerov, Chief Executive Officer

Buxar. It will conclude in Patna, Bihar.

Airports will be ready with pilot implementation

&

Hyderabad

International

and Chairman of Russian Railways.

by end of February, 2019.
Union Cabinet approves creation of smart

CII inks pact with UN Environment:

railway stations:

Indian Railways plans to roll out Project

➢ The

Confederation

➢ The Union Cabinet chaired by Prime Minister

Utkrisht:

(CII)

on

Shri

➢ Railways have plans to develop 640 Utkrisht

understanding (MoU) with the UN Environment

redevelopment of Railway Stations.

rakes as part of upgradation of its mail/express

for

➢ It will be completed by Indian Railway

trains in the next two years at a cost of Rs 4

environmental

Stations Development Corporation Limited

billion.

development.

(IRSDC) as Nodal Agency and main Project

➢ Developed as 'green rakes' (consisting of 20

➢ Mr Erik Solheim, Executive Director, UN

Development Agency, for longer lease tenure of

or 22 coaches) at Eastern Railways' Liluah

Environment, and Mr Chandrajit Banerjee,

upto 99 years.

workshop, they cost Rs 600, 000 each.

Director-General,

➢ The program will help provide state-of-the-art

➢ The rakes have also been given a new colour

Industry, signed an MoU at CII’s headquarters in

amenities to the passengers, generate additional

scheme on the exterior beige and maroon.

Delhi.

revenue and be overall cost neutral to the

➢ All

Railway Ministry.

energyefficient LED tube lights, panel of LED

agreement includes the #Un-plastic Initiative of

Government And Google Launch Campaign

lights in doorway and gangway, provision of

the CII and UN Environment that will begin with

To Review Public Toilets:

dustbins in the toilets, stickers with 'Go Green'

a

➢ The Ministry of Housing and Urban Affairs,

messages, provision of integrated basin-cum-

commitments by the industry to take action to

under the aegis of Swachh Bharat Mission –

dustbins in AC coaches.

curb plastic pollution.

Narendra

Modi

has

approved

the

coaches

of

this

rake

are

fitted

with

Urban (SBM – U) , has partnered with Google

has

coherent

➢ The

major

‘Call

of

signed

Industry

memorandum

implementation
dimension

of

of

planned

Action’,

which

of
the

sustainable

Confederation

activity

to

Indian

a

of

Indian

under

will

the

include

UN Environment

to launch the Loo Review campaign.

ISRO, ROSCOSMOS to work together for

• Headquarters: Nairobi, Kenya

➢ It aims to encourage all local guides in India to

first Indian manned mission:

• Head: Erik Solheim

rate and review public toilets on Google Maps.

➢ An MoU was inked between ISRO and the

EAM Sushma Swaraj launched ‘India for

➢ 500+ cities in India with more than 30, 000

Federal

Humanity’ initiative in New Delhi:

toilets with the name of “SBM Toilet” are

‘ROSCOSMOS’ for joint activities in the field of

➢ The

currently live on Google Maps.

Human Spaceflight Programme.

Swaraj

➢ The campaign will involve and engage Local

➢ The Roscosmos State Corporation for Space

Humanity'

Guides in India to rate and review public toilets

Activities

150th

on

Organisation (ISRO) will be working together on

Gandhi.

the Gaganyaan mission.

➢ The initiative will feature a year-long series of

➢ Indian Space research Organisation (ISRO)

artificial limb fitment camps in a number of

channels.

aims to complete Gaganyaan mission before

countries spanning the globe.

NITI Aayog Inks SoI For With Oracle:

2022.

➢ The MEA is collaborating with the renowned

Google

Maps,

and

hashtag #LooReview for
featured

➢ NITI

on

Google

Aayog has

use

the

chance

Local

Guides’

signed

an

the
to

be

social

Space

and

Agency

Indian

of

Space

Russia

Research

agreement

External
has

Affairs

formally
initiative

birth

Minister

launched
to

Sushma

'India

for

commemorate

the

anniversary

of

Mahatma

charitable organisation -- "Bhagwan Mahaveer

with cloud services provider Oracle, hospital

Prithvi-II Missile successfully test-fired In

Viklang Sahayata Samiti" (BMVSS) for the

chain Apollo Hospitals, and pharmaceutical

Odisha:

implementation.

manufacturer Strides Pharma Sciences.

➢ India's

➢ The agreement aims to curb the distribution of

successfully test-fired its indigenously developed

economic

fake drugs using new technologies.

nuclear capable Prithvi-II missile during

differently-abled around the world.

➢ The partners will pilot a real drug supply chain

night time as part of a user trial by the Army

using blockchain decentralised ledger and

from a test range in Odisha.

Nitin Gadkari to lay the foundation stone

IoT software.

➢ The surface-to-surface missile, which has a

for

Heritage

strike range of 350 km, was launched from a

National Waterway:

Digitisation Project In Collaboration With

mobile launcher from launch complex-3 of the

➢ The

Google:

Integrated Test Range (ITR) at Chandipur

Transport & Highways and Water Resources,

near Balasore.

River Development & Ganga Rejuvenation Shri

Government

Launches

7601808080 / 9043303030
9043303030

Rail

Strategic

Forces

Command

has

➢ The larger aim is to provide for the physical,
and

social

development
Union

of

Minister

rehabilitation

Ghagra
for

of

River

Shipping,

the

as
Road

Nitin Gadkariwill lay the foundation stone for
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the development work of Ghagra river as

Severe Cyclonic Storm ‘TITLI’ Hits West-

➢ Government has announced 100 crore rupee

National Waterway (NW) -40 at Basti in

Central Bay of Bengal:

awards for states that would complete the

Uttar

➢ The Severe Cyclonic Storm ‘TITLI’ over the

household

Programme of Ministry of Shipping.

west-central

moved

Saubhagaya scheme. Apart from discoms,

➢ The waterway will stretch from Manjhighat at

northwards with a speed of about 14 kmph over

employees would also collectively get 50 lakh

Ganga-Gaghra river confluence to Faizabad

West central Bay of Bengal, about 320 km

rupees

or Ayodhya along Gaghra River for a length

south-southeast of Gopalpur (Odisha) and 270

electrifying households under the scheme which

of 354 km.

km

was launched by Prime Minister Narendra Modi

Pradesh,

➢ The

under

Detailed

the

Project

Sagarmala

Report

on

the

Bay

southeast

of

of

Bengal

Kalingapatnam

(Andhra

Pradesh) . It is very likely to intensify further

electrification

award

for

early

completing

under

the

the

task

of

in September last year.

development of NW-40 envisages terminal at

into a Very Severe Cyclonic Storm.

five

➢ While, another Cyclonic Storm “LUBAN”

Govt

over west central & adjoining southwest

campaign to create awareness about safe

Arabian Sea moved west-north-westwards and

food:

intensified into a severe cyclonic storm.

➢ The

➢ It is very likely to intensify further and move

campaign 'Swasth Bharat Yatra' on the World

west-north-westwards towards Yemen & South

Food Day in New Delhi.

Oman Coasts during next 4 days.

➢ It aims to sensitise people about eating safe

locations

–

(Tanda/Kalwari)

,

Ayodhya,

Dohrighat,

Mahirpur

Tortipar

and

Manjhighat.
Government
Pollution

reconstitutes
(Prevention

Environment

and

Control)

Authority:
➢ The Centre has reconstituted Supreme Courtempowered

Environment

Pollution

launches

'Swastha

government

has

Bharat

launched

a

Yatra'

national

food and be healthy. A pan-India cycle rally is
Government

lays

foundation

stone

for

also being organised. It propagate a powerful

(Prevention and Control) Authority or the

Prime Ministers’ Museum at Teen Murti

message 'Eat Right India'.

EPCA, which is tasked with taking various

Estate:

➢ The FSSAI is leading this campaign to create

measures

the

➢ The Minister of state for culture, Mahesh

consumer awareness about eating safe and

National Capital Region. The Former secretary

Sharma and Union Minister for Housing and

nutritious food for becoming healthy.

Bhure Lal continues to be the chairman.

Urban Affairs, Hardeep Singh Puri jointly laid

➢ The government is also making available foods

➢ The EPCA was constituted with the objective of

the foundation stone for proposed Museum on

at a cheaper rates to people through a public

protecting and improving the quality of the

Prime Ministers of India at Teen Murti Estate,

distribution system and other welfare schemes

environment and preventing and controlling the

New Delhi. The proposed Museum will be

with an annual subsidy of about Rs 2 lakh crore.

environmental pollution in the National Capital

constructed at a cost of Rs. 271 crore.

➢ FSSAI

Region.

➢ The

➢ The EPCA is also mandated to enforce Graded

Memorial Museum and Library (NMML) at

Response Action Plan (GRAP) in the city as

the Teen Murti Estate. The Teen Murti Estate is

North

per the pollution levels.

the

mobile app:

UNICEF

to

tackle

signed

air

MoU

pollution

with

in

NASSCOM

to

strengthen child rights:
➢ UNICEF and NASSCOM Foundation

has

signed an agreement to strengthen child rights.
➢ With

this

(MoU)

,

Memorandum

the

museum

will

have

official residence of India’s

the

Nehru

first Prime

Kumar

Central

Railways

launches

two

➢ The North Central Railways (NCR) launched

➢ The proposed Museum is dedicated to all the

two mobile apps, 'NCR RASTA' and 'Yatri

Prime Ministers of India and is envisaged to give

RASTA', for its employees and passengers,

visitors a holistic understanding of the continued

respectively, for locating assets and stations.

thread of leadership.

➢ "NCR

RASTA

(Railway

assets

Summarized

Tracking Application) and Yatri RASTA (Railway
Approach to Station Tracking Application) were
launched

online

➢ India installed 4. 9 GW of solar power,

Chaudhry.

protection' and 'encouraging innovations

consolidating its position as the second

➢ The 'NCR RASTA' app is for the use of

for child rights' in India.

largest solar market in the world, during the

railway officers and staff and has exact

➢ They help parents, teachers and children by

first half of calendar year 2018. The country was

mapping of all railway assets.

letting them know of these risks and guiding

ranked second, following China during the

➢ The 'Yatri RASTA' app will allow general

them to a safer, more secure Internet learning

January-June period, according to a report by

public to locate the railway stations easily.

experience.

Mercom Communications India.

UNICEF - United Nations Children's Fund

➢ Adani remained the largest project developer

4 Himalayan Peaks Named After Late PM

• Headquarters: New York, United States

in terms of total cumulative installations and top

Atal Bihari Vajpayee:

installer in terms of capacity installed through

➢ Four

Software and Services Companies

the end of the first half.

glacier have been named after former Prime

• Headquarters: Noida

➢ There

national

sensitisation

NASSCOM

Cabinet

two

-

key

areas

on

'child

National

Approves

work

Pawan

installs 4. 9 GW in H1:

on

will

executive:

Minister Jawaharlal Nehru.

Understanding

organisations

chief

Agarwal

India becomes second largest solar market;

collaboratively

two

of

new

including

Association

Merger of NCVT

of

And

NSDA To Establish NCVET:

are

around

70

large-scale

project

by

NCR

General

Himalayan

peaks

Manager

near

Rajiv

Gangotri

Minister Atal Bihari Vajpayee.

developers with a pipeline of 5 MW or more in

➢ The peaks are located at6, 557m, 6, 566m, 6,

India. Renew Power had the largest project

160m and 6, 100m on the right flank of Gangotri

pipeline.

glacier.

➢ The Union Cabinet chaired by the Prime

➢ Located near Sudarshan and Saifi peaks in

Minister Shri Narendra Modi has approved

DRDO dedicates a website to APJ Abdul

Raktvan valley, the peaks have been named

the merger of the existing regulatory institutions

Kalam

Atal-1, 2, 3 and 4. The expedition was jointly

in the skills space - National Council for

➢ The Defence Minister Nirmala Sitharaman has

Vocational Training (NCVT) and the National

dedicated

Skill Development Agency (NSDA) into the

Vision - Dare to Dream' - to former president

President

National Council for Vocational Education

and 'Missile Man' Dr APJ Abdul Kalam.

Ahimsa Sammelan:

and Training (NCVET) .

➢ The website was launched on the 87th birth

➢ President

➢ NCVET will regulate the functioning of entities

anniversary of the former president and it

inaugurated

engaged

focuses on subjects such as artificial intelligence,

Ahimsa Sammelan’ at Mangi Tungi in Satana

training, both long-term and short-term and

robotics,

taluka. It was organised by the Bhagwan

establish minimum standards for the functioning

security. Kalam's birthday is on 15 October.

in

vocational

education

and

a

DRDO

website

autonomous

-'The

systems

and

conducted by NIM and the tourism department.

Kalam

cyber

of such entities.
100

the

Nath

three-day

Shanti

Kovind
‘Vishwa

has
Shanti

president

will

present

the

first

➢ NCVET will have a positive impact on each

Government

Crore

international ‘Bhagwan Rishabhdev Award’

individual who is a part of vocational education

Award For States Completing Household

to Teerthanker Mahaveer University, based

and training in the country.

Electrification Early:

in Moradabad in Uttar Pradesh.

7601808080 / 9043303030
9043303030

Rs

Ram

Vishwa

Rishabhdev Murti Nirmaan Samiti.
➢ The

Announces

inaugurates
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Ministry

of

Environment

launches

Harit

4

➢ The concept of methanol economy is being

➢ It will play an important role in strengthening

Diwali-Swasth Diwali campaign:

actively pursued by China, Italy, Sweden, Israel,

conservation efforts and research to save the

➢ The Environment Ministry has launched

US, Australia, Japan and many other European

endangered mammal. Sinha is the chairperson

Harit Diwali, Swasth Diwali campaign. This

nations.

of the working group for dolphin conservation

campaign was initiated in 2017-18 wherein large

set up by the central government.

number of school children participated and took

Kati Bihu festival celebrated across Assam:

➢ Presently the dolphin population in India is

pledge to minimize bursting of crackers.

➢ Assam's third Bihu festival, known as Kati

estimated to be merely 2000 with a major chunk

➢ The Harit Diwali-Swasth Diwali campaign is

Bihu or Kongali Bihu, was being celebrated

present at the Vikramshila Dolphin sanctuary

now

across the state.

in Bhagalpur district of Bihar.

merged

with

“Green

Good

Deed”

movement that has been initiated as a social

➢ The

festival

derives

its

name

from

the

mobilization for conservation and protection of

Assamese month of Kati. On the occasion of

Bihar
• Capital: Patna

environment. The Ministry is encouraging all

Kati Bihu, women, both in urban and rural areas,

• Chief Minister: Nitish Kumar

schools and colleges to be part of this campaign.

try to ward off evil and pray for a rich harvest by

• Governor: Lalji Tandon

lighting earthen lamps.
Prime Minister Announces an Award in

➢ As a part of the festival, farmers also tie a

GUJARAT

Netaji Subhash Chandra Bose’s Name For

special kind of lamp, known as Akash Bati, to

Gujarat’s First Mega Food Park Inaugurated

Police Personnel:

poles and the poles are placed in the paddy

In Surat:

➢ The Prime Minister announced an annual

fields.

➢ Union Minister for Food Processing Industries

award in the name of Netaji Subhash Chandra

Assam

Smt Harsimrat Kaur Badal has inaugurated

Bose for

• Capital: Dispur

the first Mega Food Park in Gujarat.

commendable contributions in disaster relief

• Chief Minister: Sarbananda Sonowal

➢ It is promoted by Gujarat Agro Infrastructure

operations.

• Governor: Jagdish Mukhi

Mega Food Park Pvt. Ltd and the Park is located

police

and

paramilitary

forces

for

at Village Shah and Vasravi, Surat district.

➢ Prime Minister Mr. Modi announced this while
dedicating the National Police Memorial to the

ARUNACHAL PRADESH

➢ This Mega Food Park has been set up in 70.

nation in New Delhi on the occasion of Police

Arunachal Pradesh and British Council sign

15 acre of land at a cost of Rs. 117. 87

Commemoration Day.

MoU for cultural cooperation:

crore.

Mobile Health app for citizens of India

➢ The

Launched by IAF:

signed a MoU with The British Council here

the Ministry in Mehsana District of Gujarat.

➢ The Indian Air Force has launched an

to

Gujarat

Arunachal

strengthen

Pradesh

government

educational

and

has

cultural

➢ A 2nd Mega Food Park has been sanctioned by

cooperation.

• Capital: Gandhinagar

➢ It will enhance the opportunities for young

• Chief Minister: Vijay Rupani

to

people in Arunachal Pradesh and connect them

• Governor: Om Prakash Kohli

➢ The app is conceived by the doctors of IAF

➢ As per the MOU, as many as 50 faculty

HARYANA

members from governmenthigher education

PM

ZERO

institutions will be trained by the British Council

Chhotu Ram in Haryana:

every year, starting from December.

➢ Prime Minister Narendra Modi unveiled a

➢ ‘MedWatch’ is the first mobile health app in

➢ Further, 50 students of higher and technical

64-feet-tall statue of peasant leader Sir

education institutes will be trained in English

Chhotu Ram at his native village Sampla in

language skills annually.

Haryana's Rohtak district.

innovative

mobile

health

App

named

‘MedWatch’. Itwill provide correct, Scientific
and

authentic

health

information

airwarriors and all citizens of India.
and

developed

Information

in

house

Technology

by

Directorate

(DIT)

with

of

financial outlay.
the three Armed Services and was launched by
Air Chief Marshal BS Dhanoa.

➢ The Prime Minister, Shri Narendra Modi
chaired the sixth meeting of National Disaster
Authority

(NDMA)

at

New

Delhi.

➢ Prime Minister reviewed the activities of
NDMA to effectively manage and respond to
disasters affecting the country. He also reviewed
ongoing projects undertaken by NDMA.

➢ Prime Minister emphasized on the need for
better

coordination

stakeholders

and

between

the

undertakes

various

more

joint

exercises to bring about effective response to
save life and property.

STATES IN NEWS
ASSAM
India's

1st

Modi

unveils

64-foot-tall

statue

of

➢ The 64-feet-tall statue has been sculpted by

Prime Minister chairs 6th meeting of NDMA:

Management

to international expertise and ideas

'Methanol

Cooking

Fuel

Arunachal Pradesh

renowned sculptor and Padma Bhushan-recipient

• Capitals: Guwahati (Judiciary) , Itanagar

Ram Vanji Sutar.

• Chief Minister: Pema Khandu

➢ Besides unveiling the statue, Prime Minister

• Governor: BD Mishra

Modi also inaugurated a rail coach factory in
Haryana's Sonipat.

BIHAR

➢ Sir Chhotu Ram, was a prominent politician

Muzaffarpur’s Shahi Litchi Gets GI Tag:

in

➢ Bihar’s Shahi Litchi — mostly grown in

ideologue of the peasants of pre-Independent

Muzaffarpur

India.

Champaran,
Begusarai

and

adjoining

Vaishali,
districts

of

East

Samastipur

and

—

areas
now

enjoys

the

British

India's

Punjab

Province,

an

NABARD, Ayurvet Research Foundation ink

geographical indication (GI) tag.

MoU:

➢ The GI registration was done in the name of

➢ The Haryana regional office of NABARD

Litchi Growers Association of Bihar, which had

has signed an MoU with Delhi-based Ayurvet

applied for the tag.

Research Foundation (ARF) for facilitating

➢ Geographical indication is used on a product of

various collaborative initiatives, especially in the

specific

resource-poor

geographical

origin

that

attains

its

districts

of

Haryana,

for

the

uniqueness or reputation because of its place of

integrated agricultural and rural development of

origin.

the state.

Program' Launched in Assam:

➢ Litchi happens to be the fourth agricultural

➢ The MoU will facilitate in finding practical

➢ The Namrup-based Assam Petrochemicals

product for which Bihar has got GI tag. In

solutions to the problems and challenges

Limited has rolled out the country’s first

December last year, three agricultural products

coming in the way of integrated development of

methanol-based cooking fuel which will be

— Bhagalpuri Zardalu, Katarni rice and

some districts.

cheaper than conventional LPG fuel.

Magahi Paan — had been given GI tags.

➢ The MoU will prove to be a facilitator for

➢ NITI

Aayog

general

of

Development

member
the

and

Defence

Organisation

former

director

Research
(DRDO)

,

and
Vijay

planning and implementation of programmes
India’s and Asia’s first Dolphin Research

like

Centre in Patna:

development, exploring and creating alternative

natural

resource

management,

village

Kumar Saraswat inaugurated the “Green and

➢ The

Centre

employment generation opportunities, upscaling

Clean

(NDRC) , India’s and Asia’s first is set to be

micro-finance activities and supporting farmer

established in Patna.

producer organisations by synergising the efforts

Fuel

Pilot

Project”

on

methanol

cooking stove, which is the first of its kind
in India.
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National
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Research
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Haryana

India And ADB Signs $110 Million Loan to

➢ The cruise has six decks and 104 cabins. It

• Capital: Chandigarh

Improve Rural Connectivity in MP:

can ferry 399 passengers at a time. The price

• Chief Minister: Manohar Lal Khattar

➢ India and the Asian Development Bank

range of the cruise will be from Rs 7, 000 to Rs

• Governor: Satyadev Narayan Arya

(ADB)

has

agreement

signed
to

a

$110

upgrade

million

loan

12, 000 for one-way.

all-weather

rural

MAHARASHTRA

JHARKHAND

roads in Madhya Pradesh under the Prime

• Capital: Mumbai

Jharkhand To Become Partner State At Goa

Minister's Rural Roads Programme (PMGSY) . It

• Chief Minister: Devendra Fadnavis

International Film Festival:

plans to upgrade about 12, 000 km rural roads

• Governor: C. Vidyasagar Rao

➢ In 2018, Goa International Film Festival

across the five states.

will be held from 20th to 28th of November

➢ The $110 million is the second tranche of the

MANIPUR

and will have Jharkhand as a partner state.

$500

Manipur: 23rd open defecation Free State

➢ It will allow Jharkhand to showcase its culture

Investment Programme for India approved by

➢ Manipur Chief Minister N Biren Singh has

and

the ADB in December 2017.

declared

announced by the state government. It was

➢ The agreement was signed by Ministry of

become Open Defecation Free (ODF) in

decided to open community radio station at

Finance Additional Secretary Sameer Kumar

India.

every districts of Jharkhand.

Khare for the Indian government and ADB's

➢ It is the 5th state in the North East to get the

➢ The decision was taken in meeting between

India Resident Mission Country Director Kenichi

ODF tag. Dr Najma Heptulla, the Governor

Secretary of Ministry of Information and

Yokoyama for the bank.

of Manipur handed over the certificate of ODF

Broadcasting, Mr. Amit Khare and Chief

Madhya Pradesh

Manipur to Singh during the observance of

Secretary of Jharkhand, Sudhir Tripathy at

• Capital: Bhopal

National Cleanliness Day at Gandhi Memorial

Ranchi.

• Chief Minister: Shivraj Singh Chouhan

Hall in Imphal.

Jharkhand

• Governor: Anandiben Patel

➢ At the event, the chief minister also announced

favourable

film

making

incentives

million

Second

Rural

Connectivity

• Capital: Ranchi

Manipur

as

the

23rd

state

to

the launch of Google Toilet locator, which

• Chief Minister: Raghubar Das

MAHARASHTRA

• Governor: Draupadi Murmu

World’s

enable people to locate the nearest public toilet

largest

Pillar-Less

dome

for use when needed from their mobile in the

inaugurated in Pune:

State.

KARNATAKA

➢ India’s Vice President Venkaiah Naidu has

Manipur

India's 1st Cryptocurrency ATM installed In

inaugurated the world’s largest dome and

• Capital: Imphal

Bengaluru:

Peace Center at the Maharashtra Institute

• Chief Minister: N. Biren Singh

➢ The virtual currency exchange Unocoin has

of

• Governor: Najma A. Heptulla

installed a currency deposit and dispensing ATM

India.

at Kemp Fort Mall in Bengaluru.

➢ The world’s largest dome is with a diameter

ODISHA

➢ The kiosk, installed by Unocoin, allows its

of 160 feet, standing taller than the Vatican

BPCL to set up country’s first biofuel plant

customers to deposit and withdraw minimum

Dome, which has a diameter of 139. 6 feet.

at Bargarh district in Odisha:

amount of Rs 1000 from the platform.

The height of the dome at its apex is 263 feet.

➢ Odisha

➢ First of its kind in India, this ATM circumvents

➢ The imposing monumental dome, clad in the

Generation (2G) Ethanol Bio-Refinery, first

the RBI regulation against bitcoins transaction.

finest marble, is the vision of Dr. Vishwanath

in the country to produce ethanol from rice

RBI has ruled earlier this year that financial

Karad, founder-president and director general of

straw, in Bargarh district.

institutions

the World Peace Center.

➢ It is planned to be set up at Baulsingha village

associated

with

RBI

are

not

Technology,

Vishwarajbaug,

in

Pune,

permitted to deal with cryptocurrencies.

under

is

Bhatli

going

tehsil

to

have

by

a

Bharat

Second

Petroleum

GI tag for Alphonso mango from Konkan

Corporation Limited (BPCL) at an estimated cost

First India-Israel Innovation Centre opens

➢ The government has granted Geographical

of Rs 1000 crore.

in Bengaluru:

Indication (GI) tag to the Alphonso Mango

➢ The bio-refinery will produce three crore litre

from

of fuel-grade ethanol annually using rice straw

➢ India’s

first

India-Israel

Innovation

Ratnagiri,

Sindhudurg

and

other

Centre (IIIC) , an entrepreneurial technology

adjoining areas in Maharashtra.

as feedstock.

hub, was launched in Bengaluru.

➢ It is a move that will help identify the

➢ The National Biofuel Policy 2018 targets

authenticity of this variety of fruit. A GI is a sign

20 percent ethanol blending to petrol by

facilitating penetration of Israeli companies in

used

2030. While the current ethanol blending in

India and aims to forge local partnerships and

geographical origin and possess qualities or a

joint ventures between companies from the two

reputation that are due to that origin.

countries.

➢ The first product to get a GI tag in India

Odisha Government launches food security

➢ The launch of IIIC, at the IoT India Congress

was the Darjeeling tea in 2004. There are a

scheme:

in Bengaluru, the first ever in India that aims to

total of 325 products from India that carry this

➢ The Naveen Patnaik government launched

meet the long pending need to connect the

indication including Mahabaleshwar Strawberry,

its own food security scheme benefiting 25 lakh

start-up ecosystems of Israel and India to

Blue Pottery of Jaipur, Banarasi Sarees and

people who were left out of the National Food

improve quality.

Tirupati.

Security Act.

➢ The

IIIC

is

a

significant

step

towards

on

products

that

have

a

specific

Karnataka

petrol is only around three to four percent.

➢ The beneficiaries will get 5 kg of rice per

• Capital: Bengaluru

India’s

• Chief Minister: H. D. Kumaraswamy

flagged off from Mumbai:

kg.

• Governor: Vajubhai Rudabhai Vala

➢ Angriya, India’s first luxury cruise ship, is all

➢ The State government will spend Rs. 443. 5

set for its inauguration on October 20 at

crore per annum to support the scheme and

MADHYA PRADESH

Mumbai.

Rs. 221. 75 crore in the current financial

India’s First Corn Festival Begins in Madhya

➢ Union

Pradesh:

Gadkari and

➢ In Madhya Pradesh, the first corn festival

minister Devendra Fadnavis will flag-off the

Odisha

of the country is being held in Chhindwara.

cruise which will operate between Mumbai and

Kusuma' Scheme:

The festival is one of a kind international event.

Goa. The commercial operations will, however,

➢ Odisha Chief Minister Naveen Patnaik has

➢ Madhya Pradesh is one of the largest corn

begin from October 24.

launched 'Nirman Kusuma' programme for

producing states in India, with Chhindwara being

➢ Named after the first Maratha Navy Admiral

providing financial assistance to the children

Kanhoji Angre and the Angria bank coral reef

of the construction workers for their technical

near Vijaydurg, the luxury ship has 104 rooms,

education in the state.

the highest corn producing district.

7601808080 / 9043303030
9043303030

first

domestic

minister

cruise

for

‘Angriya’

shipping Nitin

Mahrashtra

person per month at the rate of Rs. 1 per

year.

chief
Government

Launches

'Nirman

divided into eight different categories.
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➢ The children of construction workers would get

➢ The city's original name Prayag, which means

➢ Special assistance is also being given to the

financial

in

a "place of offerings", comes from its position

people of Jangalmahal and Hill areas besides

and

at the Sangam of the rivers Ganga and Yamuna

Aila-affected areas and farmers of Singur, tea

polytechnics.

and the mythical river, Saraswati.

garden workers as well as the Toto tribe.

➢ The state government has doubled the death

PM Modi Inaugurated Krishi Kumbha In

➢ It has implemented on behalf of World Food

benefits for the construction workers. While the

Lucknow:

Day.

construction workers' family was getting Rs.

➢ Prime

one lakh as compensation, now they will get

Krishi Kumbha 2018- a mega farmers' conclave-

• Capital: Kolkata

Rs. two lakh.

in Lucknow.

• Chief Minister: Mamata Banerjee

➢ Similarly, the accidental benefit has been

➢ Israel and Japan are official partners of Krishi

• Governor: Keshari Nath Tripathi

doubled from Rs. two lakh to Rs. four lakh.

Kumbh 2018 that will continue for three days.

Odisha

Haryana and Jharkhand are the partner states

List of Committee

• Capital: Bhubaneswar

for Krishi Kumbha 2018

WFE Appoints Vikram Limaye As Chairman

• Chief Minister: Naveen Patnaik

➢ While Japan is being represented by a deputy

of Working Committee:

• Governor: Ganeshi Lal

minister, Israel's ambassador to India Daniel

➢ The World Federation of Exchanges (WFE)

Carmon is representing his country at this

has appointed NSE's Managing Director and CEO

PUNJAB

extravaganza.

Vikram Limaye as the chairman of its working

Punjab Signs MoUs With Israel For Agri

➢ The Yogi Adityanath govt of Uttar Pradesh is

group committee.

Research, Water Management:

likely to sign a memorandum of understanding

➢ WFE, which is the global industry association

➢ The Punjab government has signed four MoUs

(MoU)

for

with Israeli institutions to address issues of

agricultural and allied sectors.

assistance

Industrial

for

Training

their

education

Institutes

(ITIs)

Minister

with

Narendra Modi

Japan

for

inaugurated

investment

in

the

West Bengal

exchanges

and

clearing

houses,

also

admitted six new members taking the total

farmers and depleting groundwater level in

number of full members to 70.

the state.

Uttar Pradesh

➢ The new members are -- Multi Commodity

➢ The memorandums of understandings (MoUs)

• Capital: Lucknow

Exchange

were signed here in the presence of Punjab Chief

• Chief Minister: Yogi Adityanath

Exchange Group, Boursa Kuwait, Tunis Stock

Minister Amarinder Singh. The MoUs will help

• Governor: Ram Naik

Exchange,

boost cooperation between Punjab and Israel in

Clearing

of

India

China

(MCX)

,

Securities

Corporation

and

London

Stock

Depository

Nairobi

and

Securities

areas such as water conservation as well as

WEST BENGAL

agricultural research and education.

India And ADB Sign $240 Million Loan For

➢ His name was announced at the 58th General

➢ Three MoUs related to agricultural research

Safe

Assembly and Annual Meeting in Athens,

were

Bengal:

signed

by

the

Punjab

Agricultural

Drinking

Exchange.
Water

Service

For

West

Greece.

University (PAU) with Israel’s ARAVA Institute,

➢ Government

Tel

Development Bank (ADB) has signed $240

• Chief Executive: Nandini Sukumar

International Management Institute.

million loan for providing safe and sustainable

• Headquarters: London, United Kingdom

Punjab

drinking water to about 1. 65 million people in

• Capital: Chandigarh

three districts of the state of West Bengal

Govt Constitutes Committee To Review The

• Chief Minister: Amarinder Singh

affected by arsenic, fluoride, and salinity.

Competition Act:

• Governor: V. P. Singh Badnore

➢ The project is supported by a grant of $3

➢ The government has constituted a panel to

million from the Japan Fund for Poverty

review the competition law.

TAMILNADU

Reduction,

➢ The

IIT-Madras Signs MoU With Tamil Nadu E-

Japan, and a $2 million grant from ADB’s

Competition Act/ Rules/ Regulations, in

Governance Agency:

Urban

view of changing business environment and

➢ The Indian Institute of Technology Madras

Fund.

has signed a memorandum of understanding

➢ Mr.

with the Tamil Nadu e-Governance Agency,

Finance, signed for the Government of India;

by Corporate

to enhance data driven governance in education,

and Mr. Kenichi Yokoyama, Country Director

Srinivas includes Insolvency and Bankruptcy

health care and agriculture sectors.

of ADB’s India Resident Mission, signed for ADB.

Board of India (IBBI) Chairperson M S

Aviv

University

(TAU)

and

Galilee

of

India

financed

Climate

by

and

the

Change

the

Asian

Government

Resilience

of

Trust

to

collaborate

with

IIT-M

for

committee

would

review “the

bring necessary changes, if required. ”
Sameer

Kumar

Khare,

Ministry

of

➢ Tamil Nadu Government is the first state
government

WFE

➢ The

nine-member

Sahoo
Kolkata

Launched

India’s

First

Flood

and

committee

Affairs

Secretary

Competition

chaired
Injeti

Commission

of

India (CCI) Chairperson. At present, Sudhir

harnessing the power of artificial intelligence

Forecast System With $1 Mn Assistance

Mittal is the acting Chairperson of CCI.

and blockchain technology in areas of health,

From ADB:

➢ Its aim is to ensure that legislation is in sync

education and agriculture.

➢ The Mayor

of

➢ The collaboration seeks to take up research

Corporation

(KMC)

relating to data science for government and e-

forecasting

and

governance, capacity building in the areas of

(FFEWS) for Kolkata City to help city officials

earnest in 2009.

data science, information and communication

and citizens act decisively to minimize damage

6 member panel set up to resolve Stressed

technology, among others.

before and during disasters.

Assets:

➢ India’s

first

Kolkata
has

early

launched
warning

comprehensive

the

needs

of

strong

economic

fundamentals. The Competition Act was passed

system

in 2002 and CCI started functioning in right

city-level
and

under the inter-creditor agreement (ICA) for

• Capital: Chennai

impacts on livelihood and improve flood

resolution of stressed assets and it will have six

• Chief Minister: Edappadi K. Palaniswami

awareness and safety at community level.

members.

• Governor: Banwarilal Purohit

➢ The Asian Development Bank (ADB) funded

➢ The OC, which is being formed under the aegis

the design and implementation of the FFEWS

of the Indian Banks’ Association (IBA) , will

through a $1 million technical assistance to

approve resolution plans for stressed assets

KMC from its Urban Climate Change Resilience

submitted by lead lenders.

Prayagraj:

Trust

➢ An intercreditor agreement is an agreement

➢ The Uttar Pradesh cabinet has approved a

Partnership Facility.

among creditors that sets forth the various

proposal to rename Allahabad as ‘Prayagraj’

Food Security Scheme - Khadya Sathi by

lien positions and the rights and liabilities

amid protests by the opposition parties. The city

West Bengal:

of each creditor and its impact on the other

of Allahabad was originally known as Prayag in

➢ The West Bengal government has ensured

creditors.

ancient times.

food security to more than 85 million people of

➢ It includes Janki Ballabh (former Chairman,

the state under the 'Khadya Sathi' scheme.

State

Pradesh

renamed

7601808080 / 9043303030
9043303030

Allahabad

To

Fund

under

the

Urban

loss

➢ An overseeing committee (OC) is set up

FFEWS will

Uttar

economic

with

a flood

Tamil Nadu

UTTAR PRADESH

reduce

Municipal

Financing

Bank
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Chairman & Managing Director, Canara Bank) ,

National Security Council in advising Prime

➢ Earlier, the policy group was chaired by the

M Damodaran (former Chairman, SEBI) and HR

Minister Narendra Modi on matters of national

Cabinet Secretary, the senior most bureaucrat in

Khan (former Deputy Governor, RBI) .

security and strategic interests.

the government. The reconstitution of the group

➢ The group is the first of the three tier structure

now places NSA at the top of the structure.

Government sets up key panel under NSA

of the NSC. The group will now be headed by

to assist National Security Council:

National Security Advisor (NSA) Ajit Doval,

➢ The

Central

government

has

revised

the

making him the most powerful bureaucrat in

Strategic Policy Group (SPG) that assists the

India.

NATIONAL SUMMITS
SUMMIT

Key Points/ Area/ Themes

4th Indian International Science Festival (IISF)

The

2018

transformation. In IISF 2018, a World Record attempt

subject

of

this

Held in

year's

festival

is

science

for

Lucknow, Uttar Pradesh

will be made to “isolate DNA” by 500 students from
class 8th to 10th standard.
Mahatma

Gandhi

International

Sanitation

India is striving to eliminate open defecation in its

New Delhi, India

Convention

entirety by October 2, 2019.

13th Annual Convention of Central Information

For improving the transparency and accountability

Commission (CIC)

with a view to improve governance.

6th India International Silk Fair 2018

India is the 2nd largest producer of silk in the world.

New Delhi, India

27th IAEA Fusion Energy Conference

For the discussion of key physics and technology issues

Mahatma Mandir, Gandhinagar (Ahmedabad)

as well as innovative concepts of direct relevance to the

Gujarat, India.

New Delhi, India

use of nuclear fusion as a source of energy.
First assembly of ISA, Second ministerial of

To launch a National Energy Storage Mission that will

IORA and Second REINVEST meet 2018

look

at

manufacturing,

deployment,

Vigyan Bhawan, New Delhi

technology

development and policy framework.
International Conference on Women’s Health,

Theme of the conference was: “Give her wings and let

Wellness and Empowerment

her soar. ” President Ram Nath Kovind addressed the

Kanpur, Uttar Pradesh

conference.
2-day First Regional Conference on ‘Women in

To

Detention and Access to Justice’

conditions of Women Prisoners and upholding their

devise

strategies

and

programs

for

bettering

Shimla, Himachal Pradesh

Fundamental Rights.
‘2nd World Conference on Access to Medical

Working on recommendations from the 1st World

Products: Achieving the SDGs 2030’

Conference 2017.

29th Accountants General Conference

The theme of this year’s conference is: “Auditing and

New Delhi, India
Deen Dayal Upadhyay Marg, in New Delhi.

Accounting in a Digital Era”. Accountants General
from all over India are taking part in the conference.
32nd world conference of World Union of

The

Wholesale Markets, WUWM

Markets

theme

for

in

the

the

conference:

Digital

‘The

Era:

Wholesale

Challenges

Gurugram, Haryana

and

Opportunities. ’
46th edition of IHGF-Delhi Fair Autumn-2018

To provide more assistance to the artisans for healthcare

Greater Noida, Uttar Pradesh

and education of their children.
To participate and prepare for the Ambiente 2019 to be
held in Frankfurt, Germany, where India will be the
partner-country.
First National Summit on Invest in AYUSH

To encourage all the Departments of the Government

2018

and Private Companies to invest in AYUSH.

10th Nuclear Energy Conclave 2018

Theme of the conclave was: “Nuclear Power: Towards

New Delhi, India
New Delhi, India

A Clean And Base Load Energy”.
Global Agriculture Leadership Summit 2018

The theme of the summit was: ‘Connecting Farmers

New Delhi, India

to Market’.
10th Edition of BIOFACH INDIA

The

theme

of

the

BIOFACH

INDIA

conference:

New Delhi, India

“Enhancing export of organic products trade from
India – strategies and synergies”.

INTERNATIONAL

countries decided to expand strategic ties and

➢ The President was received by Deputy Prime

Defence Minister Nirmala Sitharaman on 3-

deepen counter-terror cooperation.

Minister of Tajikistan Zokirzoda Mahmad Toir. All

➢ The two sides also inked a strategic pact

areas of

providing for the use of each other's military

cooperation are expected to be discussed during

facilities including opening naval bases to

President’s visit to Tajikistan.

warships.

➢ During his visit from October 7-9, he will meet

France

his

• Capital: Paris

Speaker of Parliament Shukurjon Zuhurov, and

• Currency: Euro

Speaker

day visit to France:
➢ Defence Minister Nirmala Sitharaman has left
for Paris on a three-day visit to France. She will
hold

wide-ranging

talks

with

her

French

counterpart Florence Parly.
➢ Ms Sitharaman will also take steps in the
supply of 36 Rafale jets by Dassault to the
Indian Air Force under a Rs. 58, 000 crore
deal.
➢ Dassault Aviation SA is an international
French

aircraft

manufacturer

of

military,

regional, and business jets.
➢ Note: French President Emmanuel Macron
had visited India in March during which the two
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bilateral, regional

Tajik

counterpart
of

the

and

multilateral

Emamoli

Lower

House

Rahmon,
(Majlisi

Namoyandagon) of Parliament.
President Ram Nath Kovind 3-day visit to

➢ He will also pay his respects to Mahatma

Tajikistan:

Gandhi

➢ President Ram Nath Kovind has reached

memorials in Dushanbe.

and

Rabindranath

Tagore

at

their

Tajikistan on a three-day visit to Central Asian
Country.

India launches relief operation for tsunamihit Indonesia:
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➢ India has launched ‘Operation Samudra

➢ The elections for selecting new members to UN

Russia Successfully Launched 1st Soyuz

Maitri’ to assist the survivors of earthquake and

Human Rights Council (UNHRC) were held at the

Rocket Since Failed Space Launch:

consequent

United Nations in which the 193-members of

➢ Russia has successfully launched a Soyuz

province of Indonesia.

the UN General Assembly took part.

rocket for the first time since the failure of a

➢ Two IAF aircraft - a C-130J and a C-17 -

➢ In the Asia Pacific category, India got 188

similar rocket aborted a manned take-off to the

carrying medical personnel and relief material

votes

International Space Station(ISS) recently.

flew for humanitarian assistance from India.

Bangladesh 178, Bahrain and Philippines 165

➢ It was the third launch of a Soyuz rocket from

Indian naval ships INS Tir, INS Sujatha and

each.

Russia's northern Plesetsk launch pad this

INS Shardul have also been mobilised for

➢ UN

humanitarian assistance and disaster relief.

Geneva, Switzerland

tsunami

in

Central

Sulawesi

followed

Human

by

Fiji

Rights

with

Council

187

votes,

Headquarters:

year.
➢ Russia's Roscosmos space agency has set up a
commission to investigate the failed launch to

Indonesia
• Capital: Jakarta

India

Donated

3

Lakh

• Currency: Indonesian rupiah

Peacekeeping Initiative At UN:

Dollars

For

the ISS and is set to announce its findings on
October 30.

➢ India has donated three lakh Dollars for a
Aung San Suu Kyi: 1st Person to Lose

peacekeeping initiative at the UN.

NATO's biggest military exercise begins in

Honorary Canadian Citizenship

➢ It will help develop the capacity of future

Norway

➢ Canada's Parliament formally stripped

commanders and managers over a period of

➢ NATO has launched its biggest war games

three years.

since the end of the Cold War.

➢ The Indian government donated the amount

➢ Trident Juncture involves around 50, 000

for the 'Pipeline to Peacekeeping Command

soldiers from 31 countries, with the aim to send

Programme' with a specific focus on issues of

a clear message to any potential adversary.

conduct and discipline.

➢ It also includes 65 ships, 150 aircraft and 10,

➢ UNHeadquarters: New York, United States

000 vehicles.

➢ Secretary general: António Guterres

➢ NATO troops will be working together to repel

Aung San Suu Kyi of her honorary Canadian
citizenship

for

complicity

in

the

atrocities

committed against Myanmar's Rohingya people.

➢ Suu Kyi is the first person to have her
honorary Canadian citizenship revoked.

➢ Suu Kyi was awarded the Nobel Peace
Prize in 1991 for her fight for democracy in
Myanmar.
IORA Countries Adopt Delhi Declaration On
Renewable Energy:

➢ Nearly 21 countries in the Indian Ocean
Rim Association, IORA, adopted the Delhi
Declaration on Renewable Energy in the Indian
Ocean Region.

➢ It was held at the 2nd IORA Renewable
Energy Ministerial Meeting, he 2nd Global ReInvest India-ISA Partnership Renewable
Energy Investor's Meet & Expo in Greater
Noida.

➢ The declaration also calls for promotion of
technology

development

strengthening
partnerships

of
in

and

transfer,

public

renewable

private

energy

and

collaboration among IORA member states and
the member nations of the International Solar
Alliance (ISA) . IORA member countries also
resolved to collaborate with the International
Renewable Energy Agency (IRENA) .
IORA

• Headquarters: Ebene, Mauritius
Pakistan Test-Fires Nuclear-Capable Ghauri
Ballistic Missile:

➢ Pakistan has successfully test-fired Ghauri
ballistic missile which is capable of carrying
both conventional and nuclear warheads up to a
distance of 1, 300 kilometers, bringing many
Indian cities under its range.

➢ The launch was conducted by Army Strategic
Forces Command and was aimed at testing the
operational and technical readiness of Army
Strategic Forces Command.

➢ In April, Pakistan successfully test fired an
enhanced version of the indigenously-built
Babur

cruise

conventional

and

missile

that

can

non-conventional

deliver
weapons

with a range of 700 kilometres.

a mock invasion of Norway. The UK's contingent
World's Largest Airport 'Under One Roof'

will be 2, 700-strong and mainly made up of

Opened In Istanbul:

Army personnel. The UK is also contributing 480

➢ The world's largest airport terminal "under

vehicles and six ships.

one roof" with a capacity to serve 90 million

➢ Its aim is to ensure that NATO forces are

passengers will be officially opened on October

trained, able to operate together, and ready to

29 in Istanbul, Turkey.

respond to any threat from any direction.

➢ Dubbed as phase-1A of the project -

➢ NATO Secretary-General: Jens Stoltenberg

Istanbul New Airport - will have a capacity to

Norway

handle 90 million passenger per year, making it

• Capital: Oslo

the largest such facility in the world.

• Currency: Norwegian krone

➢ Overall the first phase has costed 7. 5 billion
Euro. It has been constructed by - IGA - which is

India Signs $777 Million Deal For Israeli

a consortium of companies under a public

Missile Defence Systems:

private partnership (PPP) model.

➢A

for three years:
➢ India was elected to the United Nations’ top
human rights body for a period of three

state-run

Israeli

defence

Google To Shut Down Google+

contract with India for the supply of and missile

➢ Google will shut down the consumer

defence systems for the Indian Navy.

version of its social network Google+ after

➢ India's Bharat Electronics Limited (BEL) will be

announcing data from up to 500, 000 users may

the main manufacturer for the project.

have been exposed to external developers by a

➢ The IAI will supply Long-Range Surface-to-

bug that was present for more than two years in

Air

its systems.

Defense (AMD) systems, the marine version

➢ It is a bug in the API for Google+ had been

of the AMD system Barak 8, for seven ships of

allowing third-party app developers to access

the Indian Navy.

the data not just of users who had granted

➢ The IAI is Israel's largest aerospace and

permission.

defence company. It develops, manufactures

Missile

(LR-SAM)

Air

and

Missile

and supplies defence systems including anti"Clear Sky 2018": Ukraine launched air

missile, aerial systems and intelligence and

exercises with NATO countries

cybersecurity systems.

➢ Ukraine has opened a series of large-scale
air-force exercises with the United States
and seven other NATO countries.

➢ The 12-day-long “Clear Sky 2018” war
games are being held in western Ukraine.

➢ The NATO member countries are the United
States, Britain, Netherlands, Belgium, Denmark,
Estonia, Poland, and Romania.

➢ The U. S. aircraft including F-15C Eagle
fighter planes and C-130J Super Hercules
military transport planes and drones will
train with about 30 Ukrainian aircraft.

India elected to UN Human Rights Council

leading

company has signed a USD 777 million

➢ The aim is to enhance regional capabilities to
secure air sovereignty and promote peace and
security through cooperation.

11th session of India and Czech Republic
Joint Commission on Economic Cooperation
held in Prague:
➢ The eleventh session of India – Czech
Republic Joint Commission on Economic
Cooperation (JCEC) was held at Prague.
➢ The Indian delegation was led by Minister of
State for Commerce & Industry, Consumer
Affairs and Food & Public Distribution, C. R.
Chaudhary. Miss Marta Nováková, Minister of
Industry & Trade of Czech Republic led the
Czech side.
➢ Czechoslovakia is preparing a project called
Czech Industrial Cluster (CIC) near Bengaluru.
The

CIC

will

comprise

administrative

and

production units and will serve as a hub for

years beginning January 1, 2019.
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Czech companies that intend to settle down in

Babur

India.

conventional

cruise

missile

Czech Republic

with a range of 700 kilometres.

and

that

can

non-conventional

deliver
weapons

9

include the Special Forces of two countries in the
drill
➢ The three forces of India and the US already

• Capital: Prague

take part in bilateral exercises separately -- their

• Currency: Czech koruna
China Successfully Tests 'World's Largest'

World Bank offers disaster-hit Indonesia $1

armies participate in an annual drill called Yudh

bn in loans:

Abyaas, the air forces take part in a bilateral

➢ The World Bank would provide a standby

drill

Cargo Drone:

loan of up to $1 billion for the Indonesian

participate in an exercise in Malabar, involving

➢ China has successfully tested the world's

government for relief and reconstruction efforts

Japan.

largest unmanned transport drone which can

in the country’s two islands that were hit by

➢ But this will be the first time the three

carry a payload of 1. 5 tonnes.

earthquakes and a tsunami.

services of the India and the US will participate

➢ A large commercial drone Feihong-98 (FH-

➢ The fund will also give a $5 million grant

in a drill together. The first one will be in India,

98) developed and modified by the China

for

and it will take place in 2019.

Academy of Aerospace Electronics Technology

reconstruction is robust and community-led.

made a successful test flight at Baotou test site

➢ The loan facility package could include cash

in North China's Inner Mongolia autonomous
region.
➢ Feihong-98

(FH-98)

is

now

the

world's

largest unmanned transport aircraft, with a
maximum payload of up to 1. 5 tonnes. It was
adapted from the prototype of the Shifei Y5B,
a China-developed transport plane.

Protection of Coral Reefs held at Bangaram
Island, Lakshadweep
➢ The International Conference on Status
and Protection of Coral Reefs (STAPCOR –
2018) was organized in Bangaram Island,
Lakshadweep.
➢ The theme of the conference was “Reef for
Life. ” Union Minister of Environment, Forest
Climate

Change,

Dr.

Harsh

Vardhan

inaugurated the conference.
➢ International Coral Reef Initiative (ICRI)
has declared the year 2018 as International
Year of the Reef (IYOR 2018) , which aims to
raise awareness about the threats to coral reefs
and the associated ecosystem.
➢ They

are

nutrients,

under
rising

threat

from

temperatures,

acidification,

sunscreen

overfishing,

and

use

harmful

assistance

to

ensure

transfers to the poorest 150, 000 affected
families for a period between 6 months to one
year, which could help during the recovery
phase.

➢ The physical loss from damage on the
infrastructure, residential and

non-residential

property in Sulawesi was around $531 million.

International Conference on Status and

and

technical

excess
oceanic
overuse,
land-use

practices, including runoff and seeps.
Pakistan Test-Fires Nuclear-Capable Ghauri
Ballistic Missile:

➢ Pakistan has successfully test-fired Ghauri
ballistic missile which is capable of carrying
both conventional and nuclear warheads up to a
distance of 1, 300 kilometers, bringing many
Indian cities under its range.

➢ The launch was conducted by Army Strategic
Forces Command and was aimed at testing the
operational and technical readiness of Army
Strategic Forces Command.

➢ In April, Pakistan successfully test fired an
enhanced version of the indigenously-built

➢ World

Bank’s

chief

executive

officer:

Kristalina Georgieva

Hong Kong to open:
➢ The world’s longest sea bridge Hong KongZhuhai-Macao Bridge has been opened.
➢ The 55-kilometer-long bridge, situated in
the Lingdingyang waters of the Pearl River
Estuary, will be the world’s longest sea bridge.
➢ It will slash the travel time between Hong
Kong and Zhuhai from three hours to just 30
minutes, further integrating the cities in the
Pearl River Delta.

projects in poor countries:

➢ A U. N. -backed fund has approved more
billion for

19

new

countries

projects

tackle

to

climate

change.

➢ During a four-day meeting in Bahrain that
ended, officials overseeing the Green Climate
Fund also agreed to start seeking fresh money
next year as its initial capital of about $6. 6
billion will soon be used up.

➢ Funding approved at the meeting in Manama
includes projects linked to geothermal energy in
Indonesia,

India

and

the

navies

Europe, Japan sends spacecraft on 7-year
journey to Mercury:
➢ The European Space Agency and the Japan
Aerospace

Exploration

Agency

as

successfully lifted a spacecraft through Ariane 5
rocket carrying two probes into orbit for a joint
mission to Mercury, the closest planet to the
sun.
➢ The

unmanned

BepiColombo

spacecraft

successfully separated and was sent into orbit
seven-year journey to Mercury.
➢ The

spacecraft

was

named

after

Italian

scientist Giuseppe "Bepi" Colombo and it was
in the right orbit and has sent the first signal
after the liftoff.
➢ When it arrives, BepiColombo will release two
probes

—

Bepi

independently

and

Mio

investigate

—

the

that

will

surface

and

magnetic field of Mercury.
China launches twin BeiDou-3 navigation
satellites to speed up GPS-style system

Green climate fund approves $1 billion for

help developing

Cope

from French Guiana as planned to begin a

World’s longest sea bridge between China-

than $1

called

greener

cities

in

Europe

and

the Middle East, and protection for coastal
communities in India.

➢ China successfully launched twin BeiDou-3
navigation satellites into space to strengthen
its satellite navigation network being built to
rival the US' Global Positioning System (GPS) .
➢ The satellites were launched from a Long
March-3B

carrier

rocket

from

Xichang

Satellite Launch Centre in Sichuan province.
It will work with the 14 BeiDou-3 satellites
already in orbit.
➢ The satellites and rocket were developed by
the Innovation Academy for Microsatellites of the
Chinese Academy of Sciences and the China
Academy

of

Launch

Vehicle

Technology,

respectively. The launch was the 287th mission
of the Long March rocket series.
➢ Named after the Chinese term for the Big
Dipper, the BeiDou system started serving China

First India-US tri-services exercise to be

in 2000 and the Asia-Pacific region in 2012.

held in 2019:
➢ The

first

Indo-US

tri-services

exercise

would take place next year and talks are on to

LIST OF AGREEMENTS/MOU’S SIGNED BY INDIA WITH VARIOUS COUNTRIES:
Country

Agreement

Capital/Currency

Japan

To provide an Official Development Assistance (ODA) loan of around Rs 5, 500 crore (89,

Tokyo/ Japanese yen

547 million Japanese Yen) as Tranche 1 for the Mumbai-Ahmedabad High-Speed Rail
project.
Portugal

In the field of water supply, waste water management and sanitation to be implemented

Lisbon/ Euro

in the state.
Uzbekistan

Including for visa free travel for diplomatic passport holders and cooperation in the fields of

Tashkent/ Uzbekistani som

tourism, national security, training of diplomats and against trafficking, agriculture and allied
sectors, cooperation on science and technology and in the field of health and medical science.
Russia

A deal worth $5. 43-billion to buy five Russian S-400 Triumf missile shield systems at the

Moscow/ Russian ruble

19th India-Russia annual bilateral summit at the Hyderabad House.
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Agreement on space cooperation and an Indian monitoring station will be built near the
Russian city of Novosibirsk in Siberia.
Tajikistan

Indian grant of 20 million US dollars was announced for Tajikistan to finance development

Dushanbe/ Tajikistani somoni, Ruble

projects. To strengthen political relations, strategic research, agriculture, renewable energy,
traditional medicine, space technology, youth affairs, and culture and disaster management.
Sri Lanka
Tanzania

For construction of 1200 houses through 50 model villages, using Indian grant assistance of 60

Colombo, Sri Jayawardenepura Kotte/

crore Srilankan rupees.

Sri Lankan rupee

The agreements were signed following India-Tanzania 9th Session of Joint Commission on

Dodoma/ Tanzanian shilling

Economic, Technical and Scientific Cooperation in New Delhi.
Myanmar

MoU for the appointment of a private Port Operator for the Operation and Maintenance of

Naypyidaw/ Burmese kyat

Sittwe Port, Paletwa Inland Water Terminal and associated facilities included in the
Kaladan Multi Model Transit Transport Project in implementation of India’s Act East Policy.
Azerbaijan

On Trade and Economic, Science and Technology Cooperation (IA-IGC)

Baku/ Azerbaijani manat

Croatia

To facilitate cultural exchange and diplomatic cooperation.

Zagreb/ Kuna

INTERNATIONAL SUMMITS
SUMMIT
12th

ASEM

(Asia-Europe

Key Points/ Area/ Themes

Held in

The theme of the ASEM Summit is ‘Global Partners for Global Challenges’.

Brussels, Belgium

To discuss a modern, comprehensive and mutually beneficial economic partnership

Singapore

Meeting) Summit
6th

RCEP

Inter-Sessional

Ministerial Meeting

agreement among ASEAN and ASEAN's FTA partners.

India–West Africa Conclave

Focus on business deliberations, Business to Government (B2G) and Business to

Abuja, Nigeria.

Business (B2B) engagements.
India has supported Niger to build Mahatma Gandhi International Convention
Centre (MGICC) in Niamey in Niger at the cost of USD 35. 5 million on grant basis.
17th

Council

of

Heads

of

This will be the second CHG meeting since India became a full member of SCO in June

Government, CHG, meeting

Dushanbe, Tajikistan

2017. Last year, CHG meeting was held in Sochi, Russia. External Affairs Minister
Sushma Swaraj Participates the meeting.

International
the

future

conference
of

the

on

It was organized by the Office of the Prime Minister, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, and

Indian

the Lakshman Kadirgamar Institute in collaboration with the Global Maritime Crime

Ocean 2018

Programme of the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC) .

8th European Congress on

The motto of the Congress was: “Science- Business-Self Government TOGETHER

SMEs

FOR ECONOMY”.

Colombo, Sri Lanka

Kotawice, Poland

Military Exercise

Final Book of Stephen Hawking Released:

'Jasmine Days' is published by Juggernaut

➢ ‘Druzhba-III’ - Pakistan and Russia – North -

➢ The "Brief Answers to the Big Questions",

Books.

Western region of Pakistan.

the

final book by Stephen Hawking was

➢ The book was first published in Malayalam in

➢ 'Dharma Guardian' - India and Japan -

launched at the Science Museum in London,

2014 as Mullappoo Niramulla Pakalukal and then

Mizoram's Vairengte.

Britain. The final writings of world-famous

translated into English by Shahnaz Habib.

physicist Stephen Hawking have been compiled

➢ M. S. Swaminathan to be conferred World

Air Exercise

in a book.

Agriculture Prize

➢ ‘Cope India’ - India, Japan and the U. S –

➢ The book was completed by his family after his

➢ The

Kalaikunda, West Bengal.

death and presents answers to the questions

Swaminathan will receive the first World

that Hawking said he received most during his

Agriculture Prize instituted by the Indian

time on Earth.

Council of Food and Agriculture (ICFA) in

Naval Exercise
➢ 32nd

Edition

of

CORPAT

–

India

and

Indonesia - Belawan harbour, Indonesia.
➢ ‘JIMEX

18’

–

India

and

Japan

–

Visakhapatnam, Andhra Pradesh.

Agricultural

scientist

M.

S.

➢ In Brief Answers to the Big Questions, Hawking

New Delhi. It will carry a cash component of $1,

looks

00, 000.

at

the

origins

of

our

planet,

the

controversial role of genetics and the threat of

➢ The prize will be presented by Vice-President

artificial intelligence.

Venkaiah Naidu at Vigyan Bhawan at a special

➢ IBSAMAR-VI - Indian, Brazilian and South

session, named Swaminathan Global Dialogue

African Navies - Simons Town, South Africa.

'Maharana Pratap: The Invincible Warrior':

on Climate Change and Food Security organised

➢ Sahyog-Hop Tac 2018 - India and Vietnam -

A Book Authored By Rima Hooja Released

by the Indian Council of Food and Agriculture.

Bay of Bengal off the Chennai coast.

➢ A new book on Maharana Pratap named

➢ He has been hailed by the United Nations

“Maharana Pratap: The Invincible Warrior”

Environment Programme as ‘The Father of

authored by historian Rima Hooja has been

Economic Ecology’ owing to his commitment

released.

towards the ever-green revolution movement in

Anumolu Ramakrishna:

➢ In Maharana Pratap: The Invincible Warrior,

agriculture.

➢ Vice President M Venkaiah Naidu released

noted historian Rima Hooja describes in detail

a biography of late Anumolu Ramakrishna, a

how Maharana Pratap managed to elude capture

pioneer in the application of innovative systems

by the mighty Mughal army for so long and

and

never bowed down to Akbar.

BANKING & BUSINESS

➢ The biography titled 'Building a Legacy' is

Benyamin author of 'Jasmine Days' bags

Fourth

authored by city-based Chartered Accountant V

India’s richest book prize:

Pattabhi Ram.

➢ Benyamin, the author of 'Jasmine Days',

BOOKS & AUTHOR
Vice

President

Releases

construction

techniques

Biography

in

the

Of

Indian

RBI NEWS

construction sector.

➢ Ramakrishna,

the

former

and

translated from Malayalam into English by

Managing Director at Larsen and Toubro, was

Shahnaz Habib, is the winner of the first

posthumously awarded Padma Bhushan in 2014.

edition of the Rs 25 lakh JCB Prize for
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President

Literature,

India's

richest

literary

prize.

Bi-monthly

Statement,

2018-19

Monetary
Resolution

Policy
of

the

Monetary Policy Committee (MPC) Reserve
Bank of India:
➢ On the basis of an assessment of the current
and evolving macroeconomic situation at its
meeting
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Committee (MPC) decided to: Keep the policy

between wallets and bank accounts through UPI,

repo rate under the Liquidity Adjustment Facility

and interoperability for PPIs issued in the form

RBI

(LAF) unchanged at 6. 5 per cent.

of cards through card networks.

November Via OMO:

➢ Reserve

Bank

also

retained

GDP

growth

➢ The

Reserve

Bank

of

India

consolidated

financial year, adding that it is likely to go up

phases

to 7. 6 per cent in FY20.

implementation of interoperability.

in

guidelines

order

to

for

(RBI)

estimate at 7. 4 per cent for the current

issued

enabling

prepare

better

To

Inject

Rs

40,

000

Crore

In

➢ The Reserve Bank of India will inject Rs 40,

all

000 crore in the banking system next month, a

for

move that will help ease cash shortage in the
system and stabilise debt market rates.

➢ The government has mandated the Reserve

➢ Based

on

an

assessment

of

the

durable

Bank to keep inflation at 4 percent (+/- 2

RBI allows state-owned oil companies to

liquidity needs going forward, RBI has decided to

percent) .

borrow long term working capital:

conduct

➢ The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) has

under open market operations for an aggregate

allowed state-owned oil companies to borrow

amount of Rs. 400 billion in the month of

long term working capital from overseas.

November 2018.

➢ The

MPC

has

changed

the

stance

from

'neutral' to 'calibrated tightening'.

purchase

of

government

securities

Current

Previous

➢ RBI relaxed the policy on borrowing up to

➢ Open market operation (OMO) is an RBI

6. 50%

6. 50%

10 billion US dollar from the overseas by the

mechanism to infuse or suck liquidity from the

Rate

state owned fuel retailers.

system.

Reverse Repo

➢ Till now oil marketing companies including

Rates
Policy

Repo

6. 25%

6. 25%

6. 75%

6. 75%

Indian Oil Corp, Bharat Petroleum Corp Ltd and

Other Important Banking & Business News

Hindustan Petroleum Corp Ltd, were not allowed

IDFC Bank To Be Renamed As IDFC First

to raise external commercial borrowing (ECB) for

Bank:

working capital needs on a long-term basis.

➢ IDFC Bank has proposed to change its name to

(MSLR)

Now, the RBI has allowed them to raise ECB of

'IDFC First Bank Ltd' as it is in the process of

Bank Rate

6. 75%

6. 75%

minimum maturity of 3 or 5 years.

amalgamating non-banking financial company

CRR

4%

4%

SLR

19. 5%

19. 5%

Rate
Marginal
Standing
Facility

Rate

Capital First with itself.

RBI approved formation of ‘Kerala Bank’
having Rs 650 bn in deposits:
➢ The Reserve Bank of India(RBI) gave its
nod to start that Kerala Bank, a venture
proposed by the Kerala government.
➢ It will be Kerala Cooperative Bank, but will
be referred to as Kerala Bank. It will have all
the facilities of a commercial bank, including
ATMs.
➢ The aim of the new bank was to provide
modern facilities to the Primary Agricultural
Cooperative Societies (PACS) .
➢ Earlier, the state government had formed a
special task force of experts for the formation of
the Kerala Bank. The expert committee was
headed by Chairman M S Sriram.
Kreditech gets NBFC licence:
➢ Kreditech has been licensed by the RBI to
operate as an NBFC with the first-of-its-kind
licence in the Indian financial history for digital
lending business and app-based financing.
➢ Kreditech’s product suite for India will offer
individualised direct-to-consumer loans as well
as its Lending-as-a-Service Solution for vendors,
which allows partners to offer customised credit
products to their customers.
➢ They offers loans to individuals based on their
creditworthiness which is analyzed using their
online data instead of using traditional credit
rating information.
➢ KreditechHeadquarters: Hamburg, Germany.
RBI issues guidelines for facilitating money
transfer among e-wallets:
➢ The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) has
released guidelines to facilitate payments among
different mobile wallets, a move aimed at
promoting digital transactions.
➢ As per the road-map laid down in 2017,
interoperability of all KYC-compliant Prepaid
Payment

Instruments

(PPIs)

was

to

be

enabled in three phases - interoperability of PPIs
issued in the form of wallets through Unified
Payments Interface (UPI) , interoperability
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RBI announces steps to boost liquidity for

➢ The Board of Directors of IDFC Bank at its

NBFCs:

meeting

➢ The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) has

Reserve Bank of India to rename the bank as

allowed banks to lend more to non-banking

'IDFC First Bank Limited', the new private sector

finance companies (NBFC) , by increasing the

lender said in a regulatory filing.

single borrower exposure limit from 10 per cent

➢ Warburg Pincus-backed Capital First and IDFC

to 15 per cent.

Bank, with this merger in an all-stock deal,

➢ The

increase

has

been

limited

up

to

December 31, 2018, and has excluded NBFCs

decided

to

seek

approval

of

the

would create a Rs 88, 000-crore combined
entity.

that lend to the infrastructure sector.
➢ Banks

have

also

been

allowed

to

use

Bank of Maharashtra to shut 51 branches

government securities equal to their incremental

➢ The Public sector bank (PSB) , Bank of

outstanding credit to NBFC lenders, over and

Maharashtra

above their outstanding credit to them as on

closure of51 branches across the country as

October 19, to meet liquidity coverage ratio

part

(LCR) requirements.

implemented in the banking industry.

RBI imposes a penalty on Federal Bank:

➢ All the branches were in urban centres have

➢ The Kerala-based Federal Bank was fined

been identified for the action as they were

Rs 5 crore by the Reserve Bank of India

declared

(RBI) for not following procedures on reporting

huge losses.

of data on large corporate loans, assessment of

➢ This is the first such measure initiated by any

risk-based supervision (RBS) by RBI, know-

PSB in Maharashtra. The BoM has around 1, 900

your-customer norms and delay in compensation

branches all over India. All the savings, current

to customer complaints.

and other bank accounts have been transferred

➢ RBI has imposed a monetary penalty of Rs 50

to the branches with which they have been

million (Rs 5 crore) on Federal Bank Ltd for

merged.

violation

of

Section

19(2)

of

of

(BoM)

has

cost-cutting

announced
measures

non-viable and

were

the
being

incurring

Banking

Regulation Act.

SBI launches its first “Wealth Hub” in

Federal Bank

Mangalore:

• Headquarters: Aluva

➢ The nation’s largest bank, State Bank of

• CEO: Shyam Srinivasan

India has launched its wealth business
➢ services by opening “SBI Wealth Hub” at the

RBI Lifts The Ban On Fino Payments Bank

Lalbagh

To Open New Accounts:

inaugurated by SBI Chairman Rajnish Kumar.

branch.

The

wealth

hub

was

➢ The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) lifted its

➢ SBI is the first PSU bank in the country to

ban

introduce

on

adding

new

customers

for

Fino

comprehensive

wealth

business

Payments Bank. The ban had been placed by

services for its clients. The bank has re-branded

the RBI in May because of non-compliance of

its wealth business as “SBI Wealth” offering

operational

certain

best-in-class

of

investment services to its elite High Net worth

accounts

guidelines,

having

particularly

deposits

in

excess

the

personalised

banking

and

allowed amount.

Individual (HNI) clients.

➢ RBI's operating guidelines for payments banks

➢ SBI Wealth has presence in 20 major centres

said the aggregate limit for customer in his/her

with a network of 90 Wealth Hubs in the

bank account shall not exceed Rs 100, 000.

country.

➢ Currently

there

are

five

payment

banks

operating in the country - Paytm, Airtel, Fino

Microsoft overtook Amazon as world's 2nd

and Aditya Birla-Idea Payments Bank and

most valuable company:

India Post Payments Bank.
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➢ Amazon is overtaken by Microsoft as world's

➢ The telecom company neither disclosed the

➢ Reliance Health Insurance, a wholly-owned

second most-valuable company after shares

scale of the deal nor the size of the team

subsidiary of Reliance Capital has received R3

plunge 10 per cent.

acquired.

approval

➢ Amazon reported a disappointing third quarter,

➢ Airtel has set up Airtel X Labs to drive

insurance business.

losing $65 billion from its market capitalization.

innovation in the areas of AI, Internet of Things,

➢ The new company will commence operations

Microsoft's, on the other hand, have risen by

Augmented Reality and Virtual Reality and "is

by the December quarter of 2018.

13% - from a close of $95 on May 1 to $106. 5

building a world-class team for the facility".

➢ Health insurance in India has been amongst

➢ Apple remains the top with a 2018 market

➢ Global CIO, Bharti Airtel: Harmeen Mehta

the fastest growing insurance sectors, growing

value of 926. 9 billion U. S. dollars.

from IRDAI for

its

new

health

at 20 per cent annually, and is expected to
Paytm Tops UPI Payments With Over 33%

double to over Rs 1 lakh crore by 2021.

SBI, Hitachi to set up card acceptance,

Market Share:

➢ Reliance

digital payment platform:

➢ Alibaba and SoftBank-backed Paytm has

Viswanath, who has over two decades of global

registered over 137 million UPI transactions in

experience in health insurance, as CEO of the

September,

new health insurance company.

➢ India’s

largest

India(SBI)

and

lender

State

payments

Bank

solution

of

provider

becoming

the

leading

Capital

contributor to Unified Payments Interface

IFC

into an agreement to form a joint venture for

(UPI) payments with over 33 per cent of the

Programme In The US And Europe:

establishing a card acceptance and digital

overall market share.

➢ The

payment platform.

➢ One97 Communications Limited, that owns the

launched

➢ SBI will have a majority stake in the proposed

brand Paytm, enables BHIM UPI for offline

programme in the US and Europe.

joint

payments

JV

will

over

five

million

$1

billion

arm

IFC,

masala

has

bond

➢ According to the IFC, the first tranche of $100
million under the programme opened on the

focusing on areas such as rollout of a nationwide

➢ More than 20 percent of all payments on

London Stock Exchange.

card acceptance infrastructure, quick response

Paytm are made using BHIM UPI for mobile

➢ It was sold to a range of investors, including

(QR)

recharge and payments, electricity and water

asset managers, banks and a pension fund, in

Interface (UPI) , mass transit sector and e-

bills and DTH recharges, among others.

the US and Europe.

commerce businesses.

➢ The company also announced the launch of its

➢ Masala

➢ Hitachi Payment Services India, a wholly

Spam-proof "SMS Inbox" as part of its

borrowings issued overseas. IFC uses them to

owned subsidiary of Hitachi Group, Japan.

"Paytm Inbox".

raise rupee funds overseas and brings the

IBM to acquire software company Red Hat:

SIDBI

➢ IBM Corp had agreed to acquire U. S.

Entrepreneurship

software

‘Udyam Abhilasha’:

service app ‘Khushi’:

billion, including debt, as it seeks to diversify its

➢ The Small Industries Development Bank of

➢ Life insurer PNB Metlife has unveiled an

technology hardware and consulting business

India (SIDBI) , has launched a national level

Artificial

into higher-margin products and services.

entrepreneurship awareness campaign “Udyam

customer service app ‘Khushi’.

Abhilasha”,

➢ The app is designed to be a one-stop shop

Payment

and

its

lending

Bond

offline

Unified

various

Bank’s

Masala

merchants, out of its 9. 5 million merchant-base.

acceptance,

provide

Billion

Ravi

payment options to customers and merchants

code

The

World

$1

designated

Hitachi Payment Services India has entered

venture.

Launches

has

bonds

are

rupee-denominated

proceeds to India for investments.

➢ The

company

transaction

Red

is

by

Hat

far

Inc

IBM's

for$34

biggest

Launched

in

National

Awareness

115

Level
Campaign

aspirational

districts

PNB Metlife launches AI-powered customer

Intelligence

(AI)

acquisition. It is to expand the company's

identified by NITI Aayog in 28 States and

providing

subscription-based software offerings, as it faces

reaching to around 15, 000 youth. .

anytime, anywhere, such as policy features,

slowing software sales and waning demand for

➢ SIDBI

mainframe servers.

transformation

➢ IBM, which has a market capitalization of $114

districts. The six-day campaign would be running

➢ It has the ability to understand customer

billion, will pay $190 per share in cash for Red

parallelly from 3rd October across India.

intent and provide tailored responses.

Hat, a 63 percent premium to closing share

➢ SIDBI has partnered with Common service

➢ In

price.

centres,

‘conVRse’,

➢ Founded in 1993, Red Hat specializes in Linux

Limited, a Special Purpose Vehicle, set up by

platform as well as ‘eBranch’, a paperless

operating systems, the most popular type of

the

digital platform enabling real time transfer of

open-source software, which was developed as

implementing the campaign.

information.

an alternative to proprietary software made by

➢ SIDBI is the principal financial institution for

PNB Metlife

Microsoft Corp.

the promotion, financing and development of the

• Headquarters: Mumbai

will

join

information,

to

contribute

to

the

premium due details besides providing fund

mission

unleashed

for

the

value and portfolio details.

e-Governance

Ministry

insurance-related

-powered

of

Services

Electronics

and

India
IT

for

2016,

the

company

virtual

reality

had

launched

(VR)

service

Micro, Small and Medium Enterprise sector.
Paytm Launches ‘PayPay’ Mobile Wallet In

Flipkart teams up with Bajaj Allianz to offer

Japan:

PayPal launches merchant App for business

insurance:

➢ Paytm has launched a QR-based smartphone

in India:

➢ Flipkart has secured a corporate agency

payment

in

➢ PayPal, a global technology platform and

licence from the Insurance Regulatory and

collaboration with SoftBank and Yahoo Japan

settlement

digital payments leader, has announced the

Development Authority (IRDAI) and has

Corporation.

launch of its first merchant-focused App in India,

partnered Bajaj Allianz General Insurance.

➢ It allows users to store money from a bank

PayPal for Business. PayPal has 17 million

➢ It aims to offer customised insurance solutions

account in their “PayPay” wallet and make

merchant accounts globally.

to

payments with it.

➢ PayPal for Business app solves some of the

programme for all leading mobile phone brands

➢ Paytm is also offering a ‘cashback’ to users of

most common problems faced by SMEs and

that are sold on its platform.

PayPay in Japan, a concept which the SoftBank

freelancers. With the launch of this App, PayPal

➢ Customers who buy the plan will be offered

and Alibaba-backed company has been pushing

aims to tackle the entire backend of small

either a cash payout, or a free pickup,

aggressively in India to win new customers and

businesses through technology. India is the

service and drop facility if their devices get

see more transactions.

second largest freelancer market in the

damaged or stolen.

Airtel Acquires Bengaluru-Based AI Start-

world.

Up AuthMe:

➢ PayPal for Business is aimed at catering to

IMF projects India’s growth at 7. 3% in

➢ Bharti Airtel has acquired technology of

these merchants in making their lives easier and

2018, 7. 4% in 2019:

artificial

helping them conduct their business on the go.

➢ The International Monetary Fund (IMF)

intelligence

service

(AI)

in

service

Japan

provider

AuthMe ID Services. Airtel has also acquired the

its

mobile

phone

protection

has forecasted a growth rate of 7. 3 percent

intellectual proprietary rights for two flagship

Reliance

solutions developed by AuthMe.

Approval from IRDAI:
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power

Health

Insurance

Gets

Final

for India in the current year of 2018 and
that of 7. 4 percent in 2019.
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➢ In 2017, India had clocked a 6. 7 percent

International Air Transport Association (IATA) .

Apple world's top brand, Facebook slips to

growth rate.

Currently India is at seventh position in the

9th spot: Report

➢ China was the fastest growing economy in

aviation market.

➢ According to global brand consultancy

2017

0. 2

➢ According to the IATA, China would displace

Interbrand's

percentage points. For the record, the IMF has

the United States as the world's largest aviation

2018" report,

lowered the growth projections for both India

market in the mid-2020.

become the top brand in the world in 2018

and China by 0. 4 per cent and 0. 32 per cent,

➢ The present trends in air transport suggest

while Facebook fell to ninth place in the top

respectively.

passenger numbers could double to 8. 2 billion

100 brands globally.

➢ Inflation is estimated at 3. 6 per cent in

in 2037.

➢ Amazon achieved a 56 per cent growth to

fiscal year 2017/18 and projected at 4. 7 per

➢ The International Air Transport Association

become the third top brand globally. In second

cent in fiscal year 2018/19.

(IATA) is the trade association for the world's

place, Google was up 10 per cent to $155. 5

airlines, representing some 290 airlines or

billion while Amazon is valued at $100. 8

82% of total air traffic.

billion.

as it

RANKING

was ahead

AND

of

India

INDEXES

by

TAKEN

BY

VARIOUS ORGANISATIONS

"Best

100

Global

Apple displaced

Brands

Google to

➢ Microsoft (valued at $92. 7 billion) was fourth
TCS Only Indian Firm Among Top 10 To Get

while Coca Cola (valued at $66. 3 billion) came

India is world’s 2nd most underinsured

Foreign Labour Certification:

fifth followed by Samsung on sixth spot.

country:

➢ The Tata Consultancy Services (TCS) is the

➢ India has the second largest insurance

only Indian company among the top 10 firms

Mukesh Ambani Richest Indian for 11th

gap in the world of $27 billion (in absolute

to get foreign labour certification for the H-

Consecutive Year: Forbes

terms) after China, where the underinsurance

1B visas for the fiscal year 2018 by receiving

➢ Reliance

or insurance gap is over $76 billion.

over 20, 000 such certifications.

Ambani has emerged as the richest Indian for

➢ According to a Lloyd's of London's report,

➢ According

global underinsurance stands at $162. 5

headquartered

billion in 2018.

multinational professional services firm, has

magazine. Ambani is also the year's biggest

➢ Underinsurance is the gap between the level of

emerged as the top employer to have received

gainer, adding USD 9. 3 billion to his wealth

insurance in place to cover global risks and the

the certification. Ernst and Young is followed by

amid the continuing success of his Reliance Jio

actual cost to businesses and governments of

Deloitte Consulting which received 69, 869

broadband telco service.

rebuilding

H-1B specialty occupations labour conditions

➢ As per the 'Forbes India Rich List 2018', Wipro

catastrophes.

programme.

Chairman

➢ The global underinsurance gap is now $162. 5

Cognizant Technology Corp comes at number

second spot, adding USD 2 billion to his wealth

billion, which is down only over 3 per cent since

three.

at USD 21 billion.

2012 when it stood at $168 billion.

➢ The visa programme allows employers to

➢ While

temporarily employ foreign workers in the

Lakshmi Mittal moved a place ahead to the

India topped as Asia's most investment

US

third slot with a net worth of USD 18. 3 billion,

savvy economy: Standard Chartered

occupations

➢ India

and

is

recovering

Asia's

most

from

investment

major

savvy

on

a

to

the

report,

Ernst

the

and

London-

Young,

Indian-American

non-immigrant basis
or

as

fashion

a

owned

in

specialty

models

of

Industries'

Chairman

Mukesh

the 11th consecutive year with a net worth of
USD

47.

3

billion,

Azim

according

Premji

ArcelorMittal

has

to

Forbes

retained

Chairman

and

the

CEO

increasing his wealth by USD 1. 8 billion.

distinguished merit and ability.

economy and more than two-thirds of the

India

ranked

28th

on

government’s

country's affluent class prefer to use various

India 9th most valuable nation brand in the

adoption of e-payments in 2018: EIU

investment products to achieve their financial

world:

➢ India's

goals and greater social mobility.

➢ Even though India slipped by one spot, it

government's adoption of e-payments has

➢ According to a new Standard Chartered

was still ranked one of the 10 most valuable

moved up to 28th in 2018, from 36th in

study of 11, 000 emerging affluent consumers

nation brands in the world, according to a report

2011.

across Asia, Africa and the Middle East, 68 per

titled ‘Nation Brands 2018’ released by Brand

➢ Norway leads the pack in the 73-country

cent of Indian people belonging to this segment

Finance, a leading brand valuation and strategy

ranking, followed by France and Denmark.

are using investment products to achieve their

consultancy.

➢ It is one of the top- performing countries in

financial goals, as compared to an average

➢ India’s brand value was $2, 046 billion in

terms

figure of 57 per cent.

2017 and has increased to $2, 159 billion in

business-to-government (B2G) and government-

➢ The study said, 31 per cent of emerging

2018. Topping the list and maintaining its lead

to-business (G2B) transactions

affluents is selecting mutual funds, a quarter (25

is US with

➢ India holds the top ranking on B2G and G2B,

per cent) choosing fixed income investments and

billion which rose by 23% from last year.

and comes third on C2G jointly with Argentina.

22 per cent equity investments.

➢ The US economy has grown at a rapid pace

➢ India

India ranks 5th in world terms of largest
pictorial warning on cigarette packs:
➢ India ranks fifth, jointly with Hong Kong
and Thailand, in terms of the largest pictorial
warning on cigarette packs with 85 percent
of both sides of the packets covered.
➢ The

Cigarette

Package

Health

Warnings:

International Status Report 2018 highlighted
that

118

countries

worldwide

have

made

pictorial warnings mandatory.
➢ Timor-Leste has the largest warnings on
cigarette packages in the world with 92. 5
percent on front and back, followed by Nepal
and Vanuatu with 90 per cent and New Zealand
at fourth with 87. 5 percent.

Market:
➢ India is all set to be among top three
market

by

2024
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brand

value

of $25,

according

to

899

and is expected to continue it in the coming
months.
L&T

ranks

22

in

Forbes’

best

global

employer list:
➢ Engineering and construction major Larsen &
Toubro,

which

is

majority

owned

by

its

employees, is the only domestic firm to be
featured among the top 25 companies in the
Forbes’ global 2000 best employers list that is
led by Google parent Alphabet.
➢ While L&T is ranked 22, there are only four
domestic firms in the top 100 list which include
Mahindra & Mahindra at 55, Grasim Industries at
59 and HDFC at 91, and only 24 domestic
companies in the overall list, as per the US
magazine.

India to become third Largest Aviation

aviation

a

The Top 3 companies in the List are:
1. Alphabet
2. Microsoft
3. Apple

overall

of

is

ranking

on

citizen-to-government

at

the

58th

place

the

(C2G)

for

,

digital

infrastructure and is placed 60th among the
countries

surveyed

on

socio-economic

development.
Japanese Passport Named World's Most
Powerful:
➢ According

to

the

2018 Henley

Passport

Index released, the Japanese passport is
now the powerful in the world, which means
that Japanese citizens can travel without a visa
or gain a visa on arrival in 190 destinations –
the most globally.
➢ The Indian passport has secured the 81st
rank

with

visa-free

or

visa-on-arrival

access to 60 destinations.
➢ As per a report on the Independent, at the
second place is the Singapore passport, allows
travel to 189 destinations without a prior visa.
The third place is shared with Germany, South
Korea and France citizens, who will be able to
enter 188 countries without a prior visa.
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World

Bank’s

Human

Capital

Index:

14

the country's commitment to reducing inequality

➢ The Top 3 Countries in the List are Belarus,

as a "a very worrying situation" .

Cuba and Estonia.

Singapore Tops, India Ranks 115th

➢ The index is topped by Denmark, based on its

➢ Singapore with an index standing at 0. 88

high

tops the World Bank Group's Human Capital

spending and good protection of workers. Japan,

country:

Index released on 11th October. South Korea,

the top-ranking Asian country, came in at 11th

➢ India is the world’s most depressed country,

Japan and Hong Kong follow Singapore on the

on the index.

closely followed by China and the US

and

progressive

taxation,

high

social

index. Other countries like Chad, South Sudan

India

is

the

world’s

most

depressed

➢ According to a World Health Organization

and Niger took the lowest three spots.

India ranks 103rd in Global Hunger Index

report, India is the world’s most depressed

➢ India ranked 115th with an index score of 0.

2018:

country, closely followed by China and the US.

44.

➢ According to the Global Hunger Index 2018,

According to the 2015-16 National Mental Health

India was ranked 103rd out of 119 qualifying

Survey (NMHS) , every sixth person in India

improving outcomes in health and education,

countries.

needs mental health help of some sort. Of all the

productivity, and economic growth.

➢ The Global Hunger Index 2018 report was

age groups, it is the adolescents who need it the

prepared

most.

➢ This

index creates

a direct

line

between

jointly

by

global

Oxfam World Inequality Index 2018: India

Concern

Ranks 147th, Denmark Tops

Welthungerhilfe (Germany) .

➢ The

UK-based

charity

Oxfam

Worldwide

NGOs

namely,

(Ireland)

and

➢ At

least

6. 5

per

cent

of

the

Indian

population suffer from some form of the serious

➢ As per the 2018 Global Hunger Index (GHI) ,

mental disorder, with no discernible rural-urban

International's 'Commitment to Reducing

the

differences.

Inequality (CRI) Index' ranks India 147th

worldwide fell to 20. 9, down from 29. 2 in the

among 157 countries analysed, describing

year 2000.

level

of

hunger

and

under

nutrition

APPOINTMENTS
DESIGNATION

CURRENT

PREVIOUS

Chief Economist of the International Monetary Fund (IMF)

Gita Gopinath (2nd Indian)

Maurice (Maury) Obstfeld

First chief of National Financial Reporting Authority (NFRA)

Rangachari Sridharan (Former IAS officer)

-

New President of Hockey India

Mohd Mushtaque Ahmad

Rajinder Singh

MD & CEO of ICICI Bank

Sandeep Bakhshi

Chanda Kochhar

New Chairman and World President of the International

Srinivasan Swamy

-

Pankaj Sharma

Amandeep Gill

Deputy National Security Advisor (Internal Affairs)

RN Ravi

-

Next India Ambassador to Spain

Sanjay Verma

-

Next Indian Ambassador to the Republic of Croatia

Arindam Bagchi

-

New MD of IDBI Bank

Rakesh Sharma

-

New Solicitor General of India

Tushar Mehta

Ranjit Kumar

Former SBI chairman joined Ajay Piramal's financial services

Arundhati Bhattacharya

-

Secretary General of PHD Chamber of Commerce and

Mahesh Y Reddy

-

Pravin Srivastava (Chief Officer in Ministry of Statistics

-

Advertising Association (IAA)
India’s Ambassador to UN Conference on Disarmament in
Geneva

Industry (PHDCCI)
India’s third Chief Statistician of India (CSI)

and Programme Implementation (MoSPI) )
Director General of Council of Scientific and Industrial
Research (CSIR) and Secretary of

Shekhar C Mande

-

the Department of

Scientific and Research (DSIR)
Next Ambassador of India to the Kingdom of Thailand

Ms

Suchitra

Durai

(Previously

serving

in

High

-

Commissioner of India to Kenya)
Advisor

of

Online

financial

services

marketplace

S S Mundra (former RBI Deputy Governor)

-

Chairman of AMFI

Nimesh Shah

-

MD & CEO of Paytm Payment Bank

Satish K Gupta

-

New Chief of the Enforcement Directorate

Sanjay Kumar Mishra

Director of the Central Bureau of Investigation (CBI)

M Nageshwar Rao

-

Chairman of the Press Trust of India (PTI)

N. Ravi

Viveck Goenka

New President of Cameroon

Paul Biya

-

America’s 114th Supreme Court justice

Brett Kavanaugh

Anthony Kennedy

New Prime Minister of Yemen

Maeen Abdulmalik

-

New President of Nepal

Druk Nyamrup Tshogpa (DNT)

-

New President of Iraq

Barham Salih

-

New President of Ireland

Michael D Higgins

-

New President of Brazil

Jair Bolsonaro

-

New Prime Minister of Srilanka

Mahinda Rajapaksa

-

1st Female President of Ethopia

Sahle-Work Zewde

-

Chief Executive Officer of PepsiCo

Ramon Laguarta

Indra Nooyi

Head of the Instagram

Adam Mosseri

-

“BankBazaar”

YES

Bank

selects

Korn

successor to Rana Kapoor:

7601808080 / 9043303030
9043303030

Ferry

to

find

➢ The Private sector lender YES Bank has

Ferry to help find a successor to its Managing

selected global leadership advisory firm Korn

Director and CEO Rana Kapoor.
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➢ Reserve Bank of India last month cut short

• Minister of State for External Affairs - MJ

• Former England Football Captain - John Terry

Kapoor’s term and asked him to step down after

Akbar

• Former India fast bowler - Praveen Kumar

January 1, 2019.

• Interpol President - Meng Hongwei

• Pakistan Left-Arm Spinner - Abdur Rehman

RETIREMENT

• West Indices All-rounder - Dwayne Bravo

➢ Its

Headquarters

is

located

in

Mumbai,

Maharashtra.

• From International Football - Australia's Mile

BRAND AMBASSADOR

RESIGNATION

Jedinak

• Nokia - Alia Bhatt (Indian Actress)

• US ambassador to the United Nations - Nikki

Akinfeev (Goalkeeper)

Haley

• Former England Batsman - Nick Compton

(Midfielder)

and

Russia’s

Igor

AWARDS & HONOURS
LIST OF AWARDS

WINNERS

Seoul Peace Prize for 2018

Prime

Minister

Narendra Modi

(for

his

contribution to

international

cooperation and fostering global economic growth)
UN Investment Promotion Award 2018

Invest India (for excellence in promoting investments in sustainable
development)

International Olympic committee (IOC) award 2018

Social Entrepreneur Suheil F. Tandon (for his contribution to sports for
development)

Lal Bahadur Shastri National Award 2018

Senior Advocate Fali S Nariman

Cleanest Government University By HRD Ministry

Haryana’s Maharshi Dayanand University

Prestigious US Congressional Gold Medal 2018

Mahatma Gandhi (Recognition of his promotion of peace and non-violence)

Prestigious Ekalabya Puraskar Award, 2018

Hockey player Lilima Minz

Posthumously honoured as ‘Legend’ by Sport Australia Hall of Fame

Richie Benaud

Deming Prize for 2018

Indus Towers (1st in India & 5th in the World)

[World's Largest Telecom Tower Company (outside China) ]

For distinctive performance improvements through the application of Total
Quality Management (TQM) practices.

New Academy Prize in Literature

Maryse Conde

Prestigious Gold Prize by FAO at global Future Policy Awards 2018

Sikkim (for promoting agro-ecology through policies and laws that have
made it a "100 percent organic farming" state)

World’s Most Innovative University by Reuters report

Stanford University

Hridaynath Award 2018 for Lifetime Achievement

Music Director Mohammed Zahur KhayyamHashmi

India Social Entrepreneur of the Year 2018

Prema Gopalan of Swayam Shikshan Prayog (SSP)

Prestigious ‘Vimala V Pai Vishwa’ Konkani best book award for the year

H M Pernal (‘Beeg Ani Beegath’)

2018
Man Booker Prize 2018 for ‘Milkman’

Anna Burns (First Northern Irish Author)

Wildlife Photographer Of The Year 2018

Marsel van Oosten (Netherlands)
‘Portrait of two endangered golden snub-nosed monkeys in China’s Qinling
mountains’.

Young Wildlife Photographer of the Year Award in the category

Arshdeep Singh (Jalandhar, Punjab)
‘Pipe owls’

Honoured with a Presidential Medal for Combating Human Trafficking 2018

Minal Patel Davis

by U. S. Secretary of State Mike Pompeo for her extraordinary
Shakti Bhatt First Book Prize 2018

US-based Dalit writer Sujatha Gidla's debut book, “Ants Among Elephants:
An Untouchable Family and the Making of Modern India"
And
Sri Lankan author Anuk Arudpragasam won the prize for his debut novel,
"The Story of a Brief Marriage", set in the backdrop of the civil war.

Winner of the FICCI (Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce and

Athletics Federation of India [For the category of Best National Sports

Industry) India Sports Awards 2018

Federation (NSF) ]

‘ISSA Good Practice Award 2018’ held at Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

Employees’ State Insurance Corporation (ESIC) (for Administrative Solution
for Coverage Extension at the “Regional Social Security Forum for Asia and
the Pacific”)

Prestigious Carnot Prize 2018

Union Minister for Railways, Coal and Corporate Affairs Piyush Goyal

World Health Summit Startup Award In Berlin

Roopam Sharma (For his invention, Manovue – the world’s first intelligent
personal assisting system for the visually impaired)

'Best Agriculture Award' by the Indian Council of Food and Agriculture

Gujarat

(ICFA) at the '11th Global Agriculture Leadership Summit and Leadership
Awards - 2018'
NOBLE PRIZE WINNERS 2018
FIELD

CATEGORY

WINNERS

Physics

“For groundbreaking inventions in the field of laser physics”

Arthur Ashkin (USA) , and the other half jointly

And

Gerard Mourou (France) and Donna Strickland

“For the optical tweezers and their application to biological systems”

(Canada)

"For the directed evolution of enzymes"

Frances H. Arnold (USA) and the other half jointly

And

to George P. Smith(USA) and Sir Gregory P.

Chemistry

"For the phage display of peptides and antibodies"
Physiology

or

"For their discovery of cancer therapy by inhibition of negative immune

Medicine

regulation"

Peace

“Crucial contribution to focusing attention on, and combating, war crimes”
And

7601808080 / 9043303030
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Winter (UK)
James P. Allison (USA) and Tasuku Honjo (Japan)
Doctor Denis Mukwege (Congo) and Activist
Nadia Murad (Yazidi)
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“Helped to give greater visibility to war-time sexual violence”
Economic

"For integrating climate change into long-run macroeconomic analysis"

William Nordhaus (USA) And

Sciences

And

Paul Romer (USA)

"For integrating technological innovations into long-run macroeconomic analysis"
PM

Narendra

Modi

confers

Swachh

Survekshan Grameen Awards 2018:
➢ The

Ministry

Water

2018 Summer Youth Olympics:

➢ This year's award ceremony will be held at the

commissioned

“Swachh

UN headquarters in New York on Human

Survekshan

Grameen-2018”

(SSG 2018)

through

independent

an

Drinking

SPORTS

Front Line Defenders.
and

Sanitation

of

Wapichana and Irish human rights groups

survey

agency

Rights

to

Day,

which

is

marked

globally

on

December 10.

basis of quantitative and qualitative sanitation

Tagore Award For Cultural Harmony For

parameters.

2014, 2015 & 2016:

➢ Prime Minister Narendra Modi conferred the

➢ The Tagore Award for Cultural Harmony for the

Swachh Survekshan Grameen Awards 2018.

years

➢ In Overall Ranking -Top 3 States are:

announced.

➢ Haryana

➢ The award jury was headed by Prime Minister

➢ Gujarat

Narendra Modi and included Chief Justice of

➢ Maharashtra

India Justice Ranjan Gogoi, former chief election

➢ Top 3 Districts are:

commissioner N Gopalaswami and national vice

➢ Satara (Maharashtra)

president of the BJP Vinay Sahasrabuddhe.

➢ Rewari (Haryana)

➢ The award was instituted by the government

➢ Pedapalli (Telangana)

during the commemoration of the 150th birth

➢ States with maximum citizen participation

anniversary of Rabindranath Tagore in 2011. It

are

carries an award prize of Rs 1 crore.

➢ Uttar Pradesh

➢ For 2014, the award was given to Rajkumar

➢ Gujarat

Singhajit Singh, a doyen of Manipuri dance

➢ Maharashtra

who

➢ Districts

with

maximum

citizens’

is

also

participated

at

the

2018

Summer

Youth Olympics in Buenos Aires, Argentina
from 6 October to 18 October 2018.
➢ Jeremy Lalrinnunga won India's first ever

develop ranking of all districts of India on the

2014,

➢ India

2015

a

and

teacher,

2016

performer

were

and

choreographer.

participation are

➢ Chhayanaut, established in 1961, which has

➢ Nashik (Maharashtra)

played a leading role in promoting Tagore’s

➢ Solapur (Maharashtra)

works in Bengali culture, won the award for

➢ Chittorgarh (Rajasthan)

2015.
➢ For 2016, the award was given to sculptor

Winners of United Nations Human Rights

Ram Vanji Sutar, whose first notable work was

Prize 2018 Announced

the 45-feet Chambal monument at the Gandhi

➢ The United Nations has announced the winners

Sagar Dam in Madhya Pradesh.

of United Nations Human Rights Prize 2018.

Youth Olympics gold medal.
➢ Tababi Devi won the first ever Youth
Olympics medal for India in Judo and later also
won a silver in the mixed team event under
mixed-NOCs.
➢ Manu Bhaker became the first Indian girl to
win a Youth Olympics gold medal.
➢ Both Boys' and Girls' Hockey 5s teams won
silver medals in their debut.
➢ Flag

Bearer

-

Opening:

Manu

Bhaker;

Closing: Jeremy Lalrinnunga.
➢ India ranked at 17th Position in the Overall
Medal Tally. Gold -3; Silver – 9; Bronze -1;
Total -13.
➢ Russia won the overall Medal Tally - Gold 29; Silver – 18; Bronze -12; Total – 59. 2nd
place – China; 3rd place – Japan.
➢ Lakshya Sen (badminton) also won gold
medal as part of the winning team (‘Team
Alpha’) in the mixed team event.
➢ Tababi Devi Thangjam also won a silver
medal in the mixed team event under mixedNOC.
➢ Manu Bhaker & Bezhan Fayzullaev won
silver Medal in the Mixed 10 metre air pistol.
➢ Saurabh Chaudhary donated the pistol with
which he won gold medal to be a part of Olympic
Museum in Switzerland.

➢ The honour was given to Asma Jahangir, the

➢ Thangjam

late Pakistani lawyer and leading human rights

Tababi

Devi

donated

her

competition attire to the International Olympic

defender, along with Tanzanian activist Rebeca

Committee to be a part of the Olympic Museum

Gyumi, Brazil's first indigenous lawyer Joenia

in Switzerland.

India at the 2018 Summer Youth Olympics:
SPORTS

EVENTS

WINNERS

MEDAL

Weightlifting

Boys' 62 kg

Jeremy Lalrinnunga

Gold

Shooting

Girls' 10 metre air pistol

Manu Bhaker

Gold

Shooting

Boys' 10 metre air pistol

Saurabh Chaudhary

Gold

Archery

Boys' individual

Akash Malik

Silver

Badminton

Boys' singles

Lakshya Sen

Silver

Shooting

Girls' 10 metre air rifle

Mehuli Ghosh

Silver

Shooting

Boys' 10 metre air rifle

Shahu Tushar Mane

Silver

Wrestling

Girl's freestyle 43 kg

Simran Simran

Silver

Athletics

Boys' 5 km walk

Suraj Panwar

Silver

Judo

Girls' 44 kg

Tababi Devi Thangjam

Silver

Field hockey

Indian Men’s Hockey team

Prashant Chauhan, Sudeep Chirmako, Shivam Anand ,

Pawan,

Silver

Rahul Rajbhar, Sanjay, Maninder Singh, Vivek Prasad, Rabichandra
Moirangathem
Field hockey

Indian

Women’s

Hockey

team

Bichu Devi, Kharibam, Baljeet Kaur, Ishika Chaudhary, Chetna,

Silver

Khushboo, Reet, Salima Tete, Lalremsiami, Mumtaz Khan
Athletics

Boys' triple jump

Praveen Chithravel

Bronze

2018 Asian Para Games:
➢ India participated at the 2018 Asian Para Games which was held in Jakarta, Indonesia from 6 to 13 October 2018. This was the third edition of
Asian Para Games.
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➢ Flag Bearer: Opening - Mariyappan Thangavelu
➢ Logo: ‘Harmony’; Mascot: MOMO (motivation and mobility) . It is a graphic visualization of Bondol Eagle (Haliastur Indus) .
➢ Motto: The Inspiring Spirit and Energy of Asia.
➢ India will field its biggest ever contingent of 302 members.
➢ India occupied 9th Place - Gold - 15, Silver - 24 and Bronze - 33 medals with a total of 72 medals.
➢ China topped the medal tally with 319 medals (172 gold medals) . 2nd place was occupied by Korea with 144 medals and 3rd position by Iran with 136
medals.
➢ Bhutan Made the Debut in this Asian Para Games 2018. Chess was introduced for the first time in the Asian Para Games 2018.
➢ First Event Took Place in Guangzhou, China 2010; Next Event: 2022, Hangzhou, China.
India at the 2018 Asian Para Games:
SPORTS

EVENTS

WINNER

MEDAL

Para Athletics

Men's Javelin Throw F42-44/61-64

Sandeep Chaudhary

Gold

Final
Men's 50M Butterfly S7 (6-7)

Para Swimming

Suyash Jadhav

Gold

Women's 1500M T11

Para Athletics

Raju Rakshita

Gold

Women's Club Throw F32/51

Para Athletics

Ekta Bhyan

Gold

P1 - Men's 10M Air Pistol - SH1

Para Shooting

Manish Narwal

Gold

Men's 100M T35

Para Athletics

Narayan Thakur

Gold

Men's Individual Recurve Open -

Archery

Harvinder Singh

Gold

Men's High Jump T42/63

Para Athletics

Sharad Kumar

Gold

Women's Singles SL3

Badminton

Parul Parmar

Gold

Men's Individual Rapid VI - B2/B3

Chess

Kishan Gangoli

Gold

Women's Individual Rapid P1

Chess

Jennitha Anto Kanickai

Gold

Men's Javelin Throw F55

Para Athletics

Neeraj Yadav

Gold

Men's Club Throw F51

Para Athletics

Amit Saroha

Gold

Men's Singles SL4

Badminton

Tarun

Gold

Men's Singles SL3

Badminton

Pramod Bhagat

Gold

Men's Up To 49. 00 kg

Para Powerlifting

Farman Basha

Silver

Women's 100M Butterfly S10

Para Swimming

Devanshi Satija

Silver

P4 - Mixed 50M Free Pistol - SH1

Para Shooting

Manish Narwal

Silver

Women Up To 50 kg

Para Powerlifting

Sakina Khatun

Silver

Women's Javelin Throw F46

Para Athletics

Ramya Nagaranai

Silver

Women's 1500M T12/13

Para Athletics

Radha Venkatesh

Silver

Men's Discus Throw F43/44, F62/64

Para Athletics

Pardeep

Silver

Men's High Jump T45/46/47

Para Athletics

Rampal Chahar

Silver

Men's Shot Put F56/57

Para Athletics

Virender

Silver

Men's Discus Throw F11

Para Athletics

Monu Ghanghas

Silver

Women's Individual Standard P1

Chess

Jennitha Anto Kanickai

Silver

Men's Long Jump T42/T61/T63

Para Athletics

Vijay Kumar

Silver

W2/ST

Sonalben Manubhai Patel

Women's Double- TT 3-5

Table Tennis

Men's Javelin Throw F46

Para Athletics

Sundar Sing Gurjar

Silver

Men's High Jump T42/63

Para Athletics

Varun Singh Bhati

Silver

Men's 400M T44, T62/64

Para Athletics

Anand Gunasekaran

Silver

Women's 400M T45/46/47

Para Athletics

Jayanti Behra

Silver

Men's 100M Backstroke S10

Para Swimming

Swapnil Patil

Silver

Men's Javelin Throw F55

Para Athletics

Amit Balyan

Silver

Men's Club Throw F51

Para Athletics

Dharambir

Silver

Men's Team Rapid VI - B1

Chess

Men's Team Rapid VI - B2/B3

Chess

Women's Team Rapid VI - B2/B3

Chess

Women's Team Rapid P1

Chess

Bhavinaben Hasmukhbhai Patel

Mohammed Salih PK
Prachurya Kumar Pradhan
Kishan Gangoli
Kanchanbhai Makwana
Mrunali Prakash Pande
Megha Chakrobarty
Jennitha Anto Kanickai
Kanishri Raju
Sukant Kadam

Silver

Silver
Silver
Silver
Silver
Bronze

Suhas Lalinakere Yathiraj
Team Standing
(SL3-SU5)

Badminton

Tarun
Rakesh Pandey
Chirag Baretha
Raj Kumar

Men's Up To 49. 00 kg

Para Powerlifting

Parmjeet Kumar

Bronze

Men's 200M Individual Medley SM7

Para Swimming

Suyash Jadhav

Bronze

Men's 50M Freestyle S7

Para Swimming

Suyash Jadhav

Bronze

P4 - Mixed 50M Free Pistol - SH1

Para Shooting

Singhraj

Bronze

Women's 100M Freestyle S10

Para Swimming

Devanshi Satija

Bronze

Men's 100M Freestyle S10

Para Swimming

Swapnil Patil

Bronze
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Women's Javelin Throw F53/54

Para Athletics

Deepa Malik

Bronze

Men's Shot Put F11

Para Athletics

Monu Ghanghas

Bronze

Men's 200M T44/T62/64

Para Athletics

Anand Gunasekaran

Bronze

Women's 200M T45/46/47

Para Athletics

Jayanti Behra

Bronze

Men's Discus Throw F46

Para Athletics

Sundar Sing Gurjar

Bronze

Men's Discus Throw F43/44, F62/64

Para Athletics

Aneesh Kumar Sunderan Pillai

Bronze

Men's Shot Put F46

Para Athletics

Mohd Yasser

Bronze

Men's Up To 80. 00 kg

Para Powerlifting

Sudhir

Bronze

Women's Team Standard VI - B2/B3

Chess

Mrunali Prakash Pande

Bronze

Women's Team Standard P1

Chess

Men's Javelin Throw F46

Para Athletics

Rinku

Bronze

Men's 400M T13

Para Athletics

Avnil Kumar

Bronze

Men's Shot Put F54/55

Para Athletics

Tek Chand

Bronze

Men's 400M Freestyle S10

Para Swimming

Swapnil Patil

Bronze

Men's High Jump T42/63

Para Athletics

Mariyappan Thangavelu

Bronze

Women's 400M T12

Para Athletics

Radha Venkatesh

Bronze

Men's 400M T45/46/47

Para Athletics

Sandeep Singh Maan

Bronze

Men's 400M T44, T62/64

Para Athletics

Vinay Kumar Lal

Bronze

Women's Discus Throw F51/52/53

Para Athletics

Deepa Malik

Bronze

Men's C4 Individual Pursuit 4000M

Cycling

Gurlal Singh

Bronze

Men's Singles SS6

Badminton

Nagar Krishna

Bronze

Women's Singles SL3

Badminton

Mansi Joshi

Bronze

Women's Discus Throw F11

Para Athletics

Nidhi Mishra

Bronze

Men's Singles SL3

Badminton

Manoj Sarkar

Bronze

Men's Doubles SL 3-4

Badminton

Manoj Sarkar/

Bronze

Men's Doubles SL 3-4

Badminton

Megha Chakrobarty
Jennitha Anto Kanickai

Bronze

Kanishri Raju

Pramod Bhagat
Anand Kumar Bore Gowda/

Bronze

Nitesh Kumar

“Prithvi Shaw” Youngest Indian to Score

➢ The African country has thus become the first

➢ The second seeded Indo-Mexican pair beat

Century on Test Debut:

African host of any Olympic event.

Ariel Behar and Roberto Quiroz to clinch the

the

➢ It was unanimously chosen in a vote of IOC

title.

youngest Indian to make a century on his Test

members in Buenos Aires where the third edition

➢ Paes, who is ranked 69, added 110 ranking

debut on day one of the first Test against West

of the Youth Olympics.

points to his kitty and shared a prize purse of

Indies in Rajkot.

IOC

USD 7750 with his partner.

➢ Overall, he is the 15th Indian batsman to

• Headquarters: Lausanne, Switzerland

➢ Note: Paes also ended runner-up at Chicago,

score a hundred in his first Test. The opener is

• President: Thomas Bach

Dallas on the ATP Challenger circuit and won the

also the fourth youngest player of all time to hit

Bajrang Punia first Indian to get seeded at

Newport Beach event in January.

a debut ton and the second youngest Indian to

World Wrestling Championship:

Japan all set to host 2019 World Relays:

make a Test century after Sachin Tendulkar.

➢ Bajrang Punia has become the first Indian

➢ Japan

➢ He was captain of the Indian under-19 team

to

International

which won the World Cup in New Zealand in

Wrestling Championships to be held in

Federations (IAAF) World Relays, beginning

2018.

Budapest, Hungary.

May 11.

➢ He is seeded third in the 65 kg class in the

➢ The first three editions of the IAAF World

36th National Games to Be Held Next Year

men's freestyle event. He is accorded the

Relays, in 2014, 2015 and 2017, were held in

in Goa:

pride of place with 45 points in the ranking list

the Bahamian capital.

➢ The 36th National Games will be held in

released by the United World Wrestling, the

➢ The 2019 meet will take place May 11 and 12

Goa from March 30 to April 14 next year. It was

parent body of wrestling.

at Nissan Stadium in Yokohama, near Tokyo.

announced by Sports Authority of Goa (SAG)

➢ Turkey's Selahattin Kilicsallayan is the top

➢ IAAF President: Sebastian Coe

executive director VM Prabhudesai.

seed (50 points) in the 65 kg class weight

➢ The Opening and Closing ceremonies will be

category.

➢ Teenager

Prithvi

Shaw

became

feature

in

the

top

seeds

of

World

held at PJN Stadium, Fatorda.
➢ Five

sports

all

set

to

host

Association

Djokovic

wins

the

of

2019

Athletics

Shanghai

Masters

2018:
Great Britain Wins Sultan Johar Cup Junior

➢ Novak Djokovic beat Croatia's Borna Coric

Hockey:

in the final of the Shanghai Masters to clinch

➢ India lost to Great Britain to settle for the

the title.

silver medal at the eighth Sultan of Johor Cup

➢ The

U-18 hockey tournament. The event was held

consecutive matches since losing at the Rogers

Lewis won Japanese Grand Prix 2018:

at Malaysia.

Cup on 10 August, and will replace Federer as

➢ Mercedes’ Lewis Hamilton won Japanese

➢ Great Britain, who finished runners-up, last

world number two.

Grand Prix 2018. Hamilton claimed his fourth

year, secured their second Sultan of Johor Cup

➢ Djokovic won his 26th straight set to clinch his

consecutive victory.

title by virtue of this win.

fourth title of 2018 and go just 35 points behind

Penthatlon,
Snooker

--

--

Novak

is

Lawn
will

Rugby,
Bowl,
be

Wushu,
and

added

Modern

Billiards
in

the

and

Games

programme.

➢ Mercedes’ Valtteri Bottas took the second

Serbian

Djokovic

has

won

18

Rafael Nadal in the ATP Race for London.

position and Red Bull’s Max Verstappen took

Leander Paes wins Santo Domingo Open

third.

Trophy:

Kimi Raikkonen wins US Grand Prix:

Senegal to host 2022 Youth Olympic Games

➢ Leander Paes has lifted Santo Domingo Open

➢ Ferrari’s Kimi Raikkonen got his first victory

➢ Senegal was officially confirmed as the host of

trophy with partner Miguel Angel Reyes-

of F1 race US Grand Prix in Texas.

the 2022 summer Youth Olympic Games at

Varela.

➢ It was the longest gap between wins in F1

the

International

Olympic

Session.
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Committee

(IOC)

history, beating the previous mark of Italian
Riccardo Patrese.
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➢ Lewis Hamilton came second and he was

➢ It was also the mascot for Asian Athletics

With this win, Joshi became the seventh Indian

followed by Red Bull's Max Verstappen.

Championships held at the stadium last

to win the Panasonic Open India title in the last

year.

eight editions of the tournament.

Virat Kohli becomes the fastest batsman to
score 10, 000 ODI runs
➢ Virat

Kohli

became

only

the

fourth

➢ It was also his maiden Asian Tour title.
Yuvraj Wadhwani Lifts Asian Junior Squash

Bangladesh's

Title:

second best after finishing with a par on

finished

➢ India’s

and in the process, he also broke Sachin

clinched Asian

Tendulkar's record to become the fastest to

Championship title

reach the milestone.

Shah of Pakistan in the final of the boys’ U-

Under-21 Belgium Open:

13 individual event.

➢ Indian table tennis player Ayhika Mukherjee

Kohli

became

the

fifth

Indian

Wadhwani has

Rahman

batsman to score 10, 000 ODI runs for India

➢ Overall,

Yuvraj

Siddikur

Junior

after defeating Anas Ali

➢ In

Arvav

has won a silver medal in the under-21 women's

runs. While Tendulkar took 259 innings to get

Sareen had to settle for the second podium

singles category of the ITTF Challenge Belgium

there, Kohli got to the landmark in a mere

finish

Open.

205 innings.

to Mohammad Hamza Khan of Pakistan.

➢ Kohli is also second only to Tendulkar in the

➢ Overall, Indian squash players managed to win

list

a total of six medals in the tournament including

Simona Halep becomes first recipient of

internationals.

one gold, one silver and four bronze.

Chris Evert WTA World No. 1 Trophy:

Keerthana Pandian Wins Girls’ Title In IBSF

Deepika Kumari Wins Bronze In Archery

become the first recipient of the Chris Evert

World U-16 Snooker Championships:

World Cup:

Women's Tennis Association (WTA) World

➢ India's Keerthana Pandian has won the girls'

➢ India’s Deepika Kumari won bronze medal

No. 1 Trophy, named after WTA's first-ever

title in the IBSF World Under-16 Snooker

after beating Lisa Unruh of Germany in the

world number one, Chris Evert.

Championships.

Archery World Cup Finals in Samsun, Turkey.

➢ The 27-year-old, who lifted her maiden Grand

This

Slam title at the Roland Garros and claimed the

most

century-scorers

in

one-day

after

category,
losing

India’s

Ayhika Mukherjee Wins Silver Medal At

batsman and 13th ever to reach 10000 ODI

of

under-15

the 18th.

Squash

his

summit

clash

➢ She lost 1-3 to Korea's Youjin Kim in the final.

➢ The World number one Simona Halep has

➢ In

the

final

Keerthana

in

St

Petersburg,

outclassed

her

Russia,

Belarussian

rival

was Kumari’s fifth World Cup Finals

podium.

WTA Year-End world number one singles award

Albina Leschuk 3-1.

➢ In 2018, Deepika had defeated Germany’s

for the second consecutive year, said that she is

➢ It is the Indian girl's maiden international

Michelle Kroppen to win her first gold medal

delighted to become the first receiver of the

crown. In the corresponding boys category, Ben

in women’s individual recurve event at the

trophy.

Martens of Belgium won the title.

World Cup after a gap of six years.

➢ The Chris Evert WTA World No. 1 Trophy has a

➢ In the compound mixed team final, India

silver star-map tennis ball that represents the

clinched the silver medal after losing to Turkey.

tennis universe.

Trophy:

Lewis Hamilton Wins Russian GP:

Basel Open 2018: Roger Federer Won 99th

➢ In Men’s Hockey, India thrashed Japan 9-0 in

➢ The Mercedes

their

Hamilton won Russian grand prix 2018.

➢ The World number three Roger Federer beat

➢ He was followed by Mercedes player Valtteri

Romanian qualifier Marius Copil 7-6(5) 6-4 to

Viktor Bottas and then Ferrari’s Sebastian

win the Swiss Indoors and claimed his 99th

Vettel.

career title in front of his home crowd in Basel.

India beat Japan 9-0 to record their third
consecutive

third

win

in

Asian

round-robin

Champions

match

of Asian

Champions Trophy at Muscat, Oman.
➢ It

was

India’s

third

straight

win

of

the

tournament, and they have strengthened their

player

Lewis

chances of making it to the semi-finals.

Career Title

➢ Note: American Jimmy Connors (109) is the
Golf: Europe Beat United States To Regain

only player to have won more than 100 career

Bajrang Punia First Indian To Get Seeded

Ryder Cup

titles in the professional era.

At World Wrestling Championship:

➢ Europe regained the Ryder Cup as Captain

➢ Bajrang Punia has become the first Indian

Thomas Bjorn’s team reached the 14. 5 points

Maverick Vinales Wins Australian MotoGP:

to

they required to beat theUnited States at a

➢ Maverick Vinales has won the Australian

Wrestling Championships to be held in

feature

in

the

top

seeds

of

World

packed Le Golf National.

MotoGP as newly-crowned world champion Marc

Budapest, Hungary.

➢ Francesco

➢ He is seeded third in the 65 kg class in the

European to win all five of his matches with a 4

for the fifth straight year.

men’s freestyle event. He is accorded the

and 2 victory over Phil Mickelson.

➢ This is the third time Marquez has crashed out

pride of place with 45 points in the ranking list

➢ The 42nd Ryder Cup Matches were held in

at the Australian GP after 2016 and 2014.

released by the United World Wrestling, the

France on the Albatros Course of Le Golf

➢ Maverick Viñales Ruiz is a Spanish Grand Prix

parent body of wrestling.

National in Guyancourt, a suburb southwest of

motorcycle

➢ Turkey’s Selahattin Kilicsallayan is the top

Paris.

champion, taking the title in 2013. In 2015 he

Molinari became

the

first-ever

seed (50 points) in the 65 kg class weight

Marquez failed to finish after starting from pole

racer

and

former

Moto3

world

won the best rookie award in the MotoGP class.

category.

Pooja Dhanda Wins Bronze Medal In World

Olly: Mascot For 2018 Hockey World Cup

Wrestling Championships:

India, Pakistan declared joint winners of

Revealed At Puri Beach

➢ Pooja Dhanda became the fourth Indian

Asian Champions Trophy:

➢ The Turtle ‘Olly’ has been made the mascot

woman to win a medal at the United World

➢ India and Pakistan were declared as the

for

Wrestling (UWW) World Championships.

joint winners of the 5th Men's Hero Asian

Cup scheduled to be held at the Kalinga Stadium

➢ She is from Haryana and she beat Grace Jacob

Champions

here from November 28 to December 16.

Bhullen of Norway 10-7 in the play-off bout to

tournament after the final was abandoned due to

➢ ‘Olly’ represents the endangered Olive Ridley

win bronze in the 57kg category at the László

bad weather conditions.

sea turtles that travel thousands of miles in the

Papp Sports Arena in Budapest, Hungary.

➢ India were looking to defend their title which

the Odisha

ocean

and

on Odisha’s

arrive

Men’s

in

Hockey

millions

Rushikulya

and

World

every

year

Gahirmatha

beaches for their annual nesting.

Trophy

Muscat

2018

hockey

they won back in Kuantan, Malaysia in 2016
Golf:

Indian

Khalin

Joshi

Clinches

Panasonic Open India Title:

when they beat arch-rivals Pakistan 3-2 in the
Final.

➢ Indian golfer Khalin Joshi clinched the
Panasonic Open India title at the Delhi Golf Club.

IMPORTANT DAYS
Important

Celebrated

Theme of

Days/

/ Observed

2018
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Events
International Coffee Day

October 1st

‘Women in Coffee’

International Day of Non-Violence

October 2nd

-

World Habitat Day

First Monday of October

‘Municipal Solid Waste Management’

World Animal Day

October 4th

-

World Teachers' Day

October 5th

‘The right to education means the right to a qualified teacher’

National Air Force Day

October 8th

-

World Post Day

October 9

-

World Mental Health Day

October 10th

‘Young people and mental health in a changing world’

International Day of the Girl Child

October 11th

'With Her: A Skilled Girl Force'

World Obesity Day

October 11th

‘End Weight Stigma’

World Sight Day

Second Thursday of October (October

‘Eye Care Everywhere’

th

11th)
International Day for Disaster Reduction

October 13th

‘Reducing Disaster Economic Losses’

World Arthritis Day

October 12th

‘It's in your hands, take action’

World Standards Day

October 14

-

International Day of Rural Women

October 15th

‘Sustainable infrastructure, services and social protection for

Rashtriya Mahila Kisan Diwas

October 15th

-

World Students’ Day

October 15th

-

World Food Day

October 16

‘Our Actions are Our Future’, A #zero hunger world by 2030 is

International Day For The Eradication Of

October 17th

2018
th

gender equality and the empowerment of rural women and girls’

th

possible”
‘Coming together with those furthest behind to build an inclusive

Poverty

world of universal respect for human rights and dignity’

World Osteoporosis Day

October 20th

-

United Nations Day

October 24

“Traditions of Peace and Non-violence”

World Development Information Day

October 24th

-

World Polio Day

October 24th

‘End Polio Now’

World Day for Audiovisual Heritage

October 27th

“Your Story is Moving”

72nd Infantry Day

October 27th

-

International Animation Day

th

October 28

-

Odisha Disaster Preparedness Day

October 29th

-

Vigilance Awareness Week 2018

October 29th-November 3rd

“Eradicate Corruption-Build a New India “

th

OBITUARY
Name

Field

Country

Balabhaskar

Renowned violinist

Kerala, India

Will Vinton

Oscar-winning animator

USA

Natwar Thakkar

Eminent Gandhian

Nagaland, India

MN Paloor

Noted Malayalam poet

Kerala, India

Annapurna Devi

Legendary Musician

Madhya Pradesh, India

Paul Allen

Microsoft co-founder

USA

N. D. Tiwari

Former Uttar Pradesh Chief Minister

Uttarakhand, India

Osamu Shimomura

Nobel chemistry laureate

Japan

Otis Rush

Legendary Guitarist

Chicago

Qazi Abdussattar

Urdu writer

Delhi, India

Yashwant Dev

Senior composer & lyricist

Maharashtra, India

CURRENT AFFAIRS QUIZ

Q.4) Who has signed an agreement with cloud

Q.7) JICA has agreed to provide an Official

Q.1) Which ministry has partnered with Google

services provider Oracle to curb the distribution

Development Assistance (ODA) loan of around

of fake drugs using new technologies?

how much amount for the Mumbai-Ahmedabad

a) Ministry of Power

High-Speed Rail project?

b) Ministry of Health and Family Welfare

a) Rs.5, 400 crore

b) Rs.5, 300 crore

c) Ministry of Human Resource and Development

c) Rs.5, 500 crore

d) Rs.6, 500 crore

d) Government of India

e) Rs.6, 400 crore

e) NITI Aayog

Q.8) Who has been elected as the chairman of

Q.5) The railway ministry inks pact with which

the Press Trust of India (PTI) ?

tech giant to launch rail heritage digitisation

a) Surya Kumar

b) N. Ravi

project?

c) Sasi Kumar

d) Ranjan Kumar

to launch the Loo Review campaign?
a) Ministry of Environment
b) Ministry of Housing and Urban Affairs
c) Ministry of Rural Development
d) Ministry of Health and Family Welfare
e) Ministry of Labour and Employment
Q.2) Who launched India’s first flood forecast
system with $1 mn assistance from ADB?
a) Kolkata

b) Mumbai

c) New Delhi

d) Hyderabad

e) Bengaluru
Q.3) India plans to eliminate open defecation
completely by which year?
a) 2021

b) 2019

c) 2023

d) 2025

e) 2020
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a) Google

b) Microsoft

e) Bhavanivel MK

c) Amazon

d) Facebook

Q.9) The British racing driver Lewis Hamilton

e) None of these

plays for which of the following company?

Q.6) Goa and which country signed MoU for

a) Red Bull

b) Ferrari

water, sewage management for 2 years?

c) Mercedes

d) Sauber

a) Portugal

b) Sweden

e) Renault

c) France

d) Germany

Q.10) What is the theme of International Day Of

e) Norway

Older Persons?
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a)

Stepping

into

the

Future:

Tapping

the

21

d) World Habitat Day

e) Koruna

Talents, Contributions and Participation of Older

e) World Peace Day

Q.35) Who is the first person to have the

Persons in Society

Q.23) India and ADB has signed how much

honorary Canadian citizenship to be revoked?

b) Take a Stand Against Ageism United Nations

amount loan for safe drinking water service for

a) NarendraModi

b) Aung San SuuKyi

For Ageing

West Bengal?

c) NiravModi

d) MS Dhoni

c) Celebrating Older Human Rights Champions

a) $280 Million

b) $290 Million

e) Dalai Lama

d) None of these

c) $240 Million

d) $230 Million

Q.36) RBI relaxed the policy on borrowing up to

e) Leaving No One Behind: Promoting a Society

e) $210 Million

how much US dollar from the overseas by the

for All

Q.24) Which state has been declared as the 23rd

state owned fuel retailers?

Q.11) What is the capital of Uzbekistan?

state to become Open Defecation Free (ODF) in

a) US $8 billion

b) US $7 billion

a) Sofia

b) Bogota

India?

c) US $10 billion

d) US $12 billion

c) Nicosia

d) Tashkent

a) Odisha

b) Jharkhand

e) US $17 billion

e) Asmara

c) Manipur

d) Bihar

Q.37)

Q.12) The first corn festival of India is being

e) Assam

launched merchant App for business in India?

held in which of the following state?

Q.25) The world’s largest pillar-less dome has

a) Amazon Payments

b) PayPal

a) Maharashtra

b) Karnataka

been inaugurated in which of the following

c) Paytm

d) Stripe

c) Telangana

d) Jharkhand

state?

e) PayU

Which

digital

payments

leader

has

e) Madhya Pradesh

a) Maharashtra

b) Telangana

Q.38) Who will be replaced for ChandaKochhar

Q.13) The first Multinational Maritime Exercise

c) Madhya Pradesh

d) Haryana

as ICICI Bank CEO?

‘IBSAMAR-VI’ is between which of the following

e) Gujarat

countries?

Q.26) Name the operation launched by India to

b) Girish Chandra Chaturvedi

a) India, Cyprus and Croatia

assist

c) SandeepBakhshi

b) India, Brazil and South Africa

consequent tsunami in Central Sulawesi province

d) VishakhaMulye

c) India, Ghana and Brazil

of Indonesia?

e) AnupBagchi

d) India, Kenya and Mali

a) Madad

b) Sahyog

Q.39) LilimaMinz is related to which of the

e) India, France and Egypt

c) Lehar

d) Sahayata

following sport?

Q.14) Who has been appointed as the new

e) SamudraMaitri

a) Swimming

b) Squash

president of Iraq?

Q.27) Who has been posthumously honored with

c) Chess

d) Badminton

the

a) UdayChitale
survivors

of

earthquake

and

a) Hadi Al-Amiri

b) Muqtada al-Sadr

US Congressional Gold 2018?

e) Hockey

c) Fuad Hussein

d) BarhamSalih

a) Nelson Mandela

b) Mahatma Gandhi

Q.40) When does the World Teachers’ Day

e) Haider al-Abadi

c) Mother Teresa

d) Abdul Kalam

observed?

Q.15) What is the currency of Iraq?

e) None of these

a) October 4

b) October 5

a) Yuan

b) Dinar

Q.28) Where did the 4th India International

c) October 6

d) October 7

c) Peso

d) Krone

Science Festival held?

e) October 3

e) Koruna

a) Lucknow

b) Hyderabad

Q.41) The government has granted Geographical

Q.16) Name the only third woman in history to

c) Pune

d) New Delhi

Indication (GI) tag to the Alphonso Mango of

win the physics nobel prize 2018?

e) Chennai

which state?

a) Irène Joliot-Curie

Q.29) Which Indian bank was fined for violation

a) Tamil Nadu

b) Karnataka

c) Ada E. Yonath

of Section 19(2) of Banking Regulation Act

c) Odisha

d) Maharashtra

d) Maria Goeppert Mayer

recently?

e) Telangana

e) YouyouTu

a) Axis Bank

b) Federal Bank

Q.42) India has signed a deal worth of how

Q.17) Which of the following person has been

c) Canara Bank

d) HDFC Bank

much amount to buy five Russian S-400 Triumf

awarded for 2018 Nobel Prize in Chemistry?

e) Bank of India

missile shield systems?

a) Arthur Ashkin

b) Johnson Kevin

Q.30) What is the theme of International Coffee

a) $3.23-billion

b) $6.73-billion

c) Frances H. Arnold

d) Gérard Mourou

Day?

c) $5.43-billion

d) $1.63-billion

b) Donna Strickland

e) Edwin Robert

a) Booster of the Day

Q.18) Which country has the largest warnings on

c) Women in Coffee

cigarette

d) Happy Day in Coffee

packages

in the

world

with 92.5

b) Celebrating Coffee

d) $2.43-billion
Q.43)

e) None of these

What

is

the

abbreviation

of

“S”

in

CAATSA?

percent on front and back?

Q.31) Igor Akinfeev, who has retired from

a) Sector

b) Science

a) Vanuatu

b) India

international soccer hails from which country?

c) Service

d) Sanctions

c) Timor-Leste

d) Nepal

a) Brazil

b) France

e) Social

e) New Zealand

c) Russia

d) Australia

Q.44) Name the policy on biometric based digital

Q.19) The RTI Act comes under which of the

e) Croatia

processing of passengers at airports?

following year?

Q.32) Three Indian Coast Guard ships, a Dornier

a) Digi Wake

b) DigiYatra

a) 2007

b) 2009

aircraft and a Chetak helicopter participated in

c) Digi Aires

d) Digi Way

c) 2013

d) 2005

the exercise named‘Sahyog HOP TAC -2018’ was

e) None of these

e) 2001

held

Q.45)

Q.20) Who will be the flag-bearer of the Indian

countries, recently?

contingent for the 3rd Youth Olympic Games?

a) India and Bangladesh

b) India and Maldives

ranking?

a) Pranav Chopra

b) Manu Bhaker

c) India and Mauritius

d) India and Malaysia

a) Haryana

b) Uttar Pradesh

c) Shreyasi Singh

d) HeenaSidhu

e) India and Vietnam

c) Gujarat

d) Rajasthan

e) Prannoy Kumar

Q.33) The National Mission for Clean Ganga

e) Maharashtra

Q.21) The 3rd Youth Olympic Games to be held

(NMCG) has partnered with which organisation

Q.46)

in which of the following country?

for “Mission Gange”?

International Advertising Association chairman?

a) Argentina

b) Italy

a) Tata Steel Adventure Foundation

a) Ramesh Narayan

b) SrinivasanSwamy

c) China

d) Indonesia

b) Tata Tech Foundation

c) Manoj Prabhakar

d) VeluThangamani

e) Brazil

c) Tata Foundation

e) None of these

Q.22) The first Monday of October is observed

d) Tata & co Foundation

Q.47) The Project Utkrisht was launched by

as?

e) None of these

which of the following ministry?

a) International Day of Non-Violence

Q.34) What is the currency of Vietnam?

a) Ministry of Human Resource Development

b) World Milk Day

a) Lev

b) Dong

b) Ministry of Agriculture

c) World Farm Animals Day

c) Peso

d) Euro

c) Ministry of Home Affairs
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between

which

of

the

following

two

Which

state

has

topped

SwachhSurvekshanGrameen Awards in overall
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d) Robert Kennedy
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d) Ministry of Railways

c) Anthony Kennedy

e) Ministry of Urban Development

e) Johnson Will

Sciences, hails from which of the following
country?

Q.48) Where is the headquarters of Indian

Q.61) Who has been appointed as the chairman

a) France

b) Finland

Ocean Rim Association located?

of World Federation of Exchange working group

c) Japan

d) America

a) Mauritius

b) Nepal

committee?

e) Israel

c) Bangladesh

d) India

a) Wu Qing

b) Edward Tilly

Q.75) Where is the headquarters of UNEP

e) Sri Lanka

c) VikramLimaye

d) Juan Pablo

located?

Q.49) Who succeeds Pepsico’s Indian-origin CEO

e) Bryan Durkin

a) Kenya

b) U.S

IndraNooyi?

d) France

Q.62) Where is the headquarters of World

c) Switzerland

a) Albert P. Carey

b) UmranBeba

Federation of Exchanges located?

e) Russia

c) Jon Banner

d) Jim Andrew

a) Moscow

b) London

Q.76) Every year October 9 is observed as?

e) Ramon Laguarta

c) New York

d) Mumbai

a) World Animal Day

Q.50) Who has been appointed as the India’s

e) Beijing

Ambassador to UN Conference on Disarmament?

Q.63) Who

a) Mahendra Kumar

b) Sushmitha Mehta

Ambassador to Spain?

c) Pankaj Sharma

d) Amandeep Gill

a) Samuel NS

b) Sanjay Verma

e) World Monument Day

e) ArjunDiwan

c) Suresh Khanna

d) ArindamBagchi

Q.77) Who has launched the ‘India for Humanity’

Q.51) Who is the current national security

e) None of these

advisor of India?

Q.64) What is the capital of Croatia?

b) World Teachers Day
has

been

appointed

as India’s

c) World Post Day
d) World Food Day

initiative in India?
a) RamNathKovind

b) Suresh Prabhu

a) R N Ravi

b) AjitDoval

a) Minsk

b) Prague

c) SushmaSwaraj

d) NitinGadkari

c) Pankaj Saran

d) RajinderKhanna

c) Zagreb

d) Santiago

e) NarendraModi

e) None of these

e) Tallinn

Q.78)

Q.52) Who is the author of the book Feisty at

Q.65) Who has won silver medal for India in

represents

The

Fifty?

National
the

Waterway

development

(NW)

work

of

-40
which

10m air rifle event at the opening in the Youth

riverunder the Sagarmala Programme of Ministry

a) MridulaBehari

b) SudhaMenon

Olympics at Bueno Aires, Argentina?

of Shipping?

c) HarnidhKaur

d) Sujata Massey

a) ShahuTushar Mane

b) LakshyaSen

a) Narmada River

b) GhagraRiver

e) Devapriya Roy

c) JyotiGulia

d) Aparna Roy

c) Yamuna River

d) Krishna River

Q.53) The 36th National Games will be held at

e) Nisar Ahmed

e) Godavari River

which of the following place?

Q.66) Who has been posthumously honoured as

Q.79) Where did the Regional Conclave on India-

a) Maharashtra

b) Odisha

‘Legend’ by Sport Australia Hall of Fame?

West Africa Project Partnership held?

c) West Bengal

d) Madhya Pradesh

a) Johnson

b) Keith Miller

a) Niger

b) Ghana

e) Goa

c) Kaithe Wilson

d) Don Bradman

c) Nigeria

d) Togo

Q.54) What is the currency of Tajikistan?

e) Richie Benaud

e) Gambia

a) Rial

b) Koruna

Q.67) When does the National Air Force Day

Q.80) Who is the chairman of Environment

c) Dinar

d) Peso

celebrated?

Pollution (Prevention and Control) Authority?

e) Somoni

a) October 5

b) October 4

a) SanjivSachar

b) BhureLal

Fuel

c) October 8

d) October 7

c) SrikanthNadhamuni

d) KaizadBharucha

Program’ was launched in which of the following

e) October 9

e) PareshSukthankar

state?

Q.55)

India’s

1st

‘Methanol

Cooking

Q.68) Who heads the Strategic Policy Group

Q.81) Which organisation has signed an MoU

a) Odisha

b) Rajasthan

(SPG) of India?

with NASSCOM to strengthen child rights?

c) Assam

d) Bihar

a) ShivshankarMenon

b) AjitDoval

a) IMF

b) UNICEF

c) K. Narayanan

d) J N Dixit

c) ILO

d) UNESCO

e) West Bengal
Q.56)

The

India-Japan

bilateral

maritime

e) Brajesh Mishra

e) FAO

exercise ‘JIMEX 18’ begins in which of the

Q.69) How much amount India has granted for

Q.82) Which country has successfully test-fired

following place?

finance development projects in Tajikistan?

Ghauri ballistic missile?

a) West Bengal

b) Mumbai

a) $50 million

b) $10 million

a) China

b) India

c) Cochin

d) Chennai

c) $15 million

d) $30 million

c) Pakistan

d) Bangladesh

e) Visakhapatnam

e) $20 million

e) Spain

Q.57) The National Dolphin Research Centre

Q.70) What is the strike range of Prithvi-II

Q.83) Name the air exercise between Ukraine

(NDRC) , India’s and Asia’s first is set to be

missile?

and NATO countries that is being held in western

established in which city?

a) 320 km

b) 150 km

Ukraine?

d) 450 km

a) Mathura

b) Hyderabad

c) 100 km

a) Indradhanush

b) Garuda 2018

c) Mumbai

d) Bhopal

e) 350 km

c) Clear Sky 2018

d) Sindex 2018

e) Patna

Q.71) Which of the following state government

e) Eastern Bridge

Q.58) Recently, who has received R3 approval

has launched ‘NirmanKusuma’ programme?

Q.84) Name the US ambassador to the United

from

a) Assam

b) Tripura

Nations who resigned recently?

business?

c) Odisha

d) Karnataka

a) Elaine Chao

b) Betsy DeVos

a) Apollo Munich Health Insurance

e) Tamil Nadu

c) Kirstjen Nielsen

d) Nikki Haley

b) Star Health and Allied insurance Co Ltd

Q.72) Who is the Executive Director of UN

e) Linda McMahon

c) Reliance Health Insurance

Environment?

Q.85) Under which category Weightlifter Jeremy

d) National Insurance Co Ltd.

a) WangariMaathai

b) Erik Solheim

Lalrinnunga notched up India’s maiden gold

e) IffcoTokio General Insurance Co Ltd.

c) Chandrajit Banerjee

d) Maurice Strong

medal at the Youth Olympics?

Q.59) An MoU was inked between ISRO and the

e) None of these

a) 60 kg category

b) 65 kg category

Space

d) 70 kg category

IRDAI

for

Agency

of

its

new

which

health

country

insurance

joint

Q.73) MengHongwei is the president of which

c) 52 kg category

activities in the field of Human Spaceflight

for

organisation who resigned after being detained

e) 62 kg category

Programme Gaganyaan mission?

by Chinese authorities?

Q.86) When does the world mental health day

a) China

b) U.S

a) OPEC

b) Interpol

observed?

c) France

d) Russia

c) IMF

d) WHO

a) October 11

b) October 17

c) October 10

d) October 09

e) Japan

e) ILO

Q.60) Who has been sworn in as America’s

Q.74)

114th Supreme Court justice?

conferred with 2018 Nobel Prize in Economic

a) Brett Kavanaugh

William

Nordhaus,

who

has

been

e) October 12

b) John Roberts
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Q.87) Prime Minister NarendraModi unveiled a

Q.99) The Belawan harbour is located at which

Q.112) Name the Indian who has lifted Santo

64-feet-tall statue of peasant leader Sir Chhotu

of the following country?

Domingo Open trophy with partner Miguel Angel

Ram in which district?

a) Japan

b) Oman

Reyes-Varela?

d) India

a) Leander Paes

b) RohanBopanna

c) Yuki Bhambri

d) SomdevDevvarman

a) Sonipat

b) Rohtak

c) Indonesia

c) Lucknow

d) Jaipur

e) Andaman and Nicobar Islands

e) Chandigarh

Q.100)

Who

has

been

Q.88) How many Rafale jets do France Dassault

Secretary

would give to the Indian Air Force under a

Commerce and Industry?

Rs.58, 000 crore deal?

General

of

appointed
PHD

as

the

Chamber

of

e) RamkumarRamanathan
Q.113) Which country is set to host 2019 World
Relays?

a) Varun Kumar

b) Mahesh Y Reddy

a) India

b) China

a) 38

b) 40

c) Suresh Simhan

d) Narasu K Rajan

c) Russia

d) U.K

c) 35

d) 30

e) None of these

e) Japan

e) 36

Q.101) Who has been appointed as India’s third

Q.114) When does the International Day of

Q.89) India’s first India-Israel Innovation Centre

Chief Statistician?

Rural Women observed?

(IIIC) was launched in which of the following

a) RadhaBinodBurman

b) TCA Anant

a) October 12

b) October 17

city?

c) Vinoth Kumar

d) PravinSrivastava

c) October 14

d) October 15

a) New Delhi

b) Chennai

e) Raghubar Das

e) October 13

c) Hyderabad

d) Bengaluru

Q.102) Who has become the first Indian to

Q.115) The Prime Ministers’ Museum in India will

e) Mumbai

feature in the top seeds of World Wrestling

be located at which of the following place?

Q.90) Name the severe cyclonic storm that hit

Championships

a) Mathura

b) New Delhi

the West-Central Bay of Bengal recently?

Hungary?

c) Hyderabad

d) Agra

a) LUBAN

b) TITLI

a) Sushil Kumar

b) Sakshi Malik

e) Lucknow

c) HUDHUD

d) PHAILIN

c) YogeshwarDutt

d) GeetaPhogat

Q.116) India is the ______ largest producer of

e) KYANT

to

be

held

in

Budapest,

e) BajrangPunia

silk in the world?

Q.103) Which country topped the UK-based

a) 5th

b) 2nd

International Film Festival 2018?

charity Oxfam International’s ‘Commitment to

c) 3rd

d) 4th

a) Karnataka

b) Odisha

Reducing Inequality (CRI) Index’?

e) 6th

c) Jharkhand

d) Assam

a) Canada

b) Denmark

Q.117) Which state government has ensured

c) Austria

d) U.S

food security to more than 85 million people of

Q.91)

Which

is

the

partner

state

at

Goa

e) Bihar
Q.92) India’s first Second

Generation

(2G)

e) Sweden

the state under the ‘KhadyaSathi’ scheme?

Ethanol Bio-Refinery will be established in which

Q.104) Name the mascot for 2018 Hockey World

a) Mizoram

b) West Bengal

of the following state?

Cup?

c) Odisha

d) Jharkhand

a) Maharashtra

b) Chhattisgarh

a) Soohorang

b) Aubie

e) Bihar

c) Odisha

d) West Bengal

c) Olly

d) Sjogg

Q.118) According to the Ministry of External

e) Rajasthan

e) Yoggl

Affairs,

Q.93) Who has been appointed as the new

Q.105) India has signed with which country for

Programme will be held for whom?

the

first

India-China

Joint

Solicitor General of India?

Training

construction of 1200 houses with 5 lakh Sri

a) Pakistani Diplomats

b) Chinese Diplomats

a) Ranjit Kumar

b) Tushar Mehta

Lankan

c) Afghan Diplomats

d) Iranian Diplomats

c) RohintonNariman

d) Mohan Parasaran

beneficiary?

rupees

will

be

provided

to

each

e) None of these

e) RajdeepakRastogi

a) Nepal

b) Bangladesh

Q.119) Name the German company that has

Q.94) According to the 2018 Henley Passport

c) Sri Lanka

d) Kenya

been licensed by the RBI to operate as an NBFC?

Index released, what is the rank of India, the list

e) Tajikistan

a) Munich Re

b) Ascribe

was topped by Japan?

Q.106) What is the currency of Indonesia?

c) Kreditech

d) Friendsurance

a) 77th

b) 68th

a) Rupee

b) Manat

e) GetSafe

c) 81st

d) 98th

c) Dinar

d) Peso

Q.120) Who has won Shanghai Masters 2018?

e) 67th

e) Rupiah

a) Roger Federer

b) Rafael Nadal

Q.95) What is the theme of International Day of

Q.107) Where did the 6th RCEP Inter-Sessional

c) BornaCoric

d) Novak Djokovic

the Girl Child 2018?

Ministerial meeting held?

e) None of these

a) Girls’ Progress = Goals’ Progress: What

a) Japan

b) India

Q.121) Who has won the Social Entrepreneur of

Counts for Girls

c) Indonesia

d) Singapore

the Year award 2018?

b) Empower Girls: Emergency response and

e) Sri Lanka

a) Vasudevan

b) PremaGopalan

resilience planning

Q.108) Who is the author of the book “The

c) Balachandran

d) Yogesh Prasad

c) With Her: A Skilled Girl Force

Paradoxical Prime Minister”?

e) Ananya Mukherjee

d) Empowering Adolescent Girls: Ending the

a) Manmohan Singh

b) GhulamNabi Azad

Q.122) Name the co-founder of Microsoft, who

Cycle of Violence

c) MallikarjunKharge

d) Amarinder Singh

passed away recently?

e) None of these

e) ShashiTharoor

a) John Thompson

b) Bradford Smith

Q.96) The SahityaAkademi Awardee, M N Paloor

Q.109) Ms SuchitraDurai (IFS:1988) has been

c) Paul G. Allen

d) William Gates

who passed away recently belongs to which of

appointed as the next Ambassador of India to

e) Kathleen Hogan

the following state?

which country?

Q.123) What is the theme of “World Food Day”?

a) Bihar

b) Uttar Pradesh

a) Thailand

b) Kazakhstan

a) United against hunger

c) Kerala

d) Gujarat

c) Oman

d) Qatar

b) Food prices – from crisis to stability

e) Tamil Nadu

e) Slovenia

c) The right to food

Q.110) Who is the Managing Director and Chief

d) Agriculture and intercultural dialogue

Commission established in India?

Executive Officer of Bank of Baroda?

e) Our Actions are Our Future

a) 2005

b) 2009

a) Krishna Kumar KL

b) RanaKapoor

Q.124) Dodoma is the capital of which of the

c) 2010

d) 2008

c) P S Jayakumar

d) Suvitha Devi

following country?

Q.97)

When

did

the

Central

Information

e) 2006

e) None of these

a) Malawi

b) Palau

Q.111) Which is the 100 percent organic farming

c) San Marino

d) Zambia

coordinated patrol (IND-INDO CORPAT) began in

state?

e) Tanzania

Indonesia recently?

Q.98)

Which

edition

of

India

–

Indonesia

a) Karnataka

b) Assam

Q.125) The Government has announced how

a) 31

b) 30

c) Meghalaya

d) Sikkim

much amount award for states that would

c) 32

d) 35

e) Gujarat

e) 38
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a) 80 crore rupee

b) 100 crore rupee

a) Pound

b) Yen

e) None of these

c) 150 crore rupee

d) 120 crore rupee

c) Peso

d) Rial

Q.151) Who has won the World Agriculture Prize

e) 50 crore rupee

e) Dinar

2018?

Q.126) Which of the following city has been

Q.139) The Ariane 5 rocket carried two probes

a) Manish Priyan

renamed as ‘Prayagraj’?

into orbit for a joint mission to which of the

b) Raghavendra Kumar
c) M.S. Swaminathan

a) Mathura

b) Agra

following planet?

c) Allahabad

d) Lucknow

a) Mars

b) Neptune

d) Suresh Khanna

e) Ahmedabad

c) Venus

d) Mercury

e) Jeswin Joseph

Q.127) Who has been appointed as the MD &

e) Jupiter

Q.152) Dwayne

CEO of ICICI Prudential Asset Management

Q.140) Who has won the Wildlife Photographer

retirement from international cricket represented

Company?

Of The Year 2018 title?

which country?

Bravo, who

announced

a) MK Narayanan

b) Michael Hayden

a) Gregory Crewdson

b) Annie Leibovitz

a) South Africa

b) Afghanistan

c) Krishna Raj

d) Nimesh Shah

c) Marsel van Oosten

d) Richard Avedon

c) West Indies

d) Bangladesh

e) Surendra Mehta

e) Elliott Erwitt

Q.128) Which country has successfully launched

Q.141)

twin BeiDou-3 navigation satellites into space to

‘Presidential

strengthen its satellite navigation network?

Trafficking’?

a) Japan

b) China

a) Margot Wallström

c) India

d) Iran

c) Minal Patel Davis

Who

his

e) India
has

been

Medal

honoured

for

with

Combating

the

Human

Q.153) How many payment banks are currently
operating in India?
a) 3

b) 8

b) ÅsaRomson

c) 4

d) 5

d) Annika Strandhäll

e) 6

e) Israel

e) Gabriel Wikström

Q.154) Name the only Indian company among

Q.129) Who has been appointed as the brand

Q.142) When does the World Osteoporosis Day

the

ambassador of Nokia phones in India?

observed?

certification for the H-1B visas for the fiscal year

a) Amitabh Bachhan

b) Alia Bhat

a) October 21

b) October 23

2018?

c) Rahul Dravid

d) RanbirKapoor

c) October 20

d) October 19

a) Ernst and Young

top

10

firms

to

get

foreign

labour

e) Sachin Tendulkar

e) October 22

Q.130) Who is the author of the book ‘Milkman’?

Q.143)

b) Cognizant Technology

a) Vishnu Singh

b) H M Pernal

International Osteoporosis Foundation located?

d) Tata Consultancy Services

c) Anna Burns

d) Prem Singh

a) London, UK

e) None of these

e) Manu Singh

b) Geneva, Switzerland

Q.155) Which of the following ministry has

Q.131) Who won India’s first medal in athletics

c) Brussels, Belgium

launched Harit Diwali, Swasth Diwali campaign?

at the third Youth Olympic Games in Buenos

d) Nyon, Switzerland

a) Minister of Commerce and Industry

Aires, Argentina?

e) Paris France

Where

is

the

headquarters

of

c) Deloitte Consulting

b) Ministry of Road Transport & Highways

a) Saurabh Chaudhary

b) SurajPanwar

Q.144) What is the theme of Global Agriculture

c) Anjali Bhagwat

d) ApurviChandela

Leadership Summit 2018?

c) Ministry of Women & Child Development
d) Ministry of Environment

e) AnisaSayyed

a) Farmers 2020 plan

e) Ministry of Agriculture and Farmers Welfare

Q.132) Name the final book by Stephen Hawking

b) Agriculture in Purification

Q.156) The Chabahar port is located at which of

that was launched at the Science Museum in

c) Connecting Farmers to Market

the following country?

London, Britain?

d) Agriculture makes Future

a) India

b) Afghanistan

e) None of these

c) Iran

d) Sri Lanka

c) Final Questions at Last Minute

Q.145) The GoM to examine the existing legal

e) Israel

d) Brief Answers to the Big Questions

and institutional frameworks for dealing with

Q.157) Name the country with world’s highest

e) None of these

matters of sexual harassment of women at the

insurance gap that is over $76 billion?

Q.133) When does the International Day for the

workplace will be headed by whom?

a) France

b) Japan

Eradication of Poverty held?

a) NitinGadkari

b) Rajnath Singh

c) China

d) India

a) October 20

b) October 21

c) Maneka Gandhi

d) NirmalaSitharaman

e) Yemen

c) October 18

d) October 19

e) None of these

Q.158) An Artificial Intelligence (AI) -powered

Q.146) India has Signed how much amount deal

customer service app ‘Khushi’ was launched by

for Israeli Missile Defence Systems?

which Company?

between the armies of India and Japan that willl

a) $477 Million

b) $557 Million

a) PNB Metlife

be held in Mizoram?

c) $327 Million

d) $777 Million

c) Sahara India Pariwar

a) Clarity in Sky

b) Days are Counted

e) October 17
Q.134)

Name

the

first

ever

joint

exercise

b) Aviva India

a) Sudarshan Shakti

b) Ekuverin

e) $177 Million

c) Ajeya Warrior

d) Dharma Guardian

Q.147) What is the currency of Czech Republic?

e) Birla Sun Life Insurance

e) YudhAbhyas

a) Manat

b) Koruna

Q.159) Yaoundé is the capital of which of the

Q.135) The Kati Bihu festival is being celebrated

c) Dinar

d) Peso

following country?

in which of the following state?

e) Krone

a) Comoros

b) Dominica

a) Bihar

b) Gujarat

Q.148) Which country has successfully tested

c) Honduras

d) Lesotho

c) Karnataka

d) Assam

the world’s largest unmanned transport drone

e) Cameroon

e) Mizoram

which can carry a payload of 1.5 tonnes?

Q.160)

Q.136) The government has launched a national

a) Russia

b) India

LalBahadurShastri National Award 2018?

campaign ‘Swasth Bharat Yatra’ on which of the

c) France

d) China

a) Sanjay KishanKaul

following day?

e) Japan

a) World Animal Day

b) World Food Day

Q.149)

Who

has

been

conferred

with

b) Fali S. Nariman

c) Deepak Gupta
Where

c) National Cleanliness Day

conference held?

d) World Students Day

a) Maldives

e) World Peace Day

d) Exide Life Insurance

did

the

STAPCOR

–

2018

d) SharadArvindBobde

e) Arun Kumar Mishra

Q.161) Who has been appointed as the interim
b) Lakshadweep

director of the Central Bureau of Investigation

Q.137) Which department has launched ‘NCR

c) Andaman and Nicobar Islands

(CBI) ?

RASTA’ and ‘Yatri RASTA’ mobile apps?

d) India

a) Kurian Joseph

b) NageswarRao

a) Health and Family Welfare Ministry

Q.150) Which book has won the India’s richest

c) MadanLokur

d) NavinSinha

b) Railways Ministry

literary prize JCB Prize?

e) Vineet Saran

c) Food and Agriculture Ministry

a) Half the Night is Gone

Q.162) Who has been conferred with the Seoul

d) Tourism Ministry

b) Latitudes of Longing

Peace Prize for 2018?

e) Defence

c) Jasmine Days

a) NarendraModi

b) Angela Merkel

Q.138) What is the currency of Yemen?

d) All the Lives We Have Never Lived

c) Kofi Annan

d) Abdul Kalam
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e) Justin Trudeau

c) India and Sweden

Q.188) India’s Bharat Electronics Limited has

Q.163) The “Invest India” comes under which of

d) Israel and Russia

signed a pact with Israel Aerospace Industries,

the following ministry?

e) Oman and Israel

how much worth as per which IAI will supply

a) Ministry of Earth Science

Q.176) Who is the author of the book “Ants

Bank 8 Long range surface to Air missile Defense

b) Ministry of Defence

Among Elephants: An Untouchable Family and

systems for 7 ships of Indian Navy?

c) Minister of Textiles

the Making of Modern India”?

a) USD 656

b) USD 757

d) Ministry of Commerce and Industry

a) PriyaPankaj

b) Dhanbir Singh

c) USD 455

d) USD 550

e) Ministry of Social Justice & Empowerment

c) SujathaGidla

d) Varun Singh

e) USD 777

Q.164) Indian cricketer ViratKohli got to the

e) Prakash Mehta

Q.189)

landmark of scoring 10, 000 ODI runs in how

Q.177) Who has won US Grand Prix 2018?

banned the sale of cancer causing ‘weedicide

many innings?

Which

of

the

following

government

a) Max Verstappen

b) Lewis Hamilton

glyphosate’?

a) 260

b) 263

c) KimiRaikkonen

d) Sebastian Vettel

a) Gujrat

b) Haryana

c) 205

d) 255

e) ValtteriBottas

c) Punjab

d) Uttar Pradesh

e) 259

Q.178)

Name

the

first

ever

joint

exercise

e) Maharashtra

Q.165) When does the United Nations Day

between the armies of India and Japan that willl

Q.190) 2nd International Conference on Primary

observed?

be held in Mizoram?

Healthcare towards UHC&SDGs was held at

a) October 21

b) October 23

a) Sudarshan Shakti

b) Ekuverin

Astana, Kazakhstan. What is the theme of this

c) October 25

d) October 27

c) Ajeya Warrior

d) Dharma Guardian

conference?

e) October 24

e) YudhAbhyas

a) Move for health

Q.179) The Kati Bihu festival is being celebrated

b) Working together for health

International Osteoporosis Foundation located?

in which of the following state?

c) Universal Health coverage; Health for all

a) London, UK

a) Bihar

b) Gujarat

d) The Future of Primary Healthcare

d) Assam

e) Good health adds life to years

Q.166)

Where

is

the

headquarters

of

b) Geneva, Switzerland

c) Brussels, Belgium

c) Karnataka

d) Nyon, Switzerland

e) Paris, France

e) Mizoram

Q.191) India and which of the following country

Q.167) Where did the first trilateral meeting of

Q.180) The government has launched a national

has decided to boost maritime cooperation by

India, Afghanistan and Iran held?

campaign ‘Swasth Bharat Yatra’ on which of the

being part of the maritime patrol in the Malacca

a) Iran

b) India

following day?

Straits?

c) Mongolia

d) Afghanistan

a) World Animal Day

b) World Food Day

a) Maldives

b) Nepal

e) Pakistan

c) National Cleanliness Day

c) Indonesia

d) Israel

Q.168) Four Himalayan peaks near Gangotri

d) World Students Day

e) Singapore

glacier have been named after which of the

Q.181) Which department has launched ‘NCR

Q.192) Who is the new MD & CEO of Paytm

following personality?

RASTA’ and ‘Yatri RASTA’ mobile apps?

Payment Bank?

a) Abdul Kalam

a) Health and Family Welfare Ministry

a) Satish Kumar Gupta

e) World Peace Day

b) DeenDayalUpadhyay

c) Jawaharlal Nehru

b) Railways Ministry

b) Dr. K Vijayaragavan

d) AtalBihari Vajpayee

e) NarendraModi

c) Food and Agriculture Ministry

c) Sushil Kumar

Q.169) Where does the Sittwe Port located?

d) Tourism Ministry

d) Minialpatel Davis

a) Bangladesh

b) Sri Lanka

e) Defence

e) ShaksiChawla

c) Myanmar

d) Indonesia

Q.182) What is the currency of Yemen?

Q.193) Who is the next India’s ambassador to

e) India

a) Pound

b) Yen

Myanmar?

Q.170) Who has signed an MoU with Delhi-based

c) Peso

d) Rial

a) ShashiShekarVempati

Ayurvet Research Foundation (ARF) for the

e) Dinar

b) Suresh Mathur

integrated agricultural and rural development of

Q.183) The Ariane 5 rocket carried two probes

c) Daniel Sabastian

Haryana?

into orbit for a joint mission to which of the

d) Saurabh Kumar

a) Rural Development Ministry

following planet?

e) None of these

b) GOI

c) NABARD

a) Mars

b) Neptune

Q.194) Who has been appointed as the new

d) IRCTC

e) RBI

c) Venus

d) Mercury

chief justice of Allahabad High court?

Q.171) Which bank has launched its wealth

e) Jupiter

a) Indira Banerjee

business services by opening “ Wealth Hub” at

Q.184) Who has won the Wildlife Photographer

c) VijayaKamaleshTahilramani

Mangalore?

Of The Year 2018 title?

d) Vijay Prakash

a) Axis Bank

b) Canara Bank

a) Gregory Crewdson

b) Annie Leibovitz

Q.195)

c) State Bank of India

d) Bank of Baroda

c) Marsel van Oosten

d) Richard Avedon

Women’s

e) Indian Bank

e) Elliott Erwitt

Q.172) Where did the 27th IAEA Fusion Energy

Q.185)

Conference held?

‘Presidential

Who

a) Maharashtra

b) Gujarat

Trafficking’?

c) Karnataka

d) Uttar Pradesh

Which

b) GovindMathur
e) None of these

country

Volleyball

has

World

won

the

2018

Championship

in

Yokohama, Japan?
has

Medal

been
for

honoured

with

Combating

the

Human

a) South Africa

b) japan

c) Australia

d) Serbia

e) England

a) Margot Wallström

b) AsaRomson

Q.196) What is the India’s rank in terms of large

e) Rajasthan

c) Minal Patel Davis

d) Annika Strandhäll

solar market in the world, during the first half of

Q.173) IFC has launched how much amount of

e) Gabriel Wikström

2018, according to a report titled ‘India solar

masala bond programme in the US and Europe?

Q.186) When does the World Osteoporosis Day

market

a) $1 billion

b) $5 billion

observed?

communications?

c) $2 billion

d) $3 billion

a) October 21

b) October 23

a) 10th

b) 5th

c) October 20

d) October 19

c) 3rd

d) 2nd

e) $4 billion
Q.174)

Paytm

smartphone

has

payment

launched

a

settlement

QR-based

e) 7th

1H

2018

by

Mercom

Q.187) Which of the following government has

Q.197) Global Agriculture Leadership summit

“PayPay” in which of the following country?

introduce the ‘PashuSanjeeviniSewa’ scheme to

held at which of the following city?

a) France

b) Malaysia

provide free of cost health care services to

a) Mumbai

b) Hyderabad

c) Australia

d) Japan

livestock in the state through mobile veterinary

c) Chennai

d) New Delhi

e) England

clinics?

e) None of these

Q.175) ‘Druzhba-III’ is the joint military exercise

a) Andhra Pradesh

b) Madhya Pradesh

Q.198) Which of the following state and British

between which of the following two countries?

c) Karnataka

d) Haryana

council

a) India and Russia

e) West Bengal

b) Pakistan and Russia
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service

e) October 22

Leaderboard

have

inked

an

MoU

to

strengthen

educational and cultural cooperation between
the state and the UK at Tawang, recently?
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a) Andhra Pradesh

b) Madhya Pradesh

Example : “she altered her stance, resting all

Example

c) Uttarakhand

d) Arunachal Pradesh

her weight on one leg”(n)

inspector”

e) Bihar

7) overarching

16) stifled

Q.199) MadanLalKhurana passed away a long

Meaning : comprehensive or all-embracing.(adj)

Meaning : make (someone) unable to breathe

term illness. He was the former CM of which of

Tamil Meaning : நீண்டு வசையும்

properly; suffocate.

the following?
a) Rajasthan

b) Delhi

c) Gujrat

d) West Bengal

e) Tamil Nadu
Q.200)

Who

has

won

the

Miss

Grand

International 2018 title at the 6th edition of the
beauty pageant in Yangon, Myanmar?
a) Yoana Don

b) Rejean Bosh

c) Clara Sosa

d) Caroline Venturini

e) RalitsaKandova

Antonyms : open

8) synergy

Example : “those in the streets were stifled by

Meaning : the interaction or cooperation of two

the fumes”

or more organizations, substances, or other

17) colonial

agents to produce a combined effect greater

Meaning : relating to or characteristic of a

than the sum of their separate effects.(n)

colony or colonies.(adj)

Synonyms : cooperation

Tamil Meaning : ைாைனித்துவ

Meaning : a particular attitude towards or way of

large head, occurring chiefly in warm seas(n) .

regarding something; a point of view.

Tamil Meaning : ஒவ்வாதிருக்கும்

Tamil Meaning : முன்னனாக்கு

are

18) relic
Meaning : an object surviving from an earlier
Tamil Meaning : வாழிட
Synonyms : survival , souvenir

Antonyms : perspectiveless
staff

Antonyms : multicultural

time, especially one of historical interest.

Synonyms : viewpoint , angle

and

Synonyms : insulated , nationalistic
Example : “British colonial rule”(adj)

Meaning : a reddish-brown turtle with a very

Management

of an

Example : “a single overarching principle”(adj)

9) perspective

:

guise

Synonyms : smothered , muffled

1) loggerheads

Example

the

Tamil Meaning : அடக்ைியது

record company”(n)

Antonyms : calm

visited in

Antonyms : insignificant

Example : “the synergy between artist and

Synonyms : aggressive , bellicose

“he

Synonyms : underlying , encircling

Antonyms : isolation

ENGLISH VOCABULARY

:

Example : “most guidebook history is written

Antonyms : contemporary
Example : “a museum of railway relics”

at loggerheads over the plan.

from the editor’s perspective”

2) gesture

10) expertise

Meaning : a movement of part of the body,

Meaning

especially a hand or the head, to express an idea

particular field.

or meaning.(n)

Tamil Meaning : நிபுணத்துவம்

Antonyms : breathe

Synonyms : skill

Example : “ten detainees suffocated in an airless

Synonyms : motion , sign

Antonyms : clumsiness

police cell”(v)

Antonyms : speech

Example : “technical expertise”

20) conviction

Example : “Alex made a gesture of apology”(n)

11) protagonists

Meaning : a formal declaration by the verdict of

3) turf

Meaning : the leading character or one of the

a jury or the decision of a judge in a court of law

Meaning : grass and the surface layer of earth

major characters in a play, film, novel, etc.

that someone is guilty of a criminal offence.(n)

held together by its roots(n) .

Tamil Meaning : ைதாைாத்திைங்ைள்

Tamil Meaning : தண்டசன

Synonyms : interpreters

Synonyms : confidence , reliance

Synonyms : sod , field

Antonyms : antagonists

Antonyms : disbelief

Antonyms : house

Example : “the novel’s main protagonist is an

Example : “she had a previous conviction for a

Example : “they walked across the springy

American intelligence officer”

similar offence”(n)

turf”(n)

12) incompetent

21) entails

4) dissent

Meaning : not having or showing the necessary

Meaning : involve (something) as a necessary or

Meaning : the holding or expression of opinions

skills to do something successfully.

inevitable part or consequence(v) , a limitation

at variance with those commonly or officially

Tamil Meaning : தகுதியின்சை

of the inheritance of property to certain heirs

Tamil Meaning : சைசை

Tamil Meaning : தசை

held.(n) , hold or express opinions that are at
variance

with

those

commonly

or

officially

held.(v)
Tamil Meaning : எதிர்ப்சை

:

expert

skill

or

19) suffocate
knowledge

in

a

Synonyms : incapable , inadequate

Meaning : die or cause to die from lack of air or
inability to breathe(v) .
Synonyms : choke , strangle

over a number of generations(n) .

Antonyms : competent

Tamil Meaning : இன்றியசையாததாைிறது

Example : “a forgetful and utterly incompetent

Synonyms : involves , causes

assistant”

Antonyms : excludes

Synonyms : conflict , disagree

13) defamation

Example : “a situation which entails considerable

Antonyms : agree

Meaning : the action of damaging the good

risks”(v) , “the damage being done in England

reputation of someone; slander or libel.

by entails”(n)

Tamil Meaning : அவதூறு

22) pieties

Example

:

“there

was

no dissent

from this

view”(n) , “two members dissented from the
majority”(v)

Synonyms : slander , aspersion

5) purview
Meaning : the scope of the influence or concerns
of something(n) .

Antonyms : compliment
Example : “she sued him for defamation”
14) slanderous

Tamil Meaning : ைண்ைானிப்ைில்

Meaning : (of a spoken statement) false and

Synonyms : range , scope

malicious.

Antonyms : infield

Tamil Meaning : அவதூறான

Example : “such a case might be within the
purview of the legislation”(n) .

Antonyms : adulatory

6) stance
Meaning : the way in which someone stands,
especially when deliberately adopted (as in
cricket, golf, and other sports) ; a person’s
posture.(n)
Tamil Meaning : நிசைப்ைாடு
Synonyms : posture , position
Antonyms : unsteadiness
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Synonyms : defamatory , calumnious
Example : “slanderous allegations”
15) guise
Meaning : an external form, appearance, or
manner of presentation, typically concealing the
true nature of something.
Tamil Meaning : னைார்சவயில்
Synonyms : pretense , semblance
Antonyms : reality

Meaning : the quality of being religious or
reverent.
Synonyms : devotions , reverences
Antonyms : profanities
Example : “acts of piety and charity”
23) defences
Meaning : the action of defending from or
resisting attack.
Tamil Meaning : ைாதுைாப்பு
Synonyms : apologies , protections
Example : “methods of defence against this kind
of attack”
24) commences
Meaning : begin.(v)
Tamil Meaning : துவங்குைிறது
Synonyms : starts , initiates
Antonyms : ceases
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:

“his

design

team

commenced

27

Meaning : (of a person or organization) declared

Example : “food prices soared in the aftermath

work”(v) .

in law as unable to pay their debts.

of the drought(n) ”

25) accused

Tamil Meaning : திவாைான

42) effigies

Meaning : a person or group of people who are
charged with or on trial for a crime.

Meaning : a sculpture or model of a person(n) .

Synonyms : beggar , pauper
Antonyms : rich

Tamil Meaning : குற்றஞ்ைாட்டினார்

Tamil Meaning : கைாடும்ைாவி

Example : “his father went bankrupt and the

Synonyms : image , statue

Synonyms : charged , blamed

family had to sell their home”

Antonyms : being

Antonyms : victim

34) liable

Example : “the accused was ordered to stand

Meaning

trial on a number of charges”

answerable.

43) carnage

26) articulate

Tamil Meaning : கைாறுப்பு

Meaning : the killing of a large number of

Meaning : having or showing the ability to speak
fluently

and

coherently(adj)

,

pronounce

Example
:

responsible

by

law;

legally

:

“a

tomb

effigy

of

Eleanor

of

Aquitaine”(n)

people(n) .

Synonyms : responsible
Antonyms : exempt

Tamil Meaning : ைடுகைாசை

Example : “the credit-card company is liable

Synonyms : slaughter , genocide

Tamil Meaning : புகுத்துவதற்ைான

for any breach of contract”

Antonyms : civility

Synonyms : enunciate , pronounce

35) crippling

Example : “the bombing was timed to cause as

Antonyms : mute

Meaning : cause (someone) to become unable to

much carnage as possible”

Example : “she was not very articulate” (adj) ,

walk or move properly.(v)

44) frantic

“he articulated each word with precision”(v)

Tamil Meaning : தசடைடுதைில்

Meaning : distraught with fear, anxiety, or other

(something) clearly and distinctly.(v)

27) confront
Meaning : come face to face with (someone)
with hostile or argumentative intent.(v)
Tamil Meaning : எதிர்கைாள்ை

emotion(adj) .

Synonyms : disabling
Antonyms : medical

Tamil Meaning : கவறிகைாண்டு

Example : “a young student was crippled for

Synonyms : wild , frenzied

life”(v)

Antonyms : calm

Synonyms : defy , brave

Example : “she was frantic with worry”

Antonyms : avoid

36) verdicts

45) deplorably

Example : “300 policemen confronted an equal

Meaning : a decision on an issue of fact in a civil

Meaning

number of union supporters”(v)

or criminal case or an inquest.

completely unacceptable(adj) .

28) upheaval

Tamil Meaning : தீர்ப்புைள்

Tamil Meaning : வருந்தத்தக்ை

Synonyms : judgments

Synonyms : sad , lamentable

Antonyms : requests

Antonyms : admirable

Tamil Meaning : கைாந்தைிப்சை

Example : “the jury returned a verdict of not

Example

Synonyms : commotion

guilty”

conditions”

Antonyms : peace

37) Articulating

46) enforcement

Example : “major upheavals in the financial

Meaning : pronounce (something) clearly and

Meaning : the act of compelling observance of or

markets”

distinctly.

compliance with a law, rule, or obligation(n) .

Tamil Meaning : மூட்டுதல்

Tamil Meaning : அைைாக்ை

Synonyms : emitting , talking

Synonyms : constraint , coercion

Antonyms : mute

Antonyms : acquittance

Meaning : a violent or sudden change or
disruption to something.

29) perpetuate
Meaning

:

make

(something)

continue

indefinitely.(v)
Tamil Meaning : நிசைத்த

Example

Synonyms : preserve

precision”

Antonyms : stop
Example

:

“the

: “he

articulated

each

word

with

was

perpetuated

Meaning

deserving

:

“children

:

“the

strong

condemnation;

living

strict

in

deplorable

enforcement

of

environmental regulations”

38) reckless
confusion

Example

:

:

47) sought
heedless

the

rash

or

Meaning : attempt to find (something) (v) .

30) suppressed

impetuous(adj) .

Meaning : forcibly put an end to.(v)

Tamil Meaning : கைாறுப்ைற்ற

Antonyms : unwanted

Synonyms : rash , careless

Example : “they came here to seek shelter from

Synonyms : restrain

Antonyms : prudent

biting winter winds”

Antonyms : free

Example : “you mustn’t be so reckless”(adj) .

48) magisterial

39) revisit

Meaning

Meaning : come back to or visit again.(v)

authority(adj) .

Tamil Meaning : ைீ ண்டும்

Synonyms : imperious dictatorial

:

“the

rising

was

savagely

suppressed”(v)
31) abusive
Meaning

:

extremely

offensive

and

insulting.(adj)

actions;

or

consequences

Example

one’s

danger

through inadvertence”(v)

Tamil Meaning : அடக்ைி

of

of

Tamil Meaning : முயன்று
Synonyms : desired

:

having

or

showing

Antonyms : electable

Synonyms : return , frequent

Example : “a magisterial pronouncement”

Antonyms : leave

49) proximity

Tamil Meaning : தவறான

Example : “she was anxious to revisit some of

Synonyms : insulting , scurrilous

her old haunts in Paris”(v)

Antonyms : kind

40) interpretive

Example : “the goalkeeper was sent off for using

Meaning

abusive language”(adj)

interpretation.(adj)

Synonyms : nearness , vicinity

32) siege

Tamil Meaning : உட்கைாருள்

Antonyms : distance

Meaning : a military operation in which enemy
forces surround a town or building, cutting off
essential supplies, with the aim of compelling
those inside to surrender.(n)

:

relating

to

or

providing

an

“activities

designed

to

reinforce

students’ interpretative skills”(adj) .
41) aftermath

Synonyms : blockade attack

Meaning : the consequences or after-effects of a

Example : “Verdun had withstood a siege of ten

significant unpleasant event(n)

weeks”(n)

Tamil Meaning : ைின்னர்
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Synonyms : impact , outcome
Antonyms : cause

nearness

in

space,

time,

or

Tamil Meaning : அருைாசையில்

proximity to television sets”

Tamil Meaning : முற்றுசை

33) bankrupt

:

Example : “do not operate microphones in close

Antonyms : uninstructive
:

Meaning

relationship(n)

Synonyms : explanatory
Example

great

50) stampedes
Meaning : a sudden panicked rush of a number
of horses, cattle, or other animals(n) .(of horses,
cattle, or other animals) rush wildly in a sudden
mass panic(v) .
Tamil Meaning : கூட்ட கநரிைைில்
Synonyms : panics , inflows
Antonyms : retreats
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Example : “the herd was fleeing back to the high

Example : “he pleaded guilty to assaulting a

Example : “Charlotte stared at her in utter

land in a wild stampede”(n) , “the nearby sheep

police officer”(v)

amazement”

stampeded

59) allegedly

68) toil

danger”(v)

Meaning : used to convey that something is

Meaning : work extremely hard or incessantly.

51) spectacular

claimed to be the case or have taken place,

Tamil

Meaning : beautiful in a dramatic and eye-

although there is no proof.(ad)

catching way(adj) , an event such as a pageant

Tamil Meaning : கூறப்ைடும்

as

if

they

sensed

impending

or musical, produced on a large scale and with
striking effects(n) .

Meaning

: ைடுசையாை

உசழக்ைனவண்டும்
Synonyms : work , labor

Synonyms : seemingly , ostensibly

Antonyms : ease

Antonyms : accurately

Example : “we toiled away”

Tamil Meaning : ைண்ைவர்

Example

Synonyms : splendid , marvellous

participant in the coup attempt”(ad)

Antonyms : usual

60) bound

Example : “spectacular mountain scenery”(adj) ,

Meaning : walk or run with leaping strides.(v) , a

“French history was represented in a spectacular

leaping movement towards or over something(n)

Tamil Meaning : ைாைாட்டியது

for tourists(n) “

Tamil Meaning : ைிசணப்பு

Antonyms : fallen

52) incongruous
Meaning : not in harmony or keeping with the
surroundings or other aspects of something(adj)

:

“he

was

allegedly

a

leading

Meaning

Synonyms : leap , jump
:

“Louis

:

praise

(a

came bounding

down the

70) futility

Synonyms : incompatible , inconsistent

bounds”(n)

Antonyms : congruous

61) despite

Example : “the duffel coat looked incongruous

Meaning

with the black dress she wore underneath”(adj) .

behaviour; outrage.(n)

Antonyms : exercitation

53) trespass

Tamil Meaning : னைாதிலும்

71) surpluses

or property without permission(v) .

Meaning : pointlessness or uselessness.
Tamil Meaning : ையனின்சைசய

:

contemptuous

treatment

or

Synonyms : uselessness
Example : “the horror and futility of war”

Synonyms : even though

Meaning : an amount of something left over

Antonyms : exalt
Example : “the despite done by him to the holy

when requirements have been met; an excess of
production or supply.

Tamil Meaning : துனைாைத்சத

relics”(n)

Synonyms : sin

62) exodus

Antonyms : retreat

Meaning : a mass departure of people.(n)

Synonyms : nimiety , surplus

Example : “there is no excuse for trespassing

Tamil Meaning : யாத்திைாைைம்

72) incentive

on railway property”(n) , “the defendants were
guilty of trespass”(v)

Tamil Meaning : உைரி
Example : “exports of food surpluses”

Synonyms : departure

Meaning : a thing that motivates or encourages

Antonyms : arrival

54) barricading
Meaning : block or defend with a barricade(v) .

their

statesman and soldier”

stairs”(v) , “I went up the steps in two effortless

without permission(n) , entry to a person’s land

or

Synonyms : praised

, Tamil Meaning : கைாருத்தைற்ற

Meaning : enter someone’s land or property

person

achievements) highly.

Example : “the obituary lauded him as a great

Antonyms : free
Example

69) lauded

Example : “the annual exodus of sun-seeking
Canadians to Florida”(n)

someone to do something.(n)
Tamil Meaning : ஊக்ை
Synonyms : stimulus , motivation

Tamil Meaning : தடுப்ைைண்

63) inciting

Synonyms : barrier , bar

Meaning : encourage or stir up (violent or

Antonyms : entrance

unlawful behaviour) (v)

Example : “give farmers an incentive to improve

Example : “they barricaded the building and

Tamil Meaning : தூண்டிவிடுதல்

73) perhaps

occupied it all night”(v)

their land”(n)

Synonyms : provoke , stimulate

55) makeshift
Meaning : acting as an interim and temporary
measure(adj) .

Antonyms : hindrance

Meaning

Antonyms : deter

:

used

to

express

uncertainty

or

possibility(adv) .

Example : “they conspired to incite riots”(v)

Tamil Meaning : ஒருனவசை

64) prosperity

Tamil Meaning : தற்ைாைிை

Meaning : the state of being prosperous.(n)

Synonyms : maybe

Synonyms : stopgap , substitute

Tamil Meaning : கைழிப்பு

Example : “perhaps I should have been frank

Antonyms : permanent
Example : “arranging a row of chairs to form a
makeshift bed”(adj)

Synonyms : wealth

Meaning : make full use of and derive benefit
from (a resource) (v) .

with him”(adv)

Antonyms : poverty
Example

56) exploited

Antonyms : sure

:

“a

long

period

of

peace

and

prosperity”(n)
65) avert
Meaning : turn away (one’s eyes or thoughts)

74) domiciles
Meaning : the country that a person treats as
their permanent home, or lives in and has a
substantial connection with.(n)

Tamil Meaning : சுைண்டப்ைட்ட

(v)

Tamil Meaning : உசறவிடம்

Synonyms : used , acted

Tamil Meaning : தவிர்க்ை

Antonyms : eject

Antonyms : unexploited
Example : “500 companies sprang up to exploit
this new technology”(v)

Synonyms : avoid , prevent
Antonyms : attract
Example : “she averted her eyes while we made

57) resent
Meaning : feel bitterness or indignation at (a
circumstance, action, or person) .(v)

stilted conversation”(v)
66) cope
Meaning : (of a person) deal effectively with

Synonyms : abode
Example : “his wife has a domicile of origin in
Germany”(n)
75) subsequent
Meaning : coming after something in time;
following(adj) .

Tamil Meaning : ைினம்கைாள்ை

something difficult.(v)

Tamil Meaning : அடுத்தடுத்த

Synonyms : begrudge , dislike

Tamil Meaning : ைைாைிக்ை

Antonyms : prior

Antonyms : like
Example : “she resented the fact that I had
children”(v)
58) assault
Meaning : make a physical attack on(v) .
Tamil Meaning : தாக்குதல்
Synonyms : attack
Antonyms : defend
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Synonyms : manage
Antonyms : disappoint
Example : “his ability to cope with stress”(v)
67) utter
Meaning : complete; absolute.

Synonyms : following
Example

:

“the

developed subsequent

to the

earthquake

was
of

1906″(adj)
76) impulse
Meaning : a sudden strong and unreflective urge

Tamil Meaning : முற்றிலும்

or desire to act(n) .

Synonyms : complete

Tamil Meaning : உந்துவிசை

Antonyms : incomplete

theory

Synonyms : urge
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Antonyms : prevent

Synonyms : drum , firkin

Meaning : a particular method or system of

Example : “I had an almost irresistible impulse

Antonyms : scruple

calculation or reasoning.

to giggle”(n)

Example : “the wine is then matured in old

77) decent

barrels”

Tamil Meaning : ைணக்ைீ டு

Meaning : conforming with generally accepted

86) unequivocal

standards

Meaning : leaving no doubt; unambiguous.

of

respectable

or

moral

behaviour(adj).
Tamil Meaning : ைண்ணியைான

Synonyms : algebra , calculation
Antonyms : decrease
Example : But no carefully devised calculus can

Tamil Meaning : கதைிவான

take

the place of

insight, observation and

Synonyms : absolute , decisive

experience.

Synonyms : respectable

Antonyms : conditional

96) soothe

Antonyms : indecent

Example : “an unequivocal answer”

Meaning : gently calm (a person or their

Example : “a decent clean-living individual”(adj)

87) mandate

feelings) .

78) prosperity

Meaning : an official order or commission to do

Meaning : the state of being prosperous(n) .

something.

Tamil Meaning : ஆற்றவும்

Tamil Meaning : கைழிப்பு

Tamil Meaning : ஆசண

Antonyms : agitate

Synonyms : fortune

Synonyms : command , decree

Example : “a shot of brandy might soothe his

Antonyms : adversity

Antonyms : breach

nerves”

Example : “a mandate to seek the release of

97) adequacy

prosperity”(n)

political prisoners”

Meaning : the state or quality of being adequate.

79) Claim

88) firmly

Meaning : state or assert that something is the

Meaning : with little possibility of movement;

Tamil Meaning : னைாதுைான

case, typically without providing evidence or

securely.

proof.

Tamil Meaning : உறுதியாை

Example : “the adequacy of testing procedures”

Example

:

“a

long

period

of

peace

and

Tamil Meaning : கூற்சற

Synonyms : allay , alleviate

Synonyms : competence , sufficiency
Antonyms : inadequacy

Synonyms : rigidly , solidly

98) ward

Synonyms : assert

Antonyms : flexibly

Meaning : a separate room in a hospital,

Antonyms : deny

Example : “the door remained firmly shut”

typically one allocated to a particular type of

Example : “the Prime Minister claimed that he

89) precisely

patient.

was concerned about Third World debt”

Meaning : in exact terms; without vagueness.

80) probability

Tamil Meaning : துல்ைியைாை

Tamil Meaning : எல்சை

Meaning : the quality or state of being probable;
the extent to which something is likely to
happen or be the case.(n)

Synonyms : parish , precinct

Synonyms : absolutely , strictly

Antonyms : threat

Antonyms : imprecisely

Example : “a children’s ward”

Example : “the guidelines are precisely defined”

99) unforeseen

Tamil Meaning : நிைழ்தைவு

90) cited

Meaning : not anticipated or predicted.

Synonyms : chance

Meaning : refer to (a passage, book, or author)

Antonyms : improbability

as evidence for or justification of an argument or

Tamil Meaning : எதிர்ைாைாத

Example : “the rain will make the probability of

statement, especially in a scholarly work.

a postponement even greater”(n)

Tamil Meaning : னைற்னைாள்

Example : “our insurance package enables you

Synonyms : allege , mention

to protect yourself and your dependants against

Antonyms : conceal

unforeseen circumstances”

Example : “authors who are highly regarded by

100) tweak

their peers tend to be cited”

Meaning : twist or pull (something) sharply.

Tamil Meaning : கவைினயற்றத்தின்

91) persists

Synonyms : discharge

Meaning : continue in an opinion or course of

Tamil Meaning : ைாற்றங்ைசை

Antonyms : inflow

action in spite of difficulty or opposition.

Example : “an outflow of foreign currency”

Tamil Meaning :கதாடர்ந்தால்

Example : “he tweaked the boy’s ear”

Synonyms : continue , recur

101) thorny

Antonyms : cease

Meaning : having many thorns or thorn bushes.

Tamil Meaning : முதலீடற்ற

Example : “the minority of drivers who persist

Synonyms : speculation

in drinking”

Tamil Meaning : இசடவிடாத

Example : “much of the short selling was being

92) augur

done

Meaning : (of an event or circumstance) portend

81) outflows
Meaning : a large amount of money, liquid, or
people that moves or is transferred out of a
place.

82) arbitrage
Meaning : buy and sell assets using arbitrage.

by

people

who

were arbitraging

Synonyms : abrupt , startling
Antonyms : expected

Synonyms : tease , pinch
Antonyms : go awry

Synonyms : prickly , spiky
Antonyms : dull
Example : “tangled thorny branches”

between the bond and the equity market”

a good or bad outcome.

83) portfolio

Tamil Meaning : முன்கூட்டி அறிவி

Meaning : take part in something so as to

Synonyms : oracle diviner

prevent or alter a result or course of events.

Example : “the end of the cold war seemed to

Tamil Meaning : தசையீடு

Meaning : a large, thin, flat case for loose sheets
of paper such as drawings or maps.
Synonyms : case , folder

augur well”

Antonyms : disorder
Example : “under his arm he carried a large
portfolio of drawings”

93) benign
Meaning : gentle and kind.

102) intervene

Synonyms : intercede , interfere
Antonyms : combine
Example : “he acted outside his authority when

Tamil Meaning : தீங்ைற்ற

he intervened in the dispute”

Synonyms : benevolent , mild

103) integrity

rights, personal life, etc.) .

Antonyms : rough

Meaning : the quality of being honest and having

Tamil Meaning : ைறிப்ைதாகும்

Example : “his benign but firm manner”

strong moral principles.

94) roil

Tamil Meaning : னநர்சை

84) encroaches
Meaning : intrude on (a person’s territory,

Synonyms : impinge , infringe

Meaning : make (a liquid) turbid or muddy by

Antonyms : give
Example : “rather than encroach on his privacy
she might have kept to her room”
85) barrel
Meaning : a cylindrical container bulging out in
the middle, traditionally made of wooden staves
with metal hoops round them.
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disturbing the sediment.

Synonyms : honesty , rectitude
Antonyms : deceit

Tamil Meaning : ைைதியாக்கு

Example : “a gentleman of complete integrity”

Synonyms : disturb , rile

104) susceptible

Antonyms : calm

Meaning : likely or liable to be influenced or

Example : “winds roil these waters”

harmed by a particular thing.

95) calculus

Tamil Meaning : ைாதிக்ைப்ைடுைின்றன
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Synonyms : affected , liable

Example

Antonyms : unlikely

uncertain temper”

Example : “patients with liver disease may

114) celibacy

be susceptible to infection”

Meaning : the state of abstaining from marriage

105) interpretations

and sexual relations.

Meaning : the action of explaining the meaning

Tamil Meaning : ைிைம்ைச்ைரியத்சத

Meaning : open resistance; bold disobedience.

Synonyms : chastity , continence

Tamil Meaning : எதிர்ப்புத் கதரிவித்தல்

of something.

:

“she

had

to

contend

with

his

30

Synonyms : establishment , government

Antonyms : promiscuousness

Synonyms : analysis , judgment

Example : “a priest who had taken a vow of

Antonyms : complication

celibacy”

Example : “the interpretation of data”

115) deprived

106) dissenting

Meaning : suffering a severe and damaging lack

Meaning : hold or express opinions that are at

of basic material and cultural benefits.

variance with those commonly or officially held.

Tamil Meaning : இழந்து

Example : “two members dissented from the

deprived children”

majority”

116) asserted

107) plausible

Meaning : state a fact or belief confidently and
or

statement)

seeming reasonable or probable.

forcefully.

Antonyms : improbable

Example :”the company asserts that the cuts will

Example : “a plausible explanation”

not affect development”

108) professed

117) prerogative

Meaning : (of a quality, feeling, or belief)

Meaning : a right or privilege exclusive to a

claimed openly but often falsely.

particular individual or class.

Tamil Meaning : ரீதியான

Tamil Meaning : தனிச்ைிறப்ைாகும்

Synonyms : stated , announced

Synonyms : immunity , perquisite

Antonyms : undeclared

Antonyms : duty

Example : “for all her professed populism, she

Example : “in some countries, higher education

was seen as remote from ordinary people”

is predominantly the prerogative of the rich”

109) don

118) repudiated

Meaning : a university teacher, especially a

Meaning : refuse to accept; reject.

senior

Tamil Meaning : ைறுத்திட்னடாரின்

a college

at Oxford

or

Example

Antonyms : disrobe

Meaning : relating to the Christian Church or its
clergy.

Example

:

“the

real-world

Meaning : a person who opposes official policy,

:

“she

has

distinction

Example : “a dissident who had been jailed by a
126) heretical
Meaning : believing in or practising religious

Antonyms : orthodox
Example : “heretical beliefs”
Meaning

:

not

open

to

repudiated

policies

between

Antonyms : indefinite
Example : “instructions should be unambiguous”
128) dissent

different

Meaning : the holding or expression of opinions
at variance with those commonly or officially
held.

Tamil Meaning : ைாகுைாடுைள்

Antonyms : agreement

Synonyms : discord , disunity

Synonyms : biased , inequitable

Example : “there was no dissent from this

Antonyms : fair

Meaning : the crux or central point of a matter.

“discriminatory

employment

practices”
120) precincts

Synonyms : crux , upshot

Meaning : the area within the walls or perceived

Example

:

“the

nub

of

the

problem

lies

elsewhere”
Meaning : having a harmful effect, especially in
a gradual or subtle way.

Tamil Meaning : சுற்றாடைில்

Example : “misuse of drugs can have dire
consequences”

Example : “a former MP who still works in the

Synonyms : damaging , nefarious

Meaning : state again strongly.

Antonyms : assisting

Tamil Meaning : ைீ ண்டும் உறுதிப்ைடுத்து

Meaning : struggle to surmount (a difficulty) .

Meaning

Antonyms : comply

authoritarian one.

:

a

government,

country,

organization,

or

Antonyms : accept

commitment to the agreement”

Synonyms : confront , resist

(a

Synonyms : avoid , spurn

Example : “the prime minister reaffirmed his
122) regimes

with

Tamil Meaning : புறக்ைணிப்பு

Synonyms : continue , prolong

Tamil Meaning : வாதிட்டார்

Meaning : withdraw from commercial or social
person) as a punishment or protest.

Antonyms : destroy

113) contended

130) boycott
relations

121) reaffirmed
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Antonyms : calm

Antonyms : whole

Tamil Meaning : தீய

media”

Tamil Meaning : கைாடிய
Synonyms : acute , critical

precincts of the House”

Example : “the pernicious influences of the mass

129) dire

boundaries of a particular building or place.
Synonyms : district , ward

112) pernicious

view”
Meaning : extremely serious or urgent.

Tamil Meaning : ைரு
Antonyms : exterior

one

Synonyms : explicit , obvious

Synonyms : clerical , sectarian

:

than

Tamil Meaning : குழப்ைைற்ற

Tamil Meaning : எதிர்ப்சை

Example

more

interpretation.

Meaning : making or showing an unfair or
prejudicial

Antonyms : conforming

grounds of race, age, or sex.

111) nub

of

125) dissident

Tamil Meaning : திருச்ைசை

Example : “the ecclesiastical hierarchy”

ruthlessness

Antonyms : kindness

127) unambiguous

categories of people or things, especially on the

Antonyms : temporal

or

Synonyms : agnostic , atheistic

119) discriminatory

110) ecclesiastical

pity

Tamil Meaning : னைதம்

associated with previous party leaders”

Example :

lacking

heresy.

Antonyms : desired

Synonyms : wear

of

military regime”

Synonyms : discredited

Tamil Meaning :

quality

Synonyms : discordant, dissenting

Antonyms : conceal

of

the

Tamil Meaning : ைருத்து னவறுைாடு கைாண்ட

Synonyms : credible , possible

member

:

especially that of an authoritarian state.

Synonyms : affirm , press

Cambridge.

Meaning

business”

Tamil Meaning : வைியுறுத்தினார்

Tamil Meaning : நம்ைத்தகுந்த

124) ruthlessness

Synonyms : atrocity , brutality

Example : “the charity cares for destitute and

an argument

Antonyms : calm

Tamil Meaning : இைக்ைைற்ற தன்சை

Synonyms : destitute , needy

Antonyms : accept

(of

Synonyms : contempt , opposition

compassion for others.

Antonyms : privileged

:

Example : “ideological opponents of the regime”

Example : “an act of defiance”

Synonyms : demur , differ

Meaning

Antonyms : disorder
123) defiance

Tamil Meaning : விைக்ைங்ைள்

Tamil Meaning : எதிர்ப்னைாடு

Tamil Meaning : ஆட்ைிைள்

Example : “we will boycott all banks which take
part in the loans scheme”
131) outrage

especially

an

Meaning : an extremely strong reaction of
anger, shock, or indignation.
Tamil Meaning : னைாைத்சத
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Synonyms : shock , violence
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Tamil Meaning : னைைழிவு

Tamil Meaning : விைைினர்

Synonyms : adverse, calamitous

Synonyms : amble , float

Antonyms : assisting

Antonyms : stay

Example : “a disastrous fire swept through the

Example : “the cabin cruiser started to drift

museum”

downstream”

141) prosecute

150) outright

Meaning : institute or conduct legal proceedings

Meaning : immediately or instantly.

Tamil Meaning : தண்டசன

against (a person or organization) .

Synonyms : faith , view

Tamil Meaning : ைட்டரீதியாை

Tamil Meaning : அப்ைட்டைான

Antonyms : benefit
Example : “her voice trembled with outrage”
132) conviction
Meaning : a formal declaration by the verdict of
a jury or the decision of a judge in a court of law
that someone is guilty of a criminal offence.

Antonyms : doubt

Synonyms : absolute , pure

Synonyms : indict , sue

Antonyms : indefinite

Antonyms : exonerate

Example

Example : “they were prosecuted for obstructing

outright”

the highway”

151) polling

142) insatiable

Meaning : record the opinion or vote of.

Tamil Meaning : இைக்ைைற்ற

Meaning : (of a person) having an insatiable

Synonyms : barbarous , callous

appetite or desire for something, especially sex.

Tamil Meaning : வாக்கு

Antonyms : calm

Tamil Meaning : திருப்திப்ைடுத்தப்ைடாத

Antonyms : reply

Synonyms : insistent , rapacious

Example : “over half of those polled do not

Antonyms : fulfilled

believe the prime minister usually tells the truth”

Example : “‘You’re insatiable!’ she cried as she

152) conflict

pushed him away”

Meaning : be incompatible or at variance; clash.

143) ambitious

Tamil Meaning : னைாதல்

Example : “she had a previous conviction for a
similar offence”
133) ruthlessly
Meaning : without pity or compassion for others.

Example : “they fell prey to money lenders who
ruthlessly exploited them”
134) unabashed
Meaning : not embarrassed, disconcerted, or
ashamed.

:

“the

impact

killed

four

horses

Synonyms : count , opinion

Tamil Meaning : கவட்ைைற்ற

Meaning : having or showing a strong desire and

Synonyms : blatant , bold

determination to succeed.

Antonyms : timid

Tamil Meaning : மூர்க்ைைான

Example : “parents’ and children’s interests

Synonyms : aggressive , determined

sometimes conflict”

Antonyms : lethargic

153) deteriorate

Example : “a ruthlessly ambitious woman”

Meaning : become progressively worse.

144) abide

Tamil Meaning : னைாைைசடந்து

Example : “he was unabashed by the furore his
words provoked”
135) jeopardy
Meaning : danger of loss, harm, or failure.
Tamil Meaning :

rule, decision, or recommendation) .

Antonyms : safety
Example

: “the

whole

Antonyms : peace

Meaning : accept or act in accordance with (a

Synonyms : peril , hazard
peace

process

is in

jeopardy“
136) stalemate
Meaning : a position counting as a draw, in
which a player is not in check but cannot move
except into check.
Synonyms : delay , impasse
Antonyms : advance
Example : “last time I played him it ended up in
stalemate”
137) inhibited
Meaning : unable to act in a relaxed and natural
way because of self-consciousness or mental

Synonyms : crumble , decline
Antonyms : approve

Tamil Meaning : என்கறன்றும்

Example : “relations between the countries had

Synonyms : accept , tolerate

deteriorated sharply”

Antonyms : disallow

154) conscious

Example : “I said I would abide by their

Meaning : aware of and responding to one’s

decision”

surroundings.

145) assault

Tamil Meaning : உணர்வு

Meaning : make a physical attack on.

Tamil Meaning : இக்ைட்டான நிசை

Synonyms : battle , clash

Synonyms : certain , aware

Tamil Meaning : தாக்குதல்

Antonyms : dubious

Synonyms : charge , incursion

Example : “although I was in pain, I was

Antonyms : retreat

conscious”

Example : “he pleaded guilty to assaulting a

155) apparent

police officer”

Meaning : clearly visible or understood; obvious.

146) ally

Tamil Meaning : கவைிப்ைசடயான

Meaning : a state formally cooperating with

Synonyms : possible , probable

restraint.

another for a military or other purpose.

Tamil Meaning : தடுக்ைப்ைடுவதாை

Tamil Meaning : கூட்டாைியான

Example : “for no apparent reason she laughed”

Synonyms : associate , colleague

156) campaign

Synonyms : frustrated , guarded

Antonyms : detractor

Antonyms : extroverted
Example : “I could never appear nude, I’m far
too inhibited”
138) confronting
Meaning : face up to and deal with (a problem or

Example

Antonyms : unlikely

Meaning

: “debate continued

among NATO

:

a

series

of

military

operations

intended to achieve a goal, confined to a

allies”

particular area, or involving a specified type of

147) fallout

fighting.

Meaning : the adverse results of a situation or

Tamil Meaning : ைிைச்ைாைம்

difficulty) .

action.

Tamil Meaning : எதிர்கைாள்ளும்

Tamil Meaning : ைண்சடயின்

Antonyms : inaction

Synonyms : effect , outcome

Example : “a desert campaign”

Antonyms : development

157) anxiety

Example : “he’s prepared to take calculated risks

Meaning : a feeling of worry, nervousness, or

regardless of political fallout”

unease

148) envoy

outcome.

Synonyms : accost , defy
Antonyms : dodge
Example : “we knew we couldn’t ignore the race
issue and decided we’d confront it head on”
139) radicalising
Meaning : cause (someone) to adopt radical

Meaning

Synonyms : crusade , drive

:

a

messenger

or

representative,

about

something with

an

uncertain

Tamil Meaning : ைதட்டம்

positions on political or social issues.

especially one on a diplomatic mission.

Tamil Meaning : தீவிை

Tamil Meaning : தூதுவர்

Antonyms : blessing

Synonyms : delegate , diplomat

Example : “he felt a surge of anxiety”

Antonyms : receiver

158) sanctions

Example : “the UN special envoy to Yugoslavia”

Meaning : a threatened penalty for disobeying a

149) drifted

law or rule.

Meaning : be carried slowly by a current of air or

Tamil Meaning : தசடைள்

Synonyms : extremism zealotry
Antonyms : conservatism
Example : “some of those involved had been
radicalized by the Vietnam War”
140) disastrous
Meaning : causing great damage.
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water.

Synonyms : concern , doubt

Synonyms : approval , fiat
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Antonyms : denial

168) Subside

177) reckoned

Example : “a range of sanctions aimed at

Meaning: Go down to a lower or the normal

Meaning : be of the opinion.

deterring insider abuse”

level.

159) proclaim

Tamil Meaning:

Tamil Meaning : ைணக்ைிடப்ைடுைின்றன

Meaning : announce officially or publicly.

Synonyms: Abate, let up, moderate

Tamil Meaning : அறிவிக்ை

Antonyms: Rise

Synonyms : calculate , surmise
Antonyms : abandon

Example: “The floods subside almost as quickly

Synonyms : affirm , announce

as they arise”

Antonyms : conceal
Example : “the government’s chief scientific
adviser proclaimed that the epidemic was under
control”

out entirely”
178) Valiantly

169) congenial
Meaning : (of a person) pleasing or liked on
account of having qualities or interests that are
similar to one’s own.

160) ghastly

Example : “he reckons that the army should pull

Meaning: With courage or determination.
Tamil Meaning:
Synonyms: Boldly, Fearlessly
Example: “They fought valiantly to the end”

Meaning : causing great horror or fear.

Tamil Meaning : இன்ைைைைான

179) condemn

Tamil Meaning : னைாைைான

Synonyms : affable , jovial

Meaning : express complete disapproval of;

Antonyms : aloof

Synonyms : appalling , frightful

Example

Antonyms : beautiful
Example : “one of the most ghastly crimes ever
committed”
Meaning : of extreme force, degree, or strength.
Tamil Meaning : தீவிை
Synonyms : acute , deep
Antonyms : bland
:

“his

censure.
need

for

some

congenial

company”
170) defuse
Meaning : remove the fuse from (an explosive

161) intense

Example

:

“the

job

demands

intense

concentration”
Meaning : discussion aimed at reaching an
agreement.
Synonyms : agreement , conference
Antonyms : disagreement
Example : “a worldwide ban is currently under
negotiation“
Meaning : turn away (one’s eyes or thoughts) .
Tamil Meaning : தவிர்க்ை
Antonyms : allow
Example : “she averted her eyes while we made
stilted conversation”

Antonyms : exterior
Example : “he left his flat in the midst of a
rainstorm”
Meaning : a small piece or amount of something,
especially one that is left over after the greater
part has been used.

Example : “I scribbled her address on a scrap
of paper”
Meaning: A temporary suspension of fighting; a
truce.
Tamil Meaning: ப ோர்நிறுத்தம்

Example: “The latest ceasefire seems to be

Example : “the intended victim escaped”
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“the

government

took

the

correspondence”
181) prodded

Antonyms : cease

Tamil Meaning : னைைத் தூண்டியும்

Example : “we were struggling to get better
172) fewer
Meaning : used to emphasize how small a

Synonyms : nudge , press
Antonyms : discourage
Example : “he prodded her in the ribs”
182) mere
Meaning : used to emphasize how small or

Tamil Meaning : குசறவான

insignificant someone or something is.

Synonyms : lean , minor

Tamil Meaning : கவறும்

Antonyms : large

Synonyms : minor , pure
Antonyms : decorated
Example : “questions that cannot be answered
by mere mortals”
183) ascertain

Tamil Meaning : தீர்ைானங்ைசை

Meaning : find (something) out for certain;

Synonyms : decision , settlement

make sure of.

Antonyms : indecision

Tamil Meaning : அறிந்துகைாள்ை

Anne any more”
174) accord
Meaning : give or grant someone (power, status,

Antonyms : disagreement
Example : “the powers accorded to the head of
175) dispute

Synonyms : confirm , divine
Antonyms : disprove
Example : “an attempt to ascertain the cause of
the accident”
184) grudgingly
Meaning : in a reluctant or resentful manner.
Tamil Meaning : ைனைின்றி
Synonyms : carefully , cautiously
Antonyms : cheerfully

Meaning : a disagreement or argument.

Example : “I grudgingly accepted his apology”

Tamil Meaning : ைர்ச்சை

Meaning : suffering a severe and damaging lack

Antonyms : accord

Antonyms: Dispute, Fight, War

:

unprecedented step of releasing confidential

object.

Synonyms : bickering , conflict

Synonyms: Truce, Suspension

Example

Meaning : poke with a finger, foot, or pointed

state”

166) Ceasefire

Antonyms : common

Synonyms : conduct , make

Synonyms : deal , pact

Antonyms : lot

Synonyms : bizarre , antastic

Tamil Meaning : ஊதிய

or recognition) .

Synonyms : chunk , grain

Antonyms : unfixed

work or services, typically paid on a daily or

Example : “she kept her resolution not to see

165) scrap

Synonyms : calculated , designed

Meaning : a fixed regular payment earned for

something.

Synonyms : bosom , center

Tamil Meaning : னநாக்ைம்

the grenade”

Meaning : a firm decision to do or not to do

Tamil Meaning : நடுவில்

Meaning : planned or meant.

Tamil Meaning : முன்கனப்னைாதும் இல்ைாத

Example : “explosives specialists tried to defuse

173) resolutions

Meaning : the middle part or point.

167) intended

Meaning : never done or known before.

Example : “he had few friends”

164) midst

attack”

Antonyms : increase

number of people or things is.

Synonyms : avoid , foil

Example : “most leaders roundly condemned the
180) unprecedented

wages”

163) avert

Antonyms : approve

Synonyms : alleviate , lessen

weekly basis.

Tamil Meaning : னைச்சுவார்த்சத

Synonyms : castigate , decry

Tamil Meaning : தணி

171) wage

162) negotiation

holding”

device) in order to prevent it from exploding.

Tamil Meaning : ைண்டனம்

Example : “a territorial dispute between the two
countries”
176) instructive

185) deprived
of basic material and cultural benefits.
Tamil Meaning : இழந்து
Synonyms : destitute , needy
Antonyms : privileged

Meaning : useful and informative.

Example : “the charity cares for destitute and

Tamil Meaning : னைாதசனசய

186) impunity

Synonyms : helpful , useful
Antonyms : useless
Example : “it is instructive to compare the two
projects”

deprived children”
Meaning

:

exemption

from

punishment

or

freedom from the injurious consequences of an
action.
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Tamil Meaning : தண்டசன
Synonyms : immunity , exemption
Antonyms : denial
Example : “the impunity enjoyed by military
officers implicated in civilian killings”

Synonyms : outback , brush

Example : an engraver.(n)

Antonyms : metropolis

205) activism

Example : “the hinterland of southern Italy”

Meaning : the policy or action of using vigorous

196) emboldened

campaigning to bring about political or social

Meaning

change.

: give (someone) the courage or

confidence to do something.

187) deportation

Tamil Meaning : ஈடுைாடு

Meaning : the action of deporting a foreigner

Tamil Meaning : துணிவு

from a country.

Synonyms : energize , inspire

Tamil Meaning : நாடுைடத்தப்ைட்டனர்

Antonyms : discourage
Example

Synonyms : displacement , expulsion
Antonyms : welcoming
Example : “asylum seekers facing deportation”
188) mockery
Meaning

:

an

absurd

misrepresentation

or

:

“emboldened

the

claret,

he

Meaning

confidence.

Tamil Meaning : ைிட்டத்தட்ட

Synonyms : depends believes

of a

trial

in

depend

on

with

full

trust

207) outlay
Meaning : an amount of money spent on
something.

198) migration
Meaning : seasonal movement of animals from

Tamil Meaning : கைைவடு
ீ

one region to another.

Synonyms : expenditure , disbursement

Meaning : a source of help in a difficult situation.

Tamil Meaning : இடம்கையர்வு

Antonyms : wages

Tamil Meaning : கைாறுப்னைற்ைாத

Synonyms : immigration , journey

London, he was executed”
189) recourse

across North America”

Example : “surgery may be the only recourse”
Meaning : relating to or resembling farce,
of

absurd

or

ridiculous

Tamil Meaning : கவைிப்ைடுத்த

Tamil Meaning : ைவனம்

Synonyms : disclose expose

Synonyms : notice , mind

Tamil Meaning : னைைிக்கூத்து

Antonyms : ignore
Example

Example

:

“he

considered

:

“he

should

the

whole

idea

farcical”

Example : “a revealing radio interview”
have

the

200) consequences
Meaning : a result or effect, typically one that is

Meaning : have a similar appearance to or

Tamil Meaning : விசைவுைசை

qualities

Synonyms : effects , outcomes

in

heeded

unwelcome or unpleasant.

191) resemble
common

with

(someone

or

something) ; look or seem like.

Antonyms : antecedents

Tamil Meaning : ஒத்திருக்ைின்றன

Example : “abrupt withdrawal of drug treatment
can have serious consequences”

Synonyms : feature , parallel

201) faecal

Antonyms : contradict

Meaning : waste matter remaining after food has

Example : “some people resemble their dogs”

been digested, discharged from the bowels;

192) awakening

excrement.

Meaning : an act of waking from sleep.

Tamil Meaning : ைழிவு

Tamil Meaning : விழித்துக்கைாள்ை

Synonyms : ordure , stool

Synonyms : feature , mirror

Antonyms : luminousness

Antonyms : contradict
Example : “since my awakening I had realized it
was a very special day”
Meaning : make someone aware of or familiar
with.

especially the product of an industrial or refining

Synonyms : muck

Antonyms : delude
Example : “new staff should be acquainted with
fire exit routes”

Antonyms : hygiene
Example : “the dumping of sewage sludge”
203) expelled

194) relied
depend

viscous mixture of liquid and solid components,

Tamil Meaning : ைைடு

Synonyms : conversant , informed

:

202) sludge

process.

Tamil Meaning : அறிமுைைானார்

Meaning

Example : “discharge of fecal matter”
Meaning : thick, soft, wet mud or a similar

193) acquainted

on

with

full

trust

or

confidence.
Tamil Meaning : நம்ைியிருந்தன

Meaning : officially make (someone) leave a

Example : “I know I can rely on your discretion”
195) hinterlands
Meaning : the remote areas of a country away

able to be maintained or defended against attack
or objection.(adj)
Synonyms : invalid
Antonyms : arguable
Example

:

“this

argument

204) graver
Meaning : a burin or other engraving tool.(n)
Tamil Meaning : ையங்ைைைான

Tamil Meaning : ைகுதிைளுக்கும் ைைவியது

Synonyms : carver, engraver

clearly

210) egalitarian
Meaning : believing in or based on the principle
that all people are equal and deserve equal
rights and opportunities.(adj) , a person who
advocates or supports the principle of equality
for all people.(n)
Tamil Meaning : ைைத்துவ
Synonyms : equal
Antonyms : elitist
Example : “a fairer, more egalitarian society”
211) mount
Meaning : climb up (stairs, a hill, or other rising
surface) .
Tamil Meaning : ஏற்ற
Synonyms : rise , ascend
Antonyms : drop
Example : “he mounted the steps”
212) pledges
Meaning : a solemn promise or undertaking.(n)
, commit (a person or organization) by a solemn
promise.(v)

Antonyms : redeems

Example : “she was expelled from school”(v)

is

untenable”(adj)

Tamil Meaning : கவைினயற்ற

from the coast or the banks of major rivers.
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Meaning : (especially of a position or view) not

Tamil Meaning : உறுதிகைாழி

Antonyms : unpunished

Antonyms : disbelieve

209) untenable

school or other organization.(v)
Synonyms : ejected , exiled

Synonyms : await , bet

or significant

Antonyms : hide

warnings”

Antonyms : reasonable

: making interesting

information known, especially of a personal

Meaning : pay attention to; take notice of.

aspects.
Synonyms : amusing , campy

Meaning
nature.

199) heed

190) farcical
because

208) revealing

Example : “this butterfly’s annual migration

Antonyms : blockage

especially

Example : “a modest outlay on local advertising”

Antonyms : stay

Synonyms : remedy aid

or

Example : “I know I can rely on your discretion”

the vineyards in Orange County”

mockery

:

Antonyms : distrusts

Example : “the disease destroyed virtually all

Antonyms : openness

issue”

Meaning : nearly; almost.

Antonyms : entirely

“after a

Example : “growing activism on the abortion
by

206) relies

Tamil Meaning : னைைிக்கூத்து

:

Antonyms : inaction

197) virtually

Synonyms : almost , nearly

Example

Synonyms : advocacy activity

pressed his knee against hers”

imitation of something.
Synonyms : farce , sham

33

Synonyms : promises
Example : “the conference ended with a joint
pledge to limit pollution”
213) decisive
Meaning : settling an issue; producing a definite
result.(adj)
Tamil Meaning : தீர்ைானைைைான
Synonyms : conclusive
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Antonyms : indefinite

Example : “the dam project was originally

Antonyms : doubt

Example : “the archers played a decisive part in

conceived in 1977”

Example : “I know I can rely on your discretion”

the victory”

223) resilience

232) untapped

214) teeters

Meaning : the capacity to recover quickly from

Meaning : (of a resource) not yet exploited or

Meaning : move or balance unsteadily; sway

difficulties; toughness.

used.(adj)

back and forth(v) .

Tamil Meaning : விரிதிறன்

Tamil Meaning : எடுக்ைப்ைடாத

Synonyms : flexibility

Synonyms : unused

Synonyms : seesaws , falters

Antonyms : fragility

Antonyms : exploited

Antonyms : stabilizes

Example : “the often remarkable resilience of so

Example : “the vast untapped potential of

Example : “she teetered after him in her high-

many British institutions”

individual women and men”

heeled sandals”

224) procurement

233) overlaid

215) aviation

Meaning : the action of obtaining or procuring

Meaning : cover the surface of (something) with

Meaning : the flying or operating of aircraft.

something.(n)

a coating.(v)

Tamil Meaning :

Tamil Meaning : கைாள்முதல்

Tamil Meaning : னைற்கைாருத்தப்ைட்ட

Synonyms : purchase

Synonyms : covered

Tamil Meaning : தள்ைாடுைிறது

Synonyms : flight
Antonyms : gale

Antonyms : attempt

Example : “the aviation industry”

Example

216) resilience

:

Antonyms : stripped

“financial

assistance

for

the

Example : “their fingernails were overlaid with

procurement of legal advice”

silver or gold”

225) ambitious

234) Reveal

Meaning : having or showing a strong desire and

Meaning : make (previously unknown or secret

Tamil Meaning : விரிதிறன்

determination to succeed.(adj)

information) known to others.(v) , (in a film or

Synonyms : flexibility

Tamil Meaning : மூர்க்ைைான

television programme) a final

Meaning : the capacity to recover quickly from
difficulties; toughness.

Antonyms : fragility
Example : “the often remarkable resilience of so
many British institutions”(n)
217) distress
Meaning : extreme anxiety, sorrow, or pain.(n) ,
cause (someone) anxiety, sorrow, or pain.(v)
Tamil Meaning : துயைத்தில்
Synonyms : trouble

Synonyms : eager

Example : “to his distress he saw that she was
trembling”

Example : “a ruthlessly ambitious woman”

Tamil Meaning : கவைிப்ைடுத்தி

226) evacuation

Synonyms : disclose

Meaning : the action of evacuating a person or a

Antonyms : hide

place.

Example : “Brenda was forced to reveal Robbie’s

Tamil Meaning : கவைினயற்றுதல்

whereabouts”
235) deliberated
Meaning

Antonyms : insertion
Example : “there were waves of evacuation

Meaning : a rounded swelling which distorts an
otherwise flat surface.(n) , swell or protrude to
an incongruous extent.(v)
Tamil Meaning : வக்ைம்
ீ

227) integrated
Meaning

:

(of

institution,

body,

etc.)

Example : “the telltale bulge of a concealed
weapon”
Meaning : the possibility or likelihood of some
future event occurring.(n) , search for mineral

careful

consideration.(v)

Antonyms : accidental
236) nevertheless
Meaning : in spite of that; notwithstanding; all
the same.
Tamil Meaning : இருப்ைினும்

Example : “integrated education”
228) evident
:

Synonyms : yet
clearly

seen

or

understood;

Example : “statements which, although literally

obvious.(adj)

true, are nevertheless misleading”

Tamil Meaning : கதைிவாை

237) claim
Meaning

Synonyms : obvious

Tamil Meaning : வாய்ப்புக்ைள்

Example : “she ate the biscuits with evident

:

an

assertion

that

something

is

true.(n) , state or assert that something is the

Antonyms : indefinite
enjoyment”

Antonyms : impossibilities

and

Tamil Meaning : ஒருங்ைிசணந்த

deposits, especially by drilling and excavation(v)
Synonyms : outlooks

long

Example : “she deliberated over the menu”

Meaning

219) prospects

in

desegregated, especially racially.(adj)

Antonyms : isolated

Antonyms : dent

engage

Synonyms : ponder
an

Synonyms : unified

Synonyms : swell

:

Tamil Meaning : னவண்டுகைன்னற

during the blitz”

218) bulge

of

the characters or viewers.(n)

Antonyms : amenable

Synonyms : excretion

Antonyms : comfort

revelation

information that has previously been kept from

case, typically without providing evidence or
proof.(v)

229) substantial

Tamil Meaning : கூற்சற

Meaning : of considerable importance, size, or

Synonyms : assert

worth.(adj)

Antonyms : deny

Meaning : extremely serious or urgent.(Adj)

Tamil Meaning : ைணிைைான

Example : “he was dogged by the claim that he

Tamil Meaning : கைாடிய

Antonyms : minor

Example

:

“there

was

no

prospect

of

a

reconciliation”
220) dire

Synonyms : dreadful

238) sewage

Example : “misuse of drugs can have dire
consequences”
Meaning : a layer or a series of layers of rock in

Meaning : the movement of troops or equipment

Synonyms : distribution

Tamil Meaning : தட்டாை

Example

Synonyms : level

Meaning : conditions relating to public health,
authorities

announced

deployment of extra security forces in towns and

Antonyms : clot

cities to prevent violence”

Example : “a stratum of flint”
Meaning : form or devise (a plan or idea) in the

Meaning

:

depend

confidence.(v)
Tamil Meaning : நம்ை
Synonyms : depend

on

especially the provision of clean drinking water
and adequate sewage disposal.(n)
Tamil Meaning : துப்புைவு
Synonyms : hygiene

231) rely

222) conceive
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“the

Antonyms : endow
239) sanitation

Antonyms : abate
:

Synonyms : garbage
Example : “sewage treatment”

Tamil Meaning : ையன்ைடுத்தல்

the ground.(n)

Antonyms : destroy

in sewers.

230) deployment
to a place or position for military action.(n)

221) stratum

Synonyms : devise

Meaning : waste water and excrement conveyed

Example : “a substantial amount of cash”

Antonyms : fortunate

mind.(V)

had CIA links”

Synonyms : firm

with

full

trust

or

Antonyms : dirt
Example : “they could afford to erect new
dwellings

with

a

reasonable

standard

of

construction and sanitation”
240) employ
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Meaning : make use of.(v)

Example : “dogs which have been mistreated

Example

Synonyms : use

often remain very wary of strangers”(adj)

squirmed in his chair”(v) , “the toddler gave a

Antonyms : idle

249) prevailing

sudden squirm”(n)

Example : “the reactors employ carbon dioxide

Meaning : existing at a particular time; current.

258) seek

gas

Tamil Meaning :

Meaning : attempt or desire to obtain or achieve

241) forefront

Synonyms : dominate , win

(something) .(v)

Meaning : the leading or most important position

Antonyms : fail

or place.(n)

Example : “the unfavourable prevailing economic

Tamil Meaning : னதடு

Tamil Meaning : முன்னணியில்

conditions”

as

a

coolant”

Meaning : (of a sound) loud and harsh; grating.

Antonyms : background

“he

looked

uncomfortable

and

Synonyms : pursue , search
Antonyms : find

250) strident

Synonyms : fore , limelight

:

Example

:

“the

new

regime

sought

his

extradition”(v)

Example : “the issue has moved to the forefront

Tamil Meaning : ைடுசையானதாைனவ

259) rebuffed

of the political agenda”(n)

Synonyms : harsh , raucous

Meaning : reject (someone or something) in an

242) conservative

Antonyms : soft

abrupt or ungracious manner(v) ., an abrupt or

Meaning : averse to change or innovation and

Example : “his voice had become increasingly

ungracious rejection of an offer, request, or

holding traditional values.(Adj) , a person who

strident”

friendly gesture.(n)

is

251) emboldening

averse

to

change

and

holds

traditional

values(n) .

Meaning

: give (someone) the courage or

Tamil Meaning : ைழசைவாத

confidence to do something.

Tamil Meaning : ைறுப்சை
Synonyms : repulse , reject
Antonyms : acceptance

Synonyms : stable , firm

Tamil Meaning : சதரியத்சத

Example : “I asked her to be my wife, and was

Antonyms : liberal

Synonyms : heartening , cheering

rebuffed in no uncertain terms”(v) , “his reserve

Example : “they were very conservative in their

Antonyms : appalling

outlook”(adj) , “he remains a conservative in

Example

constitutional matters”(n)

pressed his knee against hers”

Meaning : a person, animal, or plant that lives or

243) purportedly

252) deportations

is found in a particular place.(n)

Meaning : as appears or is stated to be true,

Meaning : the action of deporting a foreigner

though not necessarily so; allegedly.

from a country.

Tamil Meaning : வாைி

Tamil Meaning : உள்னநாக்குடன்

Synonyms : exile , removal

:

“emboldened

was not intended as a rebuff”(n)
by

the

claret,

he

Antonyms : recruitment

Synonyms : ostensibly , supposedly

Example : “asylum seekers facing deportation”

Antonyms : actually
Example :”the photos purportedly show Nina
with a lover”

253) soared
Meaning : fly or rise high in the air.

244) denied

Tamil Meaning : அதிைரித்தது

Meaning : state that one refuses to admit the

Synonyms : ascended , hovered

truth or existence of.

Antonyms : collapsed

Tamil Meaning : ைறுத்தார்

Example : “the bird spread its wings and soared
into the air”

Synonyms : rejected , disowned

254) salience

Antonyms : admitted
Example : “both firms deny any responsibility for
the tragedy”

Meaning : the quality of being particularly
noticeable or important; prominence.

245) persecution

Tamil Meaning : முசனப்சை

Meaning : hostility and ill-treatment, especially

Synonyms : saliency , prominence

because of race or political or religious beliefs;

Antonyms : groove

oppression.

Example : “the political salience of religion has a

Tamil Meaning : துன்புறுத்தல்

considerable impact”
255) contrarily

Synonyms : abuse

Meaning : opposite in nature, direction, or

Antonyms : protection
Example : “her family fled religious persecution”

Tamil Meaning : ைாறாை

246) dissipated
Meaning

:

(of

meaning.(adj)

a

person

or

way

of

life)

Synonyms : opposite , conflicting

overindulging in sensual pleasures.

Antonyms : like

Tamil Meaning : ைீைழித்தன

Example : “he ignored contrary advice and
agreed on the deal”(adj)

Synonyms : dissolute

256) radical

Antonyms : moral

Meaning : (especially of change or action)

Example : “dissipated behaviour”

relating to or affecting the fundamental nature

247) advocacy
Meaning : public support for or recommendation

of something; far-reaching or thorough.

of a particular cause or policy.

Tamil Meaning : தீவிைவாத

Tamil Meaning : ைீைழித்தன

Synonyms : fanatic , extreme
Antonyms : conservative

Synonyms : backing , patronage

Example : “a radical overhaul of the existing

Antonyms : attack
Example

:

“his

outspoken advocacy

of the

agreement has won no friends”(n)
Meaning : feeling or showing caution about
Tamil Meaning : எச்ைரிக்சையாை
Synonyms : cautious , careful
Antonyms : naive
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257) squirm
Meaning : wriggle or twist the body from side to

248) wary
possible dangers or problems.(adj)

regulatory framework”

side, especially as a result of nervousness or

260) denizens

Synonyms : inhabitant , occupant
Antonyms : alien
Example : “denizens of field and forest”(n)
261) bulwark
Meaning : an extension of a ship’s sides above
the level of the deck.(n)
Tamil Meaning : அைணாை
Synonyms : dike , rampart
Antonyms : fragility
Example : “the ships met, their crews lining the
bulwarks”(n)
262) meddling
Meaning : interfere in something that is not
one’s concern.
Tamil Meaning : தசையிட
Synonyms : interfere , intrude
Antonyms : avoid
Example : “I don’t want him meddling in our
affairs”
263) stifling
Meaning

: making one feel constrained or

oppressed.
Tamil Meaning : மூச்சுத் திணற
Synonyms : sultry
Antonyms : airy
Example : “the stifling formality of her family
life”
264) adhere
Meaning : stick fast to (a surface or substance)
.(v)
Tamil Meaning : ைசடைிடிக்ைின்றன
Synonyms : stick , cling
Antonyms : separate
Example : “paint won’t adhere well to a greasy
surface”(v)
265) incontestable
Meaning : not able to be disputed.
Tamil Meaning : இயைாத

discomfort.(v) , a wriggling movement.(n)

Synonyms : indisputable , undeniable

Tamil Meaning : நிம்ைதியின்றி

Example

Synonyms : wriggle , writhe
Antonyms : still

Antonyms : arguable
:

Their

command

of

fleets

gave

them incontestable advantages, as when, for
instance, Otto II.
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266) chaos

Synonyms : gaging

Meaning : complete disorder and confusion.

Antonyms : talking about

Tamil Meaning : குழப்ைம்

Example

Synonyms : disorder , turmoil
Antonyms : order
Example : “snow caused chaos in the region”(n)

:

36

Example: “700, 000 tons of food aid”

“the

dog

285) Recovery
should

have

been

Meaning: The action or process of regaining

muzzled”(v)

possession or control of something stolen or

276) raging

lost.

Meaning : showing rage.

Tamil Meaning: மீ ட்பு

267) incumbent

Tamil Meaning : ைீற்றத்னதாடு

Meaning : necessary for (someone) as a duty or

Synonyms : wild

Antonyms: Relapse, deterioration

responsibility.(adj)

Antonyms : peaceful

Example: “A team of salvage experts to ensure

Tamil Meaning : ைதவியில்

Example : “a raging bull”

the recovery of family possessions”

277) incisively

286) Ease

Meaning : (of a person or mental process)

Meaning:

intelligently analytical and clear-thinking.

intense) less serious or severe.

incumbent on them to act”(adj)

Tamil Meaning : நறுக்குத்கதறிக்கும்

Tamil Meaning: எளிதோக்

268) wielding

Synonyms : keen

Synonyms: Relieve, alleviate, mitigate

Meaning : hold and use (a weapon or tool) .(v)

Antonyms : dull

Antonyms: Aggravate

Tamil Meaning : ஏந்திய

Example : “she was an incisive critic”

Example: “A huge road-building programme to

278) trenchant

ease congestion”

Meaning : vigorous or incisive in expression or

287) Commit

style.

Meaning: Pledge or bind (a person or an

handgun”(v)

Tamil Meaning : ைடினைான

organization) to a certain course or policy.

269) criticism

Synonyms : sharp

Tamil Meaning: உறுதியளித்து

Meaning : the expression of disapproval of

Antonyms : frivolous

Synonyms: Carry out, do, perform, perpetrate

someone or something on the basis of perceived

Example : “the White Paper makes trenchant

Antonyms: apathetic

faults or mistakes.(n)

criticisms of health authorities”

Example:

Tamil Meaning : திறனாய்வு

279) genre

themselves to an opinion”

Meaning : a style or category of art, music, or

288) Midst

literature.

Meaning: In the middle of.

Example : “he received a lot of criticism”(n)

Tamil Meaning : வசையின்

Tamil Meaning: நடுவில்

270) essence.

Synonyms : type

Synonyms: Middle, centre, midpoint

Meaning : the intrinsic nature or indispensable

Antonyms : jumble

Antonyms: Exterior, Outside

quality

Example : “the spy thriller is a very masculine

Example: The left his flat in the midst of a

abstract, which determines its character.

genre”

rainstorm

Tamil Meaning : ைாைம்

280) bastion

Synonyms : necessary , compulsory
Antonyms : optional
Example : “the government realized that it was

Synonyms : exerting , conduct
Antonyms : concealing
Example

:

“a

masked

raider

wielding

a

Synonyms : censure , critique
Antonyms : praise

of

something,

especially

something

Meaning

Synonyms : core

strongly

Antonyms : detail

:

Synonyms: Recuperation, convalescence

Make

(something

“They

were

unpleasant

reluctant

to

commit

289) Deficit

an

institution,

maintaining

place,

particular

or

person

principles,

Meaning: The amount by which something,
especially a sum of money, is too small.

attitudes, or activities.(n)

Tamil Meaning:

271) interpreted

Tamil Meaning : னைாட்சடயாை

Synonyms: Shortfall, deficiency, shortage

Meaning : explain the meaning of (information

Synonyms : citadel

Antonyms: surplus, profit

or actions) .(v)

Antonyms : deficiency

Tamil Meaning : விைக்ைம்

Example

Example : “conflict is the essence of drama”

Synonyms : rendered
Antonyms : distorted
Example

:

“the

evidence

is

difficult

to

or

:

“cricket’s last

ற்றோக்குறற

Example: “An annual operating deficit”
bastion

290) Adversely

of discrimination”(n)

Meaning: In a way that prevents success or

281) Fortunes

development; harmfully or unfavorably.

Meaning: a large amount of money or assets.

Tamil Meaning: பமோெமோன

interpret”(v)

Tamil Meaning: செல்வவளம்

272) valorise

Synonyms: Wealth, riches, substance, property

affected for years to come”

Meaning : give or ascribe value or validity to.(

Antonyms: Debt, Poverty, Hardship

291) Imposed

v)

Example: “He inherited a substantial fortune”

Meaning: Force

282) Fluctuating

ruling) on someone.

individual”(v)

Meaning: Rise and fall irregularly in number or

273) dissidents

amount.

Tamil Meaning: திணிக் ப் ட்ே

Meaning : a person who opposes official policy,

Tamil Meaning: மோறிக்ச ோண்பே

Antonyms: Free

Synonyms: vary, differ, shift, change

Example: “sanctions imposed on South Africa”

Tamil Meaning : ஏற்ைாதவர்ைசை

Antonyms: Remain, Stay, Continue

292) Diversifying

Synonyms : separatists

Example: “Trade with other countries tends to

Meaning: Make or become more diverse or

Antonyms : conformists

fluctuate from year to year”

varied.

Example : “a dissident who had been jailed by a

283) Prominent

Tamil Meaning:

military regime”(n)

Meaning: Important; famous.

274) fortunate

Tamil Meaning: முக் ிய

Antonyms: Continue, Remain, Conform

Synonyms: Important, well known, leading

Example: “The company expanded rapidly and

Antonyms: Inconspicuous

diversified into computers”

Tamil Meaning : அதிர்ஷ்டம்

Example: “She was a prominent member of the

293) Wean

Synonyms : lucky

city council”

Meaning: be strongly influenced by (something)

Antonyms : unlucky

284) Aid

, especially from an early age.

Example : “she’d been fortunate to escape

Meaning: Financial or material help given to a

Tamil Meaning:

serious injury”(adj)

country or area in need.

275) muzzling

Tamil Meaning: உதவி

Example: “The doctor tried to wean her off the

Synonyms: Assistance, support

sleeping pills”

Antonyms: Harm, Hindrance, Disfavor

294) Inadequacies

Example

:

“the

culture

valorizes

the

especially that of an authoritarian state.(n)

Meaning

:

favoured

by

or

involving

good

luck; (adj)

Meaning : put a muzzle on (an animal) .(v)
Tamil Meaning : முைவாய்
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Example: “His self-confidence was adversely

(an unwelcome decision or

Synonyms: Levy, charge, exact

ரவலோ

Synonyms: Branch out, vary output, expand

வர

Synonyms: Discourage, halt, Remove
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Meaning:

The

state

or

quality

of

being
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a) Massachusetts Institute of Technology

a) Rs 660 crore

b) Rs 900 crore

inadequate; lack of the quantity or quality

b) Harvard University

c) Rs 1000 crore

d) Rs 450 crore

required.

c) University of Pennsylvania

e) Rs 850 crore

Tamil Meaning: ப ோதோத

d) Stanford University

Q.13) What is the rank of India in the Global

e) University of Texas

Hunger Index (GHI) 2018 prepared jointly by

Q.3) The governments of Germany and the UK,

global NGOs Concern Worldwide (Ireland) and

with support from the World Bank launched a

Welthungerhilfe (Germany) ?

new Global Risk Financing Facility (GRiF) , with

a) 34th

b) 44th

an initial corpus of _______.

c) 78th

d) 103rd

a) $450 million

b) $200 million

e) 112th

c) $300 million

d) $250 million

Q.14) What is the rank of India in terms of

Synonyms: Insufficiency, deficiency
Antonyms: Abundance, surplus, competence
Example:

“The

inadequacy

of

available

resources”
295) Revive
Meaning: Give new strength or energy to.
Tamil Meaning: புதுப் ிக்
Synonyms: Reinvigorate, revitalize, refresh
Antonyms: Abolish
Example: “The paper made panicky attempts to
revive falling sales”
296) Indicative
Meaning: Serving as a sign or indication of

e) $150 million

development

Q.4) Finance Ministry has increased interest

technologies for the Industrial Internet of Things

rates for non-governmental provident funds,

(IIOT)

gratuity and superannuation to _____ % from

solutions specialists Zyfra survey?

existing 7.6 %.

,

of

Artificial

according

to

Intelligence

a

Finnish

a) 10th

b) 5th

a) 8.0%

b) 8.5%

c) 13th

d) 2nd

c) 7.9%

d) 8.7%

e) 20th

(AI)

AI-based

e) 7.8%

Q.15) The Supreme Court has constituted a

Q.5) Tata Steel has announced that it will

three member committee to look into the jail

acquire the steel business of which company for

reforms; the committee will be headed by

Rs 4, 300-4, 700 crore, recently?

whom?

suggestive

a) Bhushan Steel

b) VISA Steel

a) Mahesh Roy

b) Amitava Roy

Example:

c) Usha Martin

d) MESCO Steel

c) Arun Kumar Mishra

d) Ashok Bhushan

something.
Tamil Meaning: அறிகுறியோ
Synonyms:

Symptomatic,
“Having

recurrent

expressive,
dreams

is

not

e) Mervin Steel

e) Madan B Lokur

problem”

Q.6) Name the 9-member high power group

Q.16) Norwest Venture Partners has invested

297) Cognisant

head constituted by Naveen Gupta, President,

_____ rupees in Veritas Finance to acquire about

Meaning: Having knowledge or awareness.

ICA Institute, to study the systemic issues at

15% stake.

Synonyms: Aware, conscious, apprised

debt-laden IL&FS Group.

a) Rs.450 million

b) Rs.200 crore

Antonyms: Ignorant, Senseless

a) Anil Sharma

b) Ravi Prakash

c) Rs.120 crore

d) Rs.1500 lakh

c) Shivaji B Zaware

d) Suman Rawat

e) Rs.900 crore

necessarily

Example:

indicative

That

the

of

any

psychological

government

has

set

up/revived these committees only in its final

e) Suresh Varma

Q.17) World Bank has announced concessional

year in the office goes to show that it is

Q.7) What is the rank of India among 157

loan worth _____ dollars to Nepal to reform the

cognisant of the fact that its national security

countries in the World Bank’s Human Capital

country’s financial and energy sectors.

performance has been found severely wanting.

Index (HCI) released at the Annual Meetings of

a) USD 895 million

b) USD 789 million

298) Erroneously

the International Monetary Fund and The World

c) USD 345 million

d) USD 900 million

Meaning: In a mistaken way; incorrectly.

Bank Group in Bali, Indonesia?

e) USD 195 million

Tamil Meaning: தவறுதலோ

a) 108th

b) 45th

Q.18) Bharat Sanchar Nigam Ltd (BSNL) has

c) 99th

d) 115th

signed a MoU with which company to leverage

Synonyms: awkwardly, poorly, Crudely
Antonyms: Adequately, Calmly, Little
Example: “He was erroneously reported dead”
299) Salvage
Meaning: Retrieve or preserve (something) from
potential loss or adverse circumstances.
Tamil Meaning:

ோப்பு

e) 122nd

Industry 4.0 for manufacturing excellence at

Q.8) OYO has announced its partnership with

Nokia’s factory in Oragadam, Tamil Nadu?

which payments platform to help OYO users

a) Nokia Solutions and Networks India Private

easily book a room through the payments app,

Limited

recently?

b) Vodafone Idea Private Limited

a) PhonePe

b) Paytm

c) Bharti Airtel Private Limited

c) PayPal

d) MobiKwik

d) Aircel India Private Limited

Synonyms: Rescue, save, recover, retrieve

e) Lazypay

e) Reliance India Private Limited

Antonyms: Abandon, Lose, Harm

Q.9) What is the rank of India out of 123

Q.19) Who has been elected as the chairperson

Example: “his first goal salvaged a precious

countries in the RTI rating by Access Info Europe

of Association of Mutual Funds in India (AMFI) ?

point for his club”

and the Centre for Law and Democracy?

a) Kailash Kulkarni

b) Nimesh Shah

300) Deteriorated

a) 24th

b) 103rd

c) Prathiksha Babu

d) Vasudevan Nair

Meaning: Become progressively worse.

c) 16th

d) 45th

e) Nirmal Babu

Tamil Meaning: பமோெமறேந்ததோல்

e) 6th

Q.20)
has

launched the flagship scheme ‘Pradhan Mantri
Jan Arogya Yojana’, a game-changer initiative to

Example: “Relations between the countries had

have a quit-line number on tobacco products,

serve the poor from which of the following state?

deteriorated sharply”

recently?

and seamless claims processing?
a) Bajaj Allianz
b) Bharti AXA Life Insurance
c) Kotak Life Insurance
d) Max Life Insurance
e) Exide Life Insurance
Q.2) Which university has been named the
World’s Most Innovative University for the fourth
consecutive year in Reuters’ ranking of World’s
Most Innovative Universities?
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country

has

become the first and only SAARC country to

allows use of ‘WhatsApp’ messenger for faster

following

Modi

Q.10)

the launch of a novel service initiative that

the

Narendra

Antonyms: Improve

Q.1) Which Insurance Company has announced

of

Minister

Synonyms: Worsen, get worse, decline

BANKING AWARENESS

Which

Prime

a) Chhattisgarh

b) Jharkhand

a) Bangladesh

b) Nepal

c) Maharashtra

d) Rajasthan

c) India

d) Maldives

e) Odisha

e) Sri Lanka

Q.21) Which of the following organisation has

Q.11) World Bank has announced funding of up

notified LIC (Life Insurance Corporation) that

to how much dollars to the Government of

Insurance claim cannot be denied on the ground

Indonesia for relief work in the disaster-affected

of common lifestyle diseases?

areas of Lombok and Sulawesi?

a)

a) $ 2 billion

b) $400 million

Authority of India (IRDAI)

c) $50 billion

d) $250 million

b) Finance Ministry

Insurance

National

Regulatory

Consumer

and

Development

e) $1 billion

c)

Q.12) How much amount has invested by

Commission (NCDRC)

Disputes

Redressal

National Investment and Infrastructure Fund

d) Reserve Bank of India (RBI)

(NIIF) in HDFC’s real estate investment platform

e) Securities and Exchange Board of India

HDFC Capital Affordable Real Estate – 2 (H-CARE

(SEBI)

2) ?
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Q.22) Competition Commission of India (CCI)

a) 25 %

b) 30 %

per

has approved the acquisition of Star Health and

c) 50 %

d) 75 %

authorisation as a CCP should have a minimum

Allied Insurance Company by which company to

e) 15 %

networth of ______ at the time of submitting its

purchase the shares of leading private insurer?

Q.32) Reserve Bank has approved appointment

application.

a) Starcrop Alliance

of _______ as ICICI Bank's Managing Director

a) Rs.300 crore

b) Rs.100 crore

c) Maxlife Insurance

and Chief Executive Officer for three years as

c) Rs.500 crore

d) Rs.200 crore

d) General Insurance Corporation

against a five-year term sought by the lender

e) Rs.250 crore

e) Safecrop Holdings

a) Chanda Kocchar

b) R Gandhi

Q.43) The government has reduced the excise

Q.23) The New Development Bank (NDB) of the

c) Sandeep Bakshi

d) Sharmila Seth

duty on jet fuel to _____ from 14%, with effect

BRICS has announced to grant a $525-million

e) Varun Karmakar

from 12th October 2018.

loan to which state for infrastructure projects?

Q.33) Name the Microsoft AI-enabled bat has

a) 10 %

b) 12 %

a) Uttar Pradesh

b) Rajasthan

launched by former India captain Anil Kumble’s

c) 11 %

d) 9 %

c) Jharkhand

d) Madhya Pradesh

technology start-up Spektacom Technologies,

e) 13%

recently.

Q.44) Which of the following is the world’s most

b) Bajaj Alliance

e) Maharashtra
Q.24)

Name

the

new

artificial

intelligence-

the

norms,

an

applicant

seeking

a) Energy Bat

b) Intelli Bat

depressed country according to a World Health

enabled chat bot has launched by Indian Railway

c) Smart Bat

d) AI Bat

Organization (WHO) report?

Catering and Tourism Corporation (IRCTC) .

e) Power Bat

a) China

b) United States

a) Rail Diksha

b) Ask Rashmi

Q.34) Where was the 6th meeting of UAE-India

c) India

d) France

c) Rail Neo

d) Rail Seva

High-Level Joint Task Force on Investments,

e) Russia

e) Ask Disha

held?

Q.45) Who has been appointed as the MD and

Q.25) Which country’s Post and India Post have

a) New Delhi, India

released commemorative stamps on renowned

c) Riyadh, Saudi Arabia

a) Padmaja Chundru

b) Pallav Mohapatra

Physicist and Innovator Nikola Tesla and Swami

d) Dubai, United Arab Emirates

c) Atul Kumar Goel

d) Karnam Sekar

Vivekananda, on the occasion of 70 years of

e) Hyderabad, Telangana

e) J Packirisamy

establishment of diplomatic relations between

Q.35) Who has been appointed as the chairman

Q.46) Which of the following institute has ranked

the two countries?

of the parliamentary Standing Committee on

number one in the “QS India University Rankings
2019”, Quacquarelli Symonds’s first standalone

b) Mumbai, India

CEO of Dena Bank?

a) Malta

b) Romania

Defence, recently?

c) Sweden

d) Serbia

a) Rakesh Singh

b) BC Khanduri

ranking of India’s higher education institutions?

e) Spain

c) Kalraj Mishra

d) Atul Kumar Goel

a) Indian Institute of Technology, Bombay

Q.26) SEBI has allowed foreign entities to

e) Sarnath Singha

participate

Q.36) Who has been appointed as the ‘face of

in

the

commodity

derivatives

b) Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore
c) Indian Institute of Technology, Madras

segment of stock exchanges in the Indian

Nokia phones’ in India?

market and the foreign entities would be known

a) Aishwarya Rai

b) MS Dhoni

e) Indian Institute of Technology, Kanpur

as ________.

c) Alia Bhatt

d) Virat Kohli

Q.47) Reserve Bank of India has announced

a) Eligible Foreign Entities (EFEs)

e) Ravichandran Ashwin

b) Permitted Foreign Entities (PFEs)

Q.37) Name the MD and CEO of Bank of Baroda?

system through purchase of government bonds,

c) Allowed Foreign Entities (AFEs)

a) PS Jayakumar

b) Mahesh Kumar Jain

under Open Market Operations on 23rd Oct

d) Neutral Foreign Entities (NFEs)

c) PJ George

d) R Gandhi

2018.

e) Electronic Foreign Entities (EFEs)

e) RS Jaganathan

a) Rs.12, 000 crore

b) Rs.55, 000 crore

Q.27) India has been elected to United Nations

Q.38)

has

c) Rs.45, 000 crore

d) Rs.32, 000 crore

Human Rights Council (UNHRC) for a period of

constituted a 8-10 member ‘Break Into India

e) Rs.10, 000 crore

how many years starting from January 1, 2019?

Strategy Committee’ to formulate strategy to

Q.48) Under the Ministry of Rural Development

a) 5 years

b) 4 years

help its businesses invest more into the Indian

(MoRD)

c) 3 years

d) 6 years

market?

National Rural Livelihood Mission (DAY-NRLM)

Which

of

the

d) Indian Institute of Technology, Delhi

injection of liquidity worth _____ rupees into the

following

country

,

Deendayal

Antyodaya

Yojana

–

e) 1 year

a) Bangladesh

b) Myanmar

has signed a MoU with which of the following

Q.28) The government has exempted how much

c) Nepal

d) Sri Lanka

institution

percent of Long term capital gains (LTCG) tax on

e) China

Women Collectives led Social Action?

IPOs, ESOPs, and bonus. etc recently?

Q.39) Name the former Deputy Governor of RBI

a) Indian Institute of Technology, Delhi

a) 10%

b) 12%

who has been appointed as an advisor in

c) 15%

d) 59%

BankBazaar?

to

establish Roshni

–

Centre

of

b) Lady Irwin College, New Delhi
c) Indian Institute of Sciences, Bengaluru

e) 18%

a) S S Mundra

b) Amal Xavier

Q.29) Which of the following company has

c) Roshan Khanna

d) Varun Karmakar

announced that it has acquired Cashier Prepaid

e) R Gandhi

Cards, a financial technology services company

Q.40)

based in Bangalore?

Corporation (ESIC) has approved a new scheme

Index on Most Competitive Economy for 2018?

a) Ewire Softtech Private Limited

named

Persons

a) 90th

b) 118th

b) Colrich Software Private Limited

covered under the Employees’ State Insurance

c) 69th

d) 58th

c) Infosys

Act, 1948, recently.

e) 120th

e) WIPRO

a) Atal Bimit Vyakti Kalyan Yojna

Q.50) Who has taken charge as the Chairman

Q.30) Government has hiked Interest on PPF,

b) PM Bimit Vyakti Kalyan Yojna

and

Sukanya Samrudhi Yojana, Kisan Vikas Patra by

c) Bimit Vyakti Kalyan Yojna

Insurance Company Limited (NIC) ?

how

d) PM Bima Kalyan Yojana

a) Sanath Kumar

b) Alice Vaidyan

e) Atal Bimit Garmeen Kalyan Yojana

c) VK Sharma

d) Tajinder Mukherjee

much

d) TCS

percent

for

October

December

quarter 2018?

The

d) All India Institute of Medical Sciences
e) Indian Institute of Technology, Bangalore
Q.49) What is the rank of India among 140

Employees’

___________

for

State
Insured

Insurance

countries, in the World Economic Forum (WEF) ’s

Managing

Director

(CMD)

of

National

a) 0.2%

b) 0.3%

Q.41) What is the rank of India in data breach

e) Sarnath Singha

c) 0.4%

d) 0.5%

incidences globally, according to a report called

Q.51) Who is the head of the panel formed by

e) 0.8%

Breach Level Index by digital security firm

Insurance

Q.31) According to the Minister for Agriculture

Gemalto?

Authority of India (IRDAI) to examine claims in

and Farmer Welfare Radha Mohan Singh has

a) 3rd

b) 1st

installments, recently?

announced

of

c) 2nd

d) 5th

a) Suresh Mathur

b) Rajiv Shah

government’s policies have been formulated to

e) 9th

c) Madhan Karthik

d) Samuel D’souza

enhance women participation in the agriculture

Q.42) RBI has laid down norms for the efficient

e) Rajesh Kumar

sector?

functioning of Central Counterparties (CCPs) , as

that

how

much
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Q.52) According to a report on ‘Public Health

Q.62) National Stock Exchange (NSE) has signed

c) New Delhi, India

and Nutrition – Freeing Future Generations from

a MoU with which state government to offer

e) Moscow, Russia

d) Dhaka, Bangladesh

Malnutrition’ compiled by the NGO Sukarya,

access for capital to MSMEs (Micro, Small and

Q.73) Infosys Foundation has announced how

more than _____ of the world’s stunted children

Medium Enterprises) to enhance their growth in

much amount for a reward to push innovation in

live in India.

the state, recently?

social work following increase in funds under the

a) 50%

b) 40%

a) Maharashtra

b) Rajasthan

government rules, recently?

c) 60%

d) 30%

c) Uttarakhand

d) Uttar Pradesh

a) Rs.1.5 crore

b) Rs.3 crore

c) Rs.2.5 crore

d) Rs.4 crore

e) 25%

e) Assam

Q.53) IMF has stated that Global debt levels

Q.63) Name the non-executive director of IL&FS

e) Rs.5 crore

reached a record _______ in 2017, having

Investment

Q.74) Who has been appointed as head of

grown 50 per cent in the previous decade.

recently?

a) USD 167 trillion

b) USD 235 billion

a) Abinav Kumars

b) Vineet Nayyar

team?

c) USD 567 trillion

d) USD 127 trillion

c) Abhishek Sharma

d) Tarun Malik

Managers

Ltd

who

resigned

Facebook’s global affairs and communications
a) Morgan Fairchild

b) Nick Clegg

e) USD 182 trillion

e) Vibhav Kapoor

c) Jeremy Reed

d) Orson Hodge

Q.54) Which of the following company has

Q.64) Where was the 8th European Congress on

e) None of these

become

SME (Small and Medium Size Enterprises) held?

Q.75) Name the head of the new board of the

Information Technology (IT) and consulting firm

the

world’s

largest

pure-play

a) New Jersey, United States

Infrastructure

servicing mega banks and insurers?

b) Kotawice, Poland

(IL&FS)

a) Accenture

b) TCS

c) Sydney, Australia

Tribunal (NCLT) to appoint chairman of IL&FS.

c) Wipro

d) Infosys

Leasing

formed

by

&

Financial

National

Services

Company

Law

d) England, United States

a) Vineet Nayyar

b) G.N. Bajpai

e) None of these

e) Moscow, Russia

c) G.C. Chaturvedi

d) Malini Shankar

Q.55) The Centre has proposed the merger of

Q.65) Which of the following organization has

e) Uday Kotak

state-owned Bank of Baroda, Dena Bank and

released the operational guidelines to facilitate

Q.76) Where is the headquarters of International

which bank in order to create India’s third-

payments among prepaid instruments (PPI) such

Monetary Fund located?

largest bank?

as mobile wallets, recently?

a) Paris

b) Washington D.C

c) New York

d) London

a) Canara Bank

b) Syndicate Bank

a) NITI Aayog

c) Vijaya Bank

d) Punjab and Sindh

b) Ministry of Finance

c) Ministry of Corporate Affairs

e) Brussels

Bank

d) RBI

Q.77)

e) Punjab National Bank

Q.66) Where will the first ASEAN-China Maritime

introduce

Q.56) Air India has received equity infusion of

Exercise be held?

customers in the name of _______ in Lalbhag

______

a) Afghanistan

b) Saudi Arabia

Branch, Mangaluru.

c) China

d) India

rupees

from

NSSF

(National

Small

Savings Fund) ?

e) SEBI

SBI

has

become

wealth

the

business

first

bank

to

for

its

services

a) Health & Wealth

b) SBI Health

a) Rs.1, 000 crore

b) Rs.250 crore

e) None of these

c) Health for All

d) SBI Wealth Hub

c) Rs.550 crore

d) Rs.900 crore

Q.67) Which of the following company has

e) SBI Wealth

e) Rs.850 crore

partnered with NITI Aayog to offer internship

Q.78) ChrysCapital Advisors LLP has appointed

Q.57) Which of the following bank has signed a

programme to top performing students selected

former SBI chairperson _____ as an advisor?

3 year MoU with Kathmandu-based National

by the Atal Innovation Mission, recently?

a) Janki Ballabh

Banking Institute (NBI) to establish a mutually

a) TCS

b) Wipro

b) Arundhati Bhattacharya

beneficial strategic alliance for development of

c) HCL

d) IBM India

c) Rana Kapoor

NBI's human resources by imparting education,

e) Mahindra Tech

d) Dinesh Kumar Khara

training and research?

Q.68) Which of the following organization has

e) Om Prakash Bhat

a) State Bank of India

b) Axis Bank

signed a MoU with the Dubai Internet City (DIC)

Q.79) What is the rank of India in the 10 most

c) Bank of Baroda

d) HDFC Bank

to

valuable nation brands in the world for the year

help

small

and

medium-sized

Indian

e) ICICI Bank

enterprises expand their operations in the Middle

2018,

Q.58) Reserve Bank of India (RBI) has increased

East and North Africa (MENA) region?

Nation Brands 2018 report?

lenders’ single borrower exposure limit for Non-

a) NASSCOM

a) 4th

b) 5th

Banking Financial Companies (NBFCs) which do

c) SIDBI

c) 9th

d) 8th

not finance infrastructure, from 10% to _____

d) Export–Import Bank of India

e) 3rd

% of capital funds, until 31st December 2018?

e) SEBI

Q.80) A micro-insurance policy is a general or

a) 12 %

b) 15 %

Q.69) Who has been resigned as the Managing

life insurance policy with a sum assured of

c) 17 %

d) 20 %

Director (MD) and Chief Executive Officer (CEO)

________.

e) 25%

of IDBI Bank?

a) Rs.50, 000 or more

Q.59) Where was India’s 1st Cryptocurrency

a) Mahesh Kumar Jain

b) Rajesh Agrawal

b) Rs.1, 50, 000 or less

ATM installed by virtual currency exchange

c) Prathik Chawla

d) Rangaraj Pandey

c) Rs.2, 50, 000 or more

Unocoin?

e) B Sriram

d) Rs.1, 50, 000 or more

b) NITI Aayog

according

to

Brand

Finance’s

annual

a) Mumbai

b) Bengaluru

Q.70) Name the Managing Director of Max Life

e) Rs.50, 000 or less

c) New Delhi

d) Hyderabad

Insurance who resigned from the company,

Q.81) The IMF forecasts India’s GDP to grow at

e) None of these

recently?

how much in current fiscal 2019-2020?

Q.60) What is the rank of India in the United

a) Rajeev Kumar

b) Karnam Agrawal

a) 7.1%

b) 7.5%

Nations

c) Aman Mittal

d) Rajesh Sud

c) 7.3%

d) 7.4%

Human

Development

Index

2018

released by the United Nations Development

e) Suresh Wadwani

e) 7.8%

Programme (UNDP) ?

Q.71) Which is the only Indian firm to be

Q.82) Who is the head of the parliamentary

a) 128th

b) 135th

featured among the top 25 companies in the

panel on labour that was constituted to examine

c) 130th

d) 156th

Forbes’ global 2000 best employers list?

the functioning of Employees Provident Fund

a) TCS

Organisation (EPFO) ?

e) 118th
Q.61)

Market

research

firm

Gartner

has

b) Infosys

c) Larsen & Toubro

a) Sriram Parthasarathy

b) Ram Sundar S

projected worldwide IT spending to total how

d) Reliance Industries Limited

c) Suresh Kumars

d) Vivek Kumar Singh

many dollars in 2019?

e) None of these

e) Kirit Somaiya

a) $3.8 trillion

b) $2.9 trillion

Q.72) Where was 7th meeting of education

Q.83) Who has been appointed as chief human

c) $5.2 trillion

d) $4.2 trillion

ministers of member states of the Shanghai

resources officer (CHRO) of HDFC Bank?

Cooperation Organisation (SCO) ?

a) Akhil Krishnan

b) Vinay Razdan

a) Astana, Kazakhstan

c) Samir Shah

d) Aditya Ram

e) $5.6 trillion
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e) Ajay Razhar

as investors’ feedback, profiles, client orders and

c) New Delhi

Q.84) IL&FS (Infrastructure Leasing & Financial

deal pricing?

e) Bengaluru

Services) board of directors has appointed which

a) mPay

b) MyDeal

Q.103) Who has been appointed as the Chief

of the following firm as the restructuring advisor

c) Lime App

d) PayZapp

Statistician of India (CSI) ?

to the company’s board, recently?

e) Chillar

a) Arpwood Capital

Q.93)

b) JM Financial

Sovereign Gold Bond Scheme FY19. The scheme

e) Priya Krishnan

c) Alvarez and Marsal

retains the incentives offered in the earlier

Q.104) RIL’s telecom subsidiary Reliance Jio and

d) IndusInd Capital Investors

tranche of _____% interest rate and capital

which of the following bank has entered into a

e) JM Marsal

gains tax exemption on redemption.

partnership to extend next generation digital

Q.85) Which of the following stock exchange has

a) 5%

b) 2.5%

banking and payments services to customers?

launched 2 dynamic asset allocation indices

c) 1.5%

d) 7.5%

a) Union Bank of India

b) State Bank of India

namely Nifty 50 & short duration debt –Dynamic

e) 3.5%

c) Canara Bank

d) Bank of Baroda

P/E index and Nifty 50 & short duration debt –

Q.94)

Dynamic P/B index?

bancassurance deal with which of the following

Q.105) Reserve Bank of India has announced

a) Calcutta Stock Exchange

company

of

injection of how much amount into the system

b) Bombay Stock Exchange

Insurance products through the bank’s network

through purchase of government bonds on 1st

c) National Stock Exchange

of 2, 129 branches across the country?

Oct 2018?

d) Indian Stock Exchange

a) The Bajaj Allianz General Insurance

a) Rs.56, 000 crore

b) Rs.24, 000 crore

e) Bangalore Stock Exchange

b) Bharti AXA General Insurance

c) Rs.36, 000 crore

d) Rs.52, 000 crore

Q.86) Recently, the HDFC Bank has entered into

c) Reliance General Insurance

e) Rs.46, 000 crore

pact with which of the following company, that

d) Tata AIG General

Q.106) Which of the following bank collected the

will result in a safer, faster and more convenient

e) General Insurance Corporation of India

largest amount of minimum balance penalty

payment experience for HDFC Bank cardholders

Q.95) State Bank of India (SBI) has been

during 2017-18?

and help drive incremental digital spend?

reduced the cash withdrawal limit from Rs.40,

a) Indian bank

b) Yes Bank

a) PayPal

b) Paytm

000 to ____ rupees per day with effect from

c) HDFC Bank

d) State Bank of India

c) PayU

d) Phonepe

October 31, 2018?

e) Axis Bank

The

government

Vijaya

Bank

that

will

has

has

launched

entered

enable

the

into

distribution

a

d) Mumbai

a) Rishi Kapoor

b) Anwar Sheikh

c) Pravin Srivastava

d) Rati Sharma

e) Indian Bank

e) BHIM

a) Rs.10, 000

b) Rs.20, 000

Q.107)

Q.87) Recently, who has been appointed as the

c) Rs.15, 000

d) Rs.30, 000

Payments bank was served a notice by the RBI

Non-official director for the board of the Reserve

e) Rs.35, 000

to stop adding new customers and bank was

Bank of India?

Q.96) According to the RBI recent survey, which

seen violating the norms related to the deposit

a) Sudhir Gupta

of the following country has emerged as the top

limit and that certain accounts were found to

b) Ram Sewak Sharma

source of inward remittances in 2016-17?

have deposits exceeding Rs.1 lakh?

c) S Gurumurthy

a) Saudi Arabia

b) UAE

a) Jio Payments Bank

d) Sunil Kumar Gupta

c) Qatar

d) U.S

b) Paytm Payments Bank

e) None of these

e) Oman

c) Fino Payments Bank

Q.88) As per the ‘Oxfam International’s report

Q.97) Which of the following bank has become

d) Airtel Payments Bank

named ‘Commitment to Reducing Inequality

the first bank in India to introduce Iris Scan

e) India Post Payment Bank

(CRI) Index’, what is the rank of India in Oxfam

Authentication

Q.108) Who has been appointed as the Private

world inequality index 2018?

transactions through its micro ATM tablets?

Secretary (PS) to Vice President M Venkaiah

a) 155th

b) 147th

a) Syndicate Bank

b) City Union Bank

Naidu?

c) 111th

d) 98th

c) Bank of Baroda

d) Axis Bank

a) N Chaitanya Prasad

feature

for

Aadhaar-based

Recently,

which

of

the

following

e) 76th

e) Federal Bank

b) Sanjeev Kumar Reddy

Q.89) Which of the following bank has signed a

Q.98) Which of the following company has

c) D Prasanth Kumar Reddy

multilateral cooperation agreement with member

become the 29th Indian company and the

d) Vishnu Srinivasan

development

world’s largest telecom tower company outside

e) Sandeep Vaishnav

China, to win the Deming Prize 2018?

Q.109) Which of the following bank had a

ledger/blockchain technology?

a) Venus Towers

b) Indus Towers

market capitalization of Rs 84, 289.56 crore has

a) World Bank

b) AIIB

c) Tele Towers

d) India Towers

surpassed YES Bank to become seventh most

c) Exim Bank

d) State Bank of India

e) Palli Towers

valued listed lender?

e) State Bank of Japan

Q.99) Where is the headquarters of HDFC bank

a) Axis Bank

b) Bandhan Bank

Q.90) Which of the following organization has

located?

c) Federal Bank

d) Syndicate Bank

approved

through

a) Bengaluru

b) Pune

e) HDFC Bank

point-of-sales (PoS) , with an aim to further

c) New Delhi

d) Mumbai

Q.110) Who has been appointed as the first

increase insurance penetration in the country?

e) Chennai

chairperson

a) Reserve Bank of India

Q.100) International Finance Corporation (IFC)

Authority (NFRA) ?

b) Life Insurance Corporation of India

the finance arm of World Bank has approved

a) Umesh Yadav

b) Siddharth Rao

c) General Insurance Company

investment

c) Ragavendra Rao

d) Sridhar Krishnan

d) IRDAI

Resurgence Fund (IRF) , a joint venture between

e) Rangachari Sridharan

banks

“collaborative

of

BRICS

research”

micro-insurance

to

in

undertake
distributed

disbursal

e) SIDBI

of

how

much

dollars

in

India

of

National

Financial

Reporting

Piramal Enterprises Limited and Bain Capital?

Q.111) Which of the following bank has launched

economic

a) $350 million

b) $126 million

a new deposit scheme – Vikas “Bonanza 456”,

offender ordinance 2018, a person is declared

c) $100 million

d) $450 million

the scheme is of a tenure of 456 days with

Fugitive economic offender when he commits

e) $150 million

economic offences involving an amount of at

Q.101)

least how much amount?

Secretary

Q.91)

According

to

the

fugitive

Who

interest rate of 7.10 per cent for public and 7.60
has

General

been
of

appointed
PHD

as

Chamber

the
of

per cent for senior citizens?
a) Narmada Jhabua Gramin Bank

a) Rs.500 crore

b) Rs.100 crore

Commerce and Industry?

c) Rs.200 crore

d) Rs.600 crore

a) Ranveer Kapoor

b) Suresh Kapoor

c) Assam Gramin Vikash Bank

e) Rs.800 crore

c) Priya Krishnan

d) Reema Singh

d) Bihar Gramin Bank

Q.92) HSBC bank has launched which of the

e) Mahesh Y Reddy

e) Karnataka Vikas Grameena Bank

following

Q.102) Where is the headquarters of Vijaya

Q.112) Who has been appointed as the MD &

Bank located?

CEO of IDBI Bank for a period of 6 months?

raising

online

process

platformto

simplify

through capital

capital

markets

by

providing real-time access to information such
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c) Assistance of Capital and Interest Subsidy

b) World Health Organization

e) M K Jain

(ACIS)

c) International Labour Organization

Q.113) As per the 6th assessment report issued

d) Credit Linked Capital Subsidy (CLCS)

d) International Organization for Migration

by UN Intergovernmental Panel on Climate

e) Central Sector Interest Subsidy (CSIS)

e) UNESCO

Change (IPCC) , has stated that Earth will reach

Q.122) Who has been elected as the Chairman

Q.131) National Housing Bank has announced

the threshold of _____ degrees Celsius between

of Indian Banks’ Association (IBA) for the year

increase of the Refinance limit to _____ rupees

2030 and 2052 if global warming continues at its

2018-19?

from the previous Rs.24, 000 crore for 2018-19,

current pace.

a) Shyam Srinivasan

recently.

a) 2.5 degree Celsius

b) 1.5 degree Celsius

b) Rajnish Kumar

a) Rs.30, 000 crore

b) Rs.35, 000 crore

c) 3 degree Celsius

d) 5 degree Celsius

c) Dinabandhu Mohapatra

c) Rs.44, 000 crore

d) Rs.55, 000 crore

e) 4.5 degree Celsius

d) Sunil Mehta

e) Rs.28, 000 crore

Q.114) Which of the following bank has been

e) Madhav Nair

Q.132) The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) has

awarded the best performing primary lending

Q.123) UNICEF has signed an MoU with which

asked all scheduled commercial banks with more

institution

subsidy

scheme

foundation to strengthen child rights through

than how many branches to appoint an Internal

(Economically

Weaker

meaningful business interventions, recently?

Ombudsman (IO) , recently?

Section) and LIG (Low Income Group) category?

a) Infosys Foundation

a) Five

b) Twenty

a) Federal Bank

b) HDFC Bank

b) Gates Foundation

c) Fifteen

d) Ten

c) IndusInd Bank

d) Axis Bank

(CLSS)

in

for

credit

the

linked

EWS

c) NASSCOM Foundation

e) Eight

e) Lakshmi Vilas Bank

d) Reliance Foundation

Q.133) IMF has predicted a growth rate of what

Q.115) Who has been appointed as the chief

e) TCS Foundation

percent

economist of International Monetary fund (IMF)

Q.124) Which of the following Public Sector Bank

respectively?

?

for

India

in

2018

and

2019,

has opened a portal to facilitate interest subsidy

a) 7.5% and 7.7%

b) 7.1% and 7.3%

a) Ritu Das

b) Manish Bansal

claims on education loans for the financial year

c) 7.2% and 7.5%

d) 7.7% and 7.8%

c) Gita Gopinath

d) Pawan Goel

2017-18.

e) 7.3% and 7.4%

The

portal

would

be

open

till

e) Girija Gopinath

September 28, 2018?

Q.116) Which of the following bank’s license has

a) Indian Bank

b) Bank of Baroda

free accident insurance cover for new accounts

been cancelled by RBI, due to inadequate capital

c) State Bank of India

d) Canara Bank

after August 28, 2018 has been doubled to

and earning prospects, with effect from the close

e) Bank of India

of business on August 31, 2018?

Q.125) Alibaba and SoftBank-backed Paytm had

a) Rs.3 lakh

b) Rs.1.5 lakh

a) Ahmedabad Mercantile Co-Op Bank

become

Unified

c) Rs.2 lakh

d) Rs.4 lakh

b) Rajkot Nagrik Sahakari Bank

Payments Interface (UPI) payments with over

e) Rs.5 lakh

c) Bhilwara Mahila Urban Co-Op Bank

how much percent of overall market share,

Q.135)

d) Mehsana Urban Co-Op Bank

recently?

Warnings: International Status Report 2018,

e) Kalupur Commercial Coop. Bank

a) 23%

b) 45%

released by the Canadian Cancer Society, what

Q.117) Who is the MD & CEO of India Post

c) 33%

d) 55%

is the rank of India in pictorial warnings on

Payments Bank (IPPB) ?

e) 43%

cigarette packets?

a) Vijay Shekhar Sharma

Q.126) ‘Internal Ombudsman Scheme, 2018’

the

Q.134) Under Pradhan Mantri Jan Dhan Yojana,

_______.

leading

contributor

to

As

per

Cigarette

Package

Health

a) 2nd

b) 3rd

b) Srikrishnan

c) Suresh Sethi

gives ombudsman statutory powers under which

c) 4th

d) 5th

d) Anubrata Biswas

e) None of these

section of the Banking Regulation Act, 1949?

e) 8th

Q.118) Name the head of the 20-member

a) Section 15 A

b) Section 35 A

Q.136)

Environment Pollution (Prevention and Control)

c) Section 25 A

d) Section 32 A

reporting norms for the LRS under which an

Authority or the EPCA reconstituted by the

e) Section 36 A

individual can transfer up to USD 2, 50, 000

central government.

Q.127) According to the 'Credit Suisse Family

abroad in a year. Expand the term LRS.

Reserve

Bank

of

a) Nalini Sen

b) Bhure Lal

1000 in 2018' report, published by the Credit

a) Libor Remittance Scheme

c) Malini Shekhar

d) Vasavi Dutta

India

tightened

Suisse Research Institute (CSRI) , India ranks

b) Legal Remittance Scheme

e) Vishnu Mathur

______ globally in terms of number of family

c) Liquidity Remittance Scheme

Q.119) Unique Identification Authority of India

owned businesses with 111 companies of USD

d) Leverage Remittance Scheme

(UIDAI) has relaxed Aadhaar enrolment targets

839 billion total market capitalization.

e) Liberalised Remittance Scheme

for

a) First

b) Sixth

Q.137) As per the recommendation of which

________.

c) Third

d) Second

committee, SEBI has relaxed the foreign fund

a) December 1, 2018

e) Fifth

b) November 1, 2018

Q.128) United Nations Environment has signed a

for finalising the new guidelines on KYC and

c) January 1, 2019

MoU

beneficial owner identification.

d) November 30, 2018

coherent implementation of the environmental

a) Bimal Jalan committee

e) December 31, 2018

dimension of sustainable development?

b) R Gandhi committee

Q.120) Which of the following stock exchange

a) NITI Aayog

c) H R Khan committee

has become the first stock exchange in India to

b) Confederation of Indian Industry

d) S S Mundra committee

launch the commodity derivative contracts in

c) National Metrological Centre

e) Raguram Rajan committee

gold and silver?

d) National Informatics Centre

Q.138) Government has decided to cover crop

a) National Stock Exchange

e) Ministry of Environment, Forest and Climate

damages in wild animal attacks under which

b) Bombay Stock Exchange

Change

scheme on trial basis?

c) Cochin Stock Exchange

Q.129) How many Card-less cash withdrawal will

a) Pradhan Mantri Suraksha Bima Yojana

d) Ahmedabad Stock Exchange

be free, after that a transaction fee of Rs. 25 will

b) Pradhan Mantri Jeevan Jyoti Bima Yojana

e) Bangalore Stock Exchange

be charged by the Airtel Payments Bank?

c) Pradhan Mantri Fasal Bima Yojna

Q.121) In which of the following Scheme full

a) Four

b) Two

d) Pradhan Mantri Jan Dhan Yojana

interest subsidy is provided for the moratorium

c) Five

d) Three

e) Pradhan Mantri Gramin Bima Yojana

period

e) One

Q.139)

education loans of up to Rs.7.5 lakh, taken from

Q.130) International Monetary Fund (IMF) ,

monetary limit to how much amount for filing

scheduled banks, was implemented by the Union

World

loan recovery application in the Debt Recovery

Ministry of Human Resource Development?

organization has released the ‘Reinvigorating

Tribunals

a) Central Loan Interest Subsidy (CLIS)

Trade and Inclusive Growth’ 2018?

institutions, recently?

b) Central Linked Interest Subsidy (CLIS)

a) World Trade Organization

a) Rs.30 lakh rupees

banks

and

(course

extended

period

plus
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to
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rules and initiated a public consultation process

with
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and

organization

which
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c) Rs.25 lakh rupees

d) Rs.15 lakh rupees
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a) USD 44 million

b) USD 24 million

current MD Mr. Rana Kapoor leaves office after

e) Rs.10 lakh rupees

c) USD 34 million

d) USD 14 million

January 31st 2019.

Q.140) India has decided to extend a Line Of

e) USD 24 million

Credit (LoC) of how much dollars to Uzbekistan

Q.150)

through Exim Bank for housing and other social

announced closure of how many branches across

e) Kotak Mahindra Bank

infrastructure projects?

Bank

of

Maharashtra

(BoM)

has

a) Yes Bank

b) Axis Bank

c) IndusInd Bank

d) HDFC Bank

India as part of cost-cutting measures?

Q.160) Which of the following company has

a) $600 million

b) $500 million

a) 23

b) 36

acquired

c) $400 million

d) $300 million

c) 45

d) 51

provider AuthMe ID Services, recently?

Artificial

Intelligence

(AI)

service

e) $200 million

e) 55

a) Wipro

b) TCS

Q.141) Which of the following ministry has

Q.151) According to the World Bank’s East Asia

c) Bharti Airtel

d) Cognizant

appealed the National Company Law Tribunal

and

e) Vodafone

(NCLT) to change of the board and management

edition Developing countries of the East Asia and

Q.161) RBI in consultation with the government

control of Infrastructure Leasing & Financial

Pacific region will grow at what per cent in

and the Securities and Exchange Board of India

Services (IL&FS) , recently?

2018?

(SEBI) , proposed a flexible route for FPIs to

a) Ministry of External Affairs

a) 6.8%

b) 7.3%

invest in debt markets. The route is called as

b) Ministry of Urban Development

c) 8.3%

d) 6.3%

_________.

c) Ministry of Commerce and Industry

e) 8.5%

a) Value Retention Route (VRR)

d) Ministry of Corporate Affairs

Q.152) Who has been appointed as the CMD of

b) Venture Retention Route (VRR)

National Small Industries Corporation (NSIC) ?

c) Validity Retention Route (VRR)

Implementation

a) Sudhir Garg

b) Kevin Systrom

d) Voluntary Retention Route (VRR)

Q.142) As per the Voluntary Retention Route

c) Mike Krieger

d) Adam Mosseri

e) Volume Retention Route (VRR)

(VRR) proposed by RBI, a foreign portfolio

e) Sanya Richards

Q.162) Flipkart has signed a pact with which

investor will be required to invest a minimum of

Q.153) According to World Bank’s South Asia

insurance company to provide insurance to

how much percent of the committed portfolio

Economic Focus ‘Budget Crunch’ report India’s

customers

size (CPS) within the one-month period?

GDP growth is expected to touch what percent in

platform, recently?

a) 65%

b) 23%

2018-19?

a) SunLife Insurance

c) 67%

d) 76%

e)

Ministry

of

Statistics

and

Programme

Pacific

economy

update

October

2018

buying

smartphones

from

its

a) 7.2%

b) 7.5%

b) Life Insurance Corporation

e) 59%

c) 7.6%

d) 7.7%

c) Aditya Birla Insurance Pvt. Ltd

Q.143) Who has been appointed as UNICEF’s

e) 7.3%

d) Max Life Insurance Ltd.

special representative of young people?

Q.154) MobiKwik has launched an instant loan

e) Bajaj Allianz

a) Gita Gopinath

approval and disbursal product called _______,

Q.163) The Overseeing Committee (OC) that is

b) Rangachari Sridharan

as per the product, loans of upto Rs 60, 000 can

being set up under the inter-creditor agreement

c) Maurice Obstfeld

be sanctioned as well as disbursed in a matter of

(ICA) for resolution of stressed assets will have

d) Ravi Venkatesan

90 seconds.

six members. The Overseeing Committee, which

e) Harjit Singh Arora

a) ‘Power’

b) ‘Boost’

is being formed under the aegis of the ______.

Q.144) According to the UNCTAD report, India’s

c) ‘Speed’

d) ‘MobiSpeed’

a) Ministry of Corporate Affairs

GDP grew how much percent in the April-June

e) ‘PowerEnd’

quarter especially due to manufacturing and

Q.155)

better farm sector performance.

Government of India has signed how much

d) Ministry of Finance

a) 7.0%

b) 7.8%

dollar

e) Ministry of Commerce & Industry

c) 8.2%

d) 8.5%

projects in North Bengal and North Eastern

Q.164) Which of the insurance company has

e) 8.0%

states, recently?

launched AI powered customer service app

Q.145) Which of the following bank has launched

a) $350 million

b) $200 million

called ‘Khushi’, designed to be a one-stop shop

a

entrepreneurship

c) $300 million

d) $250 million

for

awareness campaign named Udyam Abhilasha to

e) $150 million

anywhere?

provide entrepreneurship training to the aspiring

Q.156) What is the Marginal Standing Facility

a) Bharti AXA Life Insurance

youths across 115 districts?

(MSF) rate as per the 4th bi-monthly monetary

b) Canara HSBC OBC Life Insurance

a) State Bank of India

b) SIDBI

policy released by RBI?

c) Life Insurer PNB Metlife

c) NABARD

d) Canara Bank

a) 6.50%

b) 6.25%

d) IDBI Federal Life Insurance

e) Bank of Baroda

c) 6.0%

d) 7.0%

e) SBI Life Insurance

Q.146) Which of the following company has

e) 6.75%

Q.165) As per the ‘Forbes India Rich List 2018’,

launched digital engagement solution for banks

Q.157) CRISIL has upgraded which of the

who has been named the richest Indian for the

for tailored experiences?

following bank’s Long Term Debt Instruments

11th consecutive year with a net worth of $47.3

six-day

national

level

b) Indian Bank’s Association (IBA)

Asian
loan

to

Development
finance

Bank

regional

and

the

connectivity

c) Reserve Bank of India (RBI)

insurance

related

information

anytime,

a) Microsoft

b) Infosys

Rating to CRISIL AA– with Stable Outlook from

billion?

c) TCS

d) Wipro

previous CRISIL A+?

a) Shiv Nadar

a) Ujjivan Small Finance Bank

c) Kumar Mangalam Birla

Q.147) United Nations Conference on Trade and

b) Suryoday Small Finance Bank

d) Lakshmi Mittal

Development

c) AU Small Finance Bank

Q.166) Which of the following organisation has

Development 2017’ report, expects India's GDP

d) Jana Small Finance Bank

signed a MoU with Delhi-based Ayurvet Research

economy to grow at what percent in 2018?

e) Equitas Small Finance Bank

Foundation

a) 8.3%

b) 7.6%

Q.158) Reserve Bank of India has reduced

collaborative

c) 8.6%

d) 8.0%

minting of ____ rupee coins by half due to non-

agricultural and rural development of Haryana?

availability of raw material, raising the spectre of

a) SIDBI

b) Niti Aayog

Q.148) Who has been named as the CEO (Chief

shortage in circulation.

c) NABARD

d) SEBI

Executive

a) Rs 1

b) Rs 2

e) IRDAI

c) Rs 10

d) Rs 5

Q.167) Public sector Syndicate Bank announced

e) Cognizant
(UNCTAD)

in

its

‘Trade

and

e) 7.0%
Officer)

of

Facebook

owned

Instagram?
a) Sudhir Garg

b) Kevin Systrom

e) None of these

c) Mike Krieger

d) Adam Mosseri

Q.159)

Which

b) Mukesh Ambani
e) Jeff Bezos

(ARF)

to

facilitate

initiatives

for

several
integrated

capital infusion of ______ from the government
of

the

following

bank

has

in lieu of preferential allotment of shares during

e) Sanya Richards

appointed former IRDA chief and LIC chairman

2018-19.

Q.149) State Bank of Mauritius’ India operations

TS Vijayan and former SBI chief OP Bhatt as

a) Rs.528 crore

b) Rs.628 crore

was hit by cyber fraud with a total loss incurred

external member to a 5 member committee

c) Rs.728 crore

d) Rs.428 crore

in the process amounts to _______.

panel to select the upcoming MD after the

e) Rs.828 crore
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Q.168) Name the person who resigned as the

d) Mahindra Rural Bharat and Consumption

Q.186) According to a report titled ‘India Solar

President

Yojana

Market

of

International

Criminal

Police

Yojana

position in largest solar market in the world,

d) Victor Stanley

Q.177) As part of the OMOs by RBI, the

during the first half of calendar year 2018?

e) Meng Hongwei

purchase of government securities maturing will

a) Third

b) Sixth

Q.169) Moody’s Investors Service in its report

bear interest rate of ______ in 2020.

c) Fifth

d) First

stated

is

a) 6.27 per cent

b) 7.27 per cent

e) Second

d) 8.15 per cent

Q.187) Kerala Infrastructure Investment Fund

compared

to

the

Convenient

Mercom

b) Mang Yong Yang

weak”

and

by

c) Ian Hoffman

“distinctively

Bharat

2018’

a) Kim Jong Yang

of Indian banks

Clean

1H

e)

that profitability

Mahindra

Leaderboard

Organization (Interpol) , recently.

Communications India, India stands at which

other

c) 8.27 per cent

BRICS nations. Indian banks have a tangible

e) 7.87 per cent

Board’s has decided to issue ‘masala bonds’

common equity ratio of _____ at the end of

Q.178) In which city National Association of

worth

2017.

Software and Services Companies (NASSCOM)

infrastructure projects in the state?

of

how

much

amount

to

fund

a) 7.9 per cent

b) 7.7 per cent

has collaboration with Haryana government,

a) Rs.7, 000 crore

b) Rs.25, 000 crore

c) 8.2 per cent

d) 8.7 per cent

launched its Centre of Excellence for Internet of

c) Rs.5, 000 crore

d) Rs.50, 000 crore

e) 8.5 per cent

Things (CoE – IoT) ?

e) Rs.15, 000 crore

Q.170) Asian Development Bank (ADB) has

a) Chandigarh

b) Gurugram

Q.188) India Post released a _____ rupees

signed a how much dollar loan agreement with

c) Hisar

d) Rohtak

stamp to honour NGO Narayan Seva Sansthan.

India for continuation of sewage and water

e) Faridabad

a) Rs.5

b) Rs.10

treatment in Kolkata?

Q.179) PCA is one of the RBI's supervisory tools,

c) Rs.15

d) Rs.2

e) Rs.20

a) $500 million

b) $200 million

which

c) $150 million

d) $250 million

involves

monitoring

various

bank

performance indicators as an early warning

Q.189) International Air Transport Association

e) $100 million

exercise. In the term PCA, ”C” stands for?

(IATA) stated that, India will become the world’s

Q.171) Which of the following IT Company has

a) Corrective

b) Capital

3rd

entered into a partnership with the Hiroshima

c) Correction

d) Control

surpassing which of the following country?

government for co-creating a Japan-India IT

e) Convertible

Corridor in Hiroshima, recently?

Q.180) What is

a) Cognizant

b) TCS

Government

c) NASSCOM

d) Apple

(GEAR)

the rank of India in the

E-Payments

2018,

compiled

Adoption
by

The

Ranking
Economist

largest

aviation

market

around

2024

a) Singapore

b) China

c) Russia

d) United Kingdom

e) United States of America
Q.190)

Government

of

India

and

Asian

e) Microsoft

Intelligence Unit commissioned by payments

Development Bank (ADB) signed a how many

Q.172) Central Board of Direct Taxes (CBDT)

company Visa?

dollar loan for development projects in Madhya

has released key statistics relating to direct tax

a) 12th

b) 15th

Pradesh.

collections and administration in public domain

c) 28th

d) 56th

a) $210 million

b) $250 million

in FY 2017-18, which is the best DT-GDP ratio in

e) 38th

c) $500 million

d) $750 million

last 10 years?

Q.181) PMLA, 2002 is an Act of the Parliament

e) $110 million

a) 8.98%

b) 5.98%

of India enacted by the NDA government to

Q.191) National Stock Exchange of India (NSE)

c) 7.98%

d) 4.98%

prevent money-laundering and to provide for

has

e) 6.98%

confiscation of property derived from money-

organisation to launch copper large futures

got

regulatory

Q.173) Reserve Bank of India shall put in place a

laundering. In the term PMLA, ” L” stands for?

contract,

framework for authorization of which sector for

a) Laundering

b) Lending

platform to large Indian corporates, refiners and

financial market instruments regulated by the

c) Linked

d) Labour

various users in the value chain, recently?

Bank, recently?

e) Loan

a) External Commercial Borrowings

Q.182) According

b) Electronic Trading Platforms

National Association of Software and Services

d) Ministry of Commerce & Industry

c) Money Market Instruments

Companies (NASSCOM) at the BPM Strategy

e) Ministry of Mines

d) Money Transfer service scheme

Summit

Q.192)

e) None of these

following

to

provide

a) SEBI

2018

to

in

a study published by

Bengaluru,

country

named

which
world’s

of

the

largest

approval
an

from

onshore

which
hedging

b) RBI

c) IRDAI

Who

has

been

appointed

as

Q.174) Who has been appointed as the head of

Business Process Management base?

Bank?

investment-equity

a) China

b) United States

a) Govind Mathur

b) Renu Satti

Fund?

c) Japan

d) India

c) Satish Kumar Gupta

d) Saurabh Kumar

a) Rajnish Narula

e) Russia

in

Canara

Robeco

Mutual

the

Managing Director and CEO of Paytm Payments

e) D B Bhosale

b) Ravi Gopalakrishnan

c) Krishna Sanghavi

Q.183) NCLT is a quasi-judicial body in India

Q.193) RBI has approved the proposal of Kerala

d) Nimesh Chandan

e) Krishna Kumar

that

government for the formation of Kerala Bank,

adjudicates

Indian

its first Global Guidelines on Sanitation and

Companies Act 2013.In the term NCLT, “C”

once it was formed?

Health to bring successful changes in sanitation

stands for?

a) Rs.950 billion

b) Rs.500 billion

by which year?

a) Counter

b) Company

c) Rs.700 billion

d) Rs.850 billion

d) Certificate

e) Rs.650 billion

c) Credit

c) 2025

d) 2035

established

to

companies

b) 2030

was

relating

Q.175) World Health Organization has launched

a) 2020

it

issues

under

the

expecting how many billion deposits in the bank

e) Convertible

Q.194) According to the 7th edition ‘Word

e) 2022

Q.184) According to a Lloyd’s of London’s report

Cooperative Monitor’ report 2018, which of the

Q.176) Mahindra Mutual Fund, a wholly owned

“A world at risk- Closing the insurance gap”,

following organisation has been ranked as the

subsidiary of Mahindra and Mahindra Financial

India ranked at which position in the world with

biggest cooperative in the world, recently?

Services Limited (MMFSL) , launched new open

a USD 27 billion (in absolute terms) ?

a)

ended equity scheme called ________, aims to

a) Third

b) Second

KRIBHCO

seek investments in the equity and equity

c) Fifth

d) First

b) Indian Farmers Fertiliser Cooperative, IFFCO

related instruments of entities related to benefits

e) Sixth

c) National Cooperative Consumers Federation

of consumption in rural India.

Q.185) Who has been appointed as Chairman of

Ltd

a) Mahindra Swachh Bharat and Consumption

the Working Committee (WoCo) and Director on

d) National Federation of Labour Cooperatives

Yojana

the Board of the World Federation of Exchanges

Ltd

b) Mahindra Rural Bharat and Convenient Yojana

(WFE) ?

e) The Farmers Agro Coop. Marketing & Efficient

c) Mahindra Village Bharat and Consumption

a) Vinith Chandra

b) Manoj Kumar

Supply Society Ltd

Yojana

c) Manohar Khurana

d) Anita Patil

Q.195) What is the current Repo rate as per the

7601808080 / 9043303030
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Krishak

Bharati
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a) 6.50%

b) 6.25%

a) 1456

b) 1678

c) 6.75%

d) 7.0%

d) 1547

e) 1356

c) 1580

Q.9) 4(100 × (? ) − 20) = 20% 𝑜𝑓 120

Q.196) IDFC Bank has proposed to change its

a) 0.26

name to ______ as it is in the process of

d) 0.32

amalgamating non-banking financial company

Q.10)

3

Capital First with itself

a) 3225

a) ‘IDFC Capital Bank Ltd’

Q.197) International Monetary Fund staff and
authorities

have

a

5

b) 3250
2

5

7

b) 3.24

reached

36-month

an

Stand-By

Arrangement (SBA) totalling to _______ through

c) 2.56

e) 2.69
) × (? )% = 10

169

b) 0.808

d) 0.864

e) None of these

b) 27%

d) 20%

e) 23%
b) 481.25

d) 323.25

e) 429.50

d) 36

e) 40
× (? ) = 143

d) 5

13

c) 30

a) US$47.1 billion

b) US$57.1 billion

a) 332

b) 356

c) US$67.1 billion

d) US$37.1 billion

d) 323

e) 312

17

×

19

5

Q.15) 11 + 13 × 7 −? = 28 ÷ √343

implementing

a) 8210

b) 8274

d) 8290

e) None of these

sound

based

contactless

payments?
a) Paytm

b) PayPal

c) ToneTag

d) Mobikwik

Q.16)

to

the data

released

by

Reserve Bank of India, India’s external debt for
the quarter ended June 2018 declined on a yearon-year basis by 2.8 per cent to _______.
a) $814.4 billion

b) $714.4 billion

c) $414.4 billion

d) $514.4 billion

e) $614.4 billion
Q.200) Which of the following brand has named
the best brand of 2018, according to a report

c) 7860

b) 12

b) 289
e) 310

d) 25

e) 1
9

9

8

d) 9

e) -11

Q.18)1114+114.1+141.4-11.41-111.4=?-11.14
a) 1275.38

b) 1257.83

d) 1354.34

e) None of these

c) 1345.43

Q.19) 2015 ÷ 155 + 7 +?2 = 69
a) 49

b) 14

c) 7

d) 12

brand consultancy Interbrand?

e) None of these

a) Facebook

b) Google

Q.21) 5 + 7 + 13 = 𝑥

c) Apple

d) Microsoft

a) 26.2

b) 28.2

d) 38.2

e) None of these

1

2

3

5

5

5

c) 81.6

d) 43.5

e) None of these

Q.23)

SIMPLIFICATION

40
8

+

54
9

+

70
10

88

+

11

c) 42.5

b) 26

c) 36

d) 46

e) None of these

a) 85

b) 90

following questions.

d) 100

e) None of these

[48 ×162 ×24 ]
28 ×(16)3 ÷256

a) 1

b) 2

d) 4

e) None of these

c) 3

b) 1258

d) 1278

e) 1233

a) 1115

b) 1110

d) 1112

e) None of these

c) 1234

a) 12

c) 1111

b) 13

d) 15
8

Q.3)√3249 × 15 + 24 − ? = 872

8

11

d) 71

e) 70

b) 9

c) 7

d) 14

c) 200

a) 650

b) 655

d) 665

e) None of these

a) 40

b) 43

Q.7) (4 − 3 ) × = (? )

d) 46

e) 48

a) 0.5

Q.31)

5

7

8

b) 0.1

d) 0.6
Q.8)

3
7

e) 1.2
𝑜𝑓

4
17

𝑜𝑓

7
13

𝑜𝑓 (? ) = 84

7601808080 / 9043303030
9043303030

c) 0.8

6
15

𝑜𝑓 1

5
17

a) 3
Q.32)

779
19

+

1147
31

b) 4
√1849
731

+

2303
47

b) 10241

d) 10660

e) None of these

1

5

36

5

6

15

a) 3.5

b) 4

+𝑥 =4
c) 3

d) 2
4

13

5

5

1456

a) 43

b) 92

d) 40

e) None of these

× 112 = 2𝑥

c) 70

a) 25

b) 225

d) 625

e) None of these

210
15

×

176
8

÷

5
60

×

221
17

c) 15

= 𝑥

a) 48268

b) 48048

d) 48028

e) None of these
1

3

16

15

c) 48008

a) 10

b) 3

d) 1

e) None of these

c) 5

a) 53

b) 73

d) 68

e) None of these

2
7

– 20 = x

c) 63

e) None of these
c) 72

a) 203

b) 213

d) -222

e) -237

c) -203

Q.52) 345 + 543 + 453 + 354 =?
c) 1879

2

a) 3545

b) 3354

d) 3445

e) 3454

c) 3544

Q.54) 12 ÷ 4 × 24 + √1764 =?× 4
d) 6

−

e) 2.5

1

Q.53) 1854.5 + 984.75 + 1171.23−? = 565.48
c) 29

c) 5

× 391 +

c) 10330

1

c) 50

− 2 = (? )3

√32

e) 6

𝑜𝑓 𝑥 = 2452

a) 10450

e) 1768

Q.30) 25% of 2500+12.5% of 6800+ (?)= 39

e) 280

𝑜𝑓 3

b) 1695

a) 400
7

8

d) 5

d) 1873

e) None of these

2

17

4

a) 1659

b) 52

1

2

e) 12

3

= × 𝑥3

c) 4

Q.29) 12% of 50+10% of 150+18% of 150=x
d) 48

d) 320

11

𝑜𝑓

1

Q.51) × 987 + 15%𝑜𝑓 940+? = 267

c) 660

a) 54

c) 540

5

8

− 5

3

Q.6) 25% 𝑜𝑓 20% 𝑜𝑓 15% 𝑜𝑓 (? ) = 3
b) 420

e) 21

b) 3

1

e) 27

b) 76

a) 49

4

+3

b) 56

a) 75

Q.5)√16 + √78 + √9 + 15 − 33 + ?2 = 42

Q.42)

5

d) 48

Q.28) 153+224+333-55=x

c) 69

8

+ 2

4

d) 8

a) 34

Q.4) 25% 𝑜𝑓 256 + 18% 𝑜𝑓 350 ÷ 15% 𝑜𝑓 60 =?

e) 5

7

× 1 × 𝑥 = 16

111

c) 10

9

e) None of these

d) -2

b) 9

× 1

4

b) 201

c) -1

16

e) 9

3

Q.50) 256 + √529 − 15 × 12 =? +72

𝑜𝑓 121 + 𝑜𝑓 81 = 𝑥

d) 199

b) 3

2

d) 9316

c) 14

a) 202

a) 1

9

d) 12
36

Q.49) 105 × 1335 ÷ √225 = x + √169
a) 9342
b) 9332
c) 9164

e) None of these
5

Q.27) 𝑜𝑓 120 +

23

Q.48) 25% of 360 + 15% of 220 – 140 ×

Q.26) 3𝑥 × 81 × 27 = 319

Q.2) 236 + 514 × 4 ÷ 2 − 6 =?
a) 1268

c) 95

Q.25) 555.5+444.4+111.1=x

= 42×?

c) 11

1

Q.47) 2 × ( ) % of 2400 − ( ) % of 1000 = x

Q.24) 5.5 × 2 + 6.2 × 5 + 7.5 × 4 + 33 = 𝑥

D.1-250) Find the value of “?” or “𝒙” in the
Q.1)

b) 5
1

a) 2

Q.46)

=𝑥

a) 16

c) 41920

Q.45) √256 = 𝑥 2 − 224 + 180 ÷ 12

Q.22) 7.04+18.06+5.90+12.5=x
b) 41.5

× 128 =?

Q.44) (128 ÷ 8) × (1 + 4 ) + 44 ×

c) 36.2

a) 40.5

16
219

e) 46136

Q.43) 2 ÷ 1 ÷

e) 54

Q.20) 15% of 200+20% of 150+18% of 120=x
b) 71.6

÷

b) 42019

Q.41) 1
c) -4

27

d) 41490

?
b) -5

6

c) 247

a) 42936

a) 11

a) 6

316

×

Q.40) 4 × 4 ÷ 20

8

d) 91.6

e) TCS

24

Q.17) 20%𝑜𝑓 285 − 16%𝑜𝑓 250 + 𝑜𝑓 261 − 𝑜𝑓216 =

a) 61.6

called “Best 100 Global Brands 2018” by global

√2916

a) 3

c) 15

5

Q.39) 165 + 14.5 × 4+? = 198 + 28

=?

168

a) 0

e) GooglePay
Q.199) According

√7921+√6241

e) 7

3

up with which payment services provider for

c) 3

32

a)367
Q.38)

d) 10
2

3
29

Q.37) 1.5 × 3.2 × 7.5 + 23.5+? = 304 + 2.5

c) 342

a) 5

2

1

e) None of these

Q.14) 2% 𝑜𝑓 5% 𝑜𝑓 7% 𝑜𝑓 100000 = (? )
c) 9

6

5
2

Q.198) First Abu Dhabi Bank announced its tie

2

5

2

b) 5

e) US$87.1 billion

b) 2

7

5

9

d) 234

2

2

c) 438.75

Q.36) 1 + 5 − 6 + 2 =?
a) 4

11

c) 37%

a) 422.45

b) 20

Q.13)

c) 0.765

350 × 2 + 1.2 × 5 + 6.2 × 5 + 1.5 × 2 =

a) 39%

a) 25

2021 approved on June 20, 2018.

e) 6

Q.35) 122 + 232 × 1.25 − 182 =?

676×625

Q.12) (√

d) 5

a) 0.807
Q.34)
(? )% 𝑜𝑓 2000

c) 3125

e) 3525
2

d) 3.12

e) ‘IDFC Bank Capital Ltd’

on

5

× × × (? ) = 75

a) 2.58

d) ‘IDFC Venture Bank Ltd’

agreement

10

c) 4

.2+1.5)2

e) 0.42
2

b) 3

1.234+3.543+6.765+87.65+(?)=(2.5+1.2×4+1
c) 0.28

Q.11) 35% × (3 + 4 ) = (? )

c) ‘IDFC Capitalized Bank Ltd’

Argentina

b) 0.24

d) 3520

b) ‘IDFC First Bank Ltd’

a) 2
Q.33)

e) 6.0%

1

44

22

−1=

e) 7
(? )2

a) 25.5

b) 32.4

d) 29.7

e) 43.6

c) 28.5

Q.55) √552 + (8 × 3) + 346 + 432 + 246 + (? ) = 1089
a) 35

Chennai | Puducherry | Madurai | Trichy | Salem | Coimbatore |
Erode | Namakkal |Tanjore| Tirunelveli | Trivandrum |
Ernakulam|Bengaluru | Chandigarh| Vellore

b) 32

c) 41
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d) 38
Q.56)

78% 𝑜𝑓 8900

e) 25
102

×

17

156

+ √9

13

1
81

−

Q.71)

7
1.5−7+(2)+ 3

9

1
81

= (? )
𝑥

b) 75

d) 65

e) 76

a) 12

b) 13

1

d) 15

e) None of these.

2

2

5

5

289

a) 4

b) 5

d) 3

e) 1

−

9×3
289

)+

15
17

= (? )

2000-25% of 1000+ 13×7+0.005

Q.58)
133.242 + 1314.24 + 144.21 + 244.35 +
1413.53 − 0.572 = (? )
a) 3249

b) 2455

d) 4326

e) 3454

Q.59)

√676
36

×

√1024
√169

c) 3246

× (6 × 3) + 1431 + 34 = (? )

a) 1498

b) 1232

d) 1525

e) None of these
2

2

Q.60) 12 ×

+ √14884 + (? ) = (6.5 × 2)

a) 41

b) 39

d) 31

c) 21

b) 18.5

d) 12.5

e) 10.5
×

567
17

b) 18

d) 3

e) 27

c) 17.5

c) 9

Q.63)
2.334 + 54.24 + 45.24 − (? ) = 8.23 + 21.32 +
10.45 + 0.814
a) 82

b) 62

d) 16

e) 59

Q.64)
(? )

Q.73)𝑥 = (1775)2

c) 61

+1775×1225+(1225)2

a) 3000

b) 500

d) 550

e) None of these

c) 400

a) 25

b) 19

c) 20

d) 21

e) None of these

a) 2.733

b) 3

c) 2.533

d) 3.53

e) 2.833

Q.77)
18.5 24 10.5 ? 19
+
−
= +
5
6
5
8 20
a) 42.8
b) 37.2
d) 52.8

c) 54.8

e) None of these

a) 51√2 − 10

b) 52√2 − 23

c) 52√2 − 30

d) 51√2 + 30

e) None of these

b) 4688

d) 4677

e) 4489

1500=?
a) 4286.4

b) 4186.4

7
√6724 × 1.5 − √12321 × + 292 − 1 = 𝑥
2
a) 564.5
b) 574.5
c) 546.5

d) 4186

e) None of these

d) 585.5

d) 5079

e) 486.5

Q.66)
𝑥 = 522 + 3 × 2 + 4000 ÷ 2 𝑜𝑓 25% 𝑜𝑓 1600
a) 2155

b) 2715

d) 2705

e) None of these

b) 1445.61

d) 1545.61

e) 1544.61

2

4

1

7

7
101

3

9

3

5
101

1

11
30

Q.84)

d) 16836

e) Data insufficient

X= remainder of(66
Y=X × (

1

1×2

+

1
2×3

+

1
3×4

+

4×5

+ ⋯..+

1

d) 566
15
45
9
× 39 × 53 )
47
82
71

11316 ×9729 ×17641

= 𝑥×(

1296
11664

1

6

5

×

14

×

1106
395

)(

a) 18

b) 21

d) 16

e) None of these

7601808080 / 9043303030
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1
1476 ×1633×141

c) 24

)

a) 15.05

b) 12.05

d) 14.15

e) 16.45

Q.95)

4𝑥+6
5𝑥+6

=

11
13

12

1

1

3

4

𝟏𝟏

− ( + )]]=?

𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑡 ℎ𝑒 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑋?

b) 5

c) 6

d) 3
1
3

𝟏

𝟏

𝟏

𝟑

𝟒

𝟏𝟐𝟎

× [(𝟏 + ) (𝟏 + ) … … … . (𝟏 +
b) 11
e) None of these

)] =?

c) 10.6

1

𝐼𝑓𝑋 = 2 +

e) 2

of X, then find out the

a) 5.13

b) 15.6

d) 15.3

e) 31.5

c) 51.3

Q.97) 1513 + 4513 - 2513 - 1753 = 𝑥 ×
2, 𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑑 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑥?
a) 740

b) 880

d) 720

e) 680
1

2

5

7

3

6

c) 450

Q.98) ( + + ) 𝑜𝑓 42 = ?
a) 73

b) 97

d) 69

e) 86

c) 67

Q.99) 112 + √25 − 26 = 𝑋 2 𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑑 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑋?
a) 11

b) 9
15

Q.100)
a)
d)

16

×

16
17

c) 12
×

17
18

1

b)

15
1

e)

12

d) 7

……………..

179
180

e) 10

=?

1

c)

10
1

1
8

20

c) 79

a) 316

b) 327

d) 314

e) 321

c) 224

c) 326

Q.104)√2601 × 64 ÷ √64 =?×
a) 421

b) 467

d) 442

e) 458

12
13

c) 431

Q.105)13% 𝑜𝑓 200 − 2.5% 𝑜𝑓 1000 × 12% 𝑜𝑓 50 =
? −125

c) 1

d) 7.82

c) 15.15

Q.103)15 × 15 + 15 ÷ 15 − 15 + 115 =?

e) None of these
𝟑

1

a) 5

b) 1

d) 8

e) 9

c) 0

Q.106)4321 + 4433 − 2434 + 431 − 417 − 488 =?
a) 5836

b) 5386

d) 5846

e) 5486

c) 5766

Q.107)2.52 + 1.62 + 1.42 − 2.72 =?

a) 11

b) 34/3

d) 5

e) None of these

c) 11

2
3

a) 18.06

b) 34.8

d) 42.9

e) 4.29

Q.108)

42

462

×

7
49

×

98
4

×

22
14

a) 3

b) 4

value of ab.

d) 7

e) 8

2

c) 6

Q.109)11% 𝑜𝑓 200 + 45% 𝑜𝑓 60 − 8% 𝑜𝑓 250 =?

a) 10

b) 12

d) 18

e) None of these

a) 43

b) 38

Q.87) 35 × √324 ÷ 7 − 73 =? −√16641

d) 29

e) 39

b) 128

c) 15

c) 146

c) 31

Q.110)32 + 4378 − 322 ÷ 2 × 3 + √841 =?
a) 3896

e) None of these

c) 3.48

× 6 =?

Q.86) If a - b = 3 and a + b = 29, find the
2

b) 3998

c) 4023

Q.88) (√100) + (√9) =?

d) 4189

a) 50

b) 25

Q.111)

d) 225

e) 175

a) 334

b) 324

Q.89) 8000 ÷ (5×2) + 774 - 191.667×3=?

d) 342

e) 326

a) 1000

b) 1280

Q.112) ? = 14% of 350 + 𝑜𝑓 270 − 11% 𝑜𝑓 300

d) 1080

e) 1500

2

15

7

b) -1.5

d) 136

Q.70)
(16

1

a) 119

e) 286

Q.94) 1.01 + 3.03 + 2.02 + 4.04 + 5.05 = ?

315

e) None of these

−[ +[ +[

c) 5

e)229

3

c) 306

e) 369

b) 213

then the value of 4𝑥 + =?

99×100

3
𝑍 × 𝑌 = (𝑌 + ) × 297
50
a) 506
b) 526

b) 25

d) 16

d) 209

7

)

a) 4

a) 203

1)
1−2

c) 17840

= √?

110

c) 2.131313

99

(1+

)÷ 10
1

315

a) 121
Q.85)

Q.69) Simplify the following and find the Z + X.
6…..∝
66

c) 5

34

b)

2

d) 0

(
)
𝑍
= 𝑌 × (𝑋 + 2.101 + 0.202 + 12.101 − 3.202
2633
− 5.101 − 6.101)

5

Q.102) 21 × 11 + 4 − 8 × 16 ÷ 4 =?

e) None of these

315

X=4

b) 4459

b) 4

315
110

a) 1.5

a) 1826

c) 6079

e) None of these

1

Q.83)

1

(42 + 32 )

c) 1

e) 59

d) 3.141414

1
1
𝑋−
1
5+ 1
6−7

e) 6

b) 89

a) 3

3+

b) 2

d) 5

d) 69

Simplify the following and find the Z+X

Y=2 −

a) 3

a) 99

b) 5089

e) 12

Q.101) 21 × 14 ÷ 3 + 12 − 21 = ?

̅̅̅̅=?
Q.82) 0. 6̅ + 0. 7̅ + 0. 9̅ + 0. 69

Q.68)

d) 8

a) 6089

d) 6

c) 1455.61

c) 6

Q.80) 322 + 892 + 172 = 152 + 232 + 492 +?

a) 5

Q.67)
𝑥 = (69.3 × 15.2) + (4.5 × 18.5) + (7.25 × 44)
a) 1355.61

c) 4276.4

Q.81) + + − 2 + 4 =?

c) 2615

b) 4

Q.92) 𝑥 2 + 16 − 22 + 68 = 92 , 𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑑 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑋?

value of 10% of X?

e) none of these

a) 4698
Q.65)

a) 2

Q.96) 17% of 300 is

c) -540

Q.79) 78% of 1680+65% of 1740+123% of

c) 4378

(749 − √105625 − 124) ÷ (√1572516 −

a) +540

b) 320

c) 3005

1104) =?

Q.75)30% of 200+2/3 of 300− × 1000 =?

2

√4913 + (23.324 + 4324.24 + 313.3 − 0.864) =

e) 2050

a) 4

Q.78) (√8 + 13) =? +3√841 + 113

3

b) 2640

d) 1250

Q.93)

Q.76)
30.8 + 2.20 + 3.00 × 6 × 1 = 18 ×?

− (? ) = 182

a) 37

c) 742.007

(1775)3 −(1225)3

d) 320

a) 16.5

21

e) None of these

5

e) 11

221

b) 636.005

d) 876.972

4

2

Q.61) 12 × 12.5 + 18 × (? ) = (19 + 1)2 + (16.25 × 4)

Q.62)

a) 576.006

Q.74) 164 ÷ 44 × 28 = 2𝑥 ÷ 322 × 24

c) 1499

2

18

c) 14

Q.72) 20% of 1500+15% of 1700+12% of

c) 2

a) 4150
Q.91)

+ 982 - 1092

a) 72

Q.57) 1 ÷ 3 + √(3

c) 70

3
( + 0.5+1.25)+2.5+1
3 4
1
(1.5+ + 2.5)+0.5
2
3

+ 126 + 64 + 73 - 84 – (9 × 7)1=

45

3

Q.90) √225 × √64 × 2 × 11 =?

c) 127

c) 1180

11
13

e) 3956
× 104 −

11
27

5

× 108 + × 336 =?
6

c) 312

2
3

a) 112
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d) 262

e) 242

1

5

2

1

7

6

6

3

2

6

Q.134) 8 + 9 + 5 + 2 = 𝑥 +

4

Q.113) ? = (1.2 × 25) − ( × 32) + (3.5 × 22)

a) 24

b) 35

a) 82.6

b) 81.4

d) 25

e) None of these

d) 84.1

e) 82.1

5

Q.114) ? = √ √64 ÷ √256 × 82 ×
3

a) 4

b) 1

d) 2

e) 5

Q.115) ? = (

24
16

9

×

×

15

8
12

b) 7

d) 3

e) 4
?

Q.116)

4

45
27

1
22

)
c) 1

a) 3384

b) 3128

d) 3834

e) None of these
3

7

22

4

8

4

a) 12
d) 9

3

+

4

1

e) 11

8

Q.118) ? = 13 ×

91
7

c) 3484

c) 10

1

+

141
3

+

84
4

+

75

=𝑥

5

a) 82

b) 83

d) 85

e) None of these

c) 84

a) 99

b) 110

d) 112

e) None of these

8

c) 111

b) 5

6

𝑜𝑓 4 +

4
11

𝑜𝑓 121 +

9

a) 85

b) 75

d) 89

e) None of these

c) 128

53 −122 +72 −112 )

d) 525

e) None of these

c) 545

Q.141) 20% of 225+12% of 750+18% of 300=x

√4

a) 42.5

b) -44.5

d) 90

e) -85

c) -45.5

a) 184

b) 185

d) 187

e) None of these

c) 186

Q.120) 23% of 200+?=25% of 480+160% of

Q.142) 30% of 1500 + 40% of 3700+ 19% of

50+125% of 10

7000 = x

a) 166.5

b) 154.4

d) 186.6

e) 156.6
12

Q.121) ? = 15
11
17

×60
×51

× 132 ×

b) 20000

d) 16000

e) 24000

c) 138

× 12 + 18% 𝑜𝑓 250 =?

a) 78

b) 81

d) 71

e) 80

c) 62

a) 339

b) 382

d) 388

e) 321

c) 341

a) 225

b) 625

d) 25

e) 15

c) 5

Q.125)15 × 4 ÷ 20 + 156 − 13 × 5 =?
a) 99

b) 97

d) 81

e) 94
4

2

5

7

9

9

9

9
1

c) 78

d) 7

b)5

e) 9

9

c) 4

3
4

2
3

9

Q.127)56% 𝑜𝑓 650 + 87% 𝑜𝑓 200 − 21% 𝑜𝑓 800 +
12% 𝑜𝑓 150 =?
a) 377

b) 376

d) 388

e) 387
13

4

2

17

9

3

c) 328

Q.128) × 51 + × 144 − × 51 + 111 =?
a) 172

b) 154

d) 159

c) 180

e) 150

Q.129)4555 + 8646 + 231 − 5436 − 21 + 54 =?

5

17

4

8

16

−

3
16

b) 5/4

d) 3/2

e) None of these

a) 157

b) 151

d) 153

e) 149

b) 5430

d) 4450

e) 4250

a) 2

b) 3

d) 5

e) 6

a) 15

b) 9

d) 13

e) 11

following symbol will come on the place of
question mark?
b) +

d) ÷
2

3

7

4

14

15

1

+ −? = 1
2

b)

14
1

e)

56

2
7
1

e) 5000

a) 370.491

b) 347.941

d) 379.041

e) 374.941

a) 136

b) 137

d) 134

e) 130

c) 4350

a) 16

b) 19

d) 17

e) 21

c) 2000

567 + 789 + ?

b) 11500

a) 890

b) 1125

d) 12000

e) 10500

d) 675

e) 925

3

8
3

c) 9500

d) 2

5

b) 2

8
5

e) 3

8

8
3

c) 1

1

a) 3272

b) 3273

8

d) 3276

e) 3274

e) 4.15

Q.132) 20% of 300+12% of 150+10% of 80=x

a) 2290

b) 2288

a) 66

b) 76

d) 2480

e) 2454

d) 96

e) None of these

√256
3

√512

b) 52

d) 64

e) 58

c) 18

c) -12.7

c) 725

c) 3275

a) 160

b) 180

d) 270

e) 135

c) 240

Q.174) 252 + 45 + 332 = 1276 + x
c) 400

a) 483

b) 484

d) 486

e) None of these

Q.175)
c) 2456

× (154 − 131) = (? )

a) 45

c) 0.56595

find the value of X?
c) 1010

Q.154) 1356 + 357 − 246 = 3755 − (? )

Q.155)

c) 135

Q.173) 30% of 450 + 45% of 300 = 150% of X,

8

b) 2.45

c) 370.941

Q.172) 4591 + 3421 – 4531 – 6754 + x = 1

Q.151) 1 + 3 + − 4 = 𝑥
a) 1

28

Q.171) 987 + 876 + 765 + 654 = 345 + 456 +

a) 10000

4

13

Q.169) −34 + 62 + 82 − 6 × 8 = ?

Q.150) 70% of 25000+ 150×20-10000=x

3

c)

4

e) -10.8

b) 3000

d) 8000

2

c) −

e) ±
6

Q.165) + +

d) 9.7

a) 4000

1

c) 7

Q.164) 52 × 356 × 73 × 5 = 3511 ? 352 . Which of the

b) 11.8

4

c) 4

= 20 × ?

a) 10.8

1

c) 52.5

Q.163) 35% of 420 + 46% of 250 – 30% of 140

30000

d) 2.50

7601808080 / 9043303030
9043303030

e) 55.5

Q.170) 1.2 × 5 + 4 × 0.8 − 8 ÷ 0.4 = ?

a) 3.55

e) None of these

d) 54.5

Q.149) 1200+ 2500+ 5400+7500+ 8400+ x=

e) 280

d) 45.29

c) 19200

× 1200 = x

a) 4530

b) 300

c) 44.29

b) 50.5

e) 1.24985

d) 240

b) 43.29

?

a) 51.5

b) 0.58985

a) 200

a) 42.29

7

d) 0.58495

Q.131)1.29 + 12.9 + 19.2 − 29.1 − 0.92 × 2 =?

Q.133) 9.09+6.08+12.07+15.05=x

132

5

Q.167) 142 + 122 − 152 + 73 =? +182

Q.153) 20% 𝑜𝑓(? ) + 40% 𝑜𝑓 500 = 280

c) 86

2

3

a) 1.28685

e) 1020

c) 1.25

2

e) 18200
15

c) 684

e) 970
1

d) 19020

d) 1008

c) 49

b) 750

=?

4

e) 57

7

b) 17020

5

b) 53

5

5

a) 17200

b) 1005

d) 62

2

c) 4

Q.168) 0.1 + 0.12 + 0.123 + 0.1234 + 0.12345

a) 1004

a) 51

e) 8

Q.147) 10000+1400×5+ 20% of 1000= x

45

c) 2742

Q.166) 123.5 + 134.01 + 45.555 + 67.876 = ?

c) 159

45

21

c) 2500

c) 7/4

7

68

c) 18000

=𝑥

a) ¾

Q.152) (1296 + (? )) ÷ 4 = 576

× 289 =?

b) 6

d) 7

e) 3500

e) 8213
× ×

a) 5

d) 3000

b) 8029
16

e) 3288

d)

d) 7156
1

d) 2538

b) 2000

a) 8123
Q.130) ×

c) 7929

b) 3286

a) 1500

Q.148) 25% of 3000+

Q.126)5 + 3 + 8 − 7 =?

a) 2632

a)

1

c) 182

Q.158) 40% 𝑜𝑓 1920 + 60% 𝑜𝑓 3290 = (? )

a) ×

Q.146) 78×2+ 44×3-27×5=x

Q.124)13 + 122 − 11 + 83 − 33 =?2

e) 146

Q.144) 1000+1500+ 2500- 10% of 20000 =x

Q.145) + +

Q.123)2.5 × 3.5 × 1.5 × 26 =? +0.25

3

e) 3080

a) 26000

e) 128

a) 58/9

d) 3340

c) 3260

6

d) 126
67

b) 3170

Q.143) 2000×15+4500×2=x+15000

b) 614

Q.122)

a) 3380

4

a) 136
201

c) 168.2

b) 164

d) 164

Q.162) 15 × 6 + 13 × 5 − 17 × 8 ÷ 2 = 29 × ?

Q.140) 182+222-121+252=x
b) 535

a) 197

Q.161) 2 − 6 + 7 =
c) 79

a) 565

c) 467

Q.157) 426 + 3713 + 241 + 2461 + (? ) = 7023

d) 890

𝑜𝑓 5 = 𝑥

8

e) 548

a) 679

c) 6
45

b) 473

d) 588

Q.160) × × 2625 = (? )

e) None of these
30

a) 556

Q.159) √21 + √211 + √196 = (? )

Q.138) 43 × 256 × 4 = 42𝑥

Q.139)

e) None of these

Q.119) ? =

6

c) 99

1

b) 132

d) 130

24

d) 7

− 3 × 13

a) 160

e) None of these

a) 4

8

2

b) 98

d) 100

Q.137) 11.11+22.22+33.67+44=x

25

1

b) 9

a) 97
Q.136)

= (12 + 35) × (122 − (18 × 7))

Q.117) ? = 2 − 1 +

c) 32

Q.135) 2.5 × 4 + 3.5 × 2 + 4.2 × 5 + 7.5 × 8 = 𝑥

c) 3

×

a) 6

c) 71.4

46

(12 ×13)+(13×12)
12

c) 485

= 𝑥

a) 13

b) 169

d) 24

e) 26

c) 144

Q.176) Find 21 + 22 + 23 + 24 + ……………. 48 +
c) 46

Q.156) ((1334 + (? )) ÷ 3) + ((124 + 136) ÷ 4) = 695

49 + 50.
a) 1065

b) 1025

d) 655

e) None of these
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1

2

3

7

7

7

Q.177) 3 + 8 + 12 = 𝑥

d) 9

a) 43.86

b) 33.86

Q.196) Find the x value and answer the given

d) 13.86

e) None of these

c) 23.86

e) 18

d) 292

question.

Q.178) 22.22+88.88+55.55+45.55=x

7845 – 9859.14 + 8945.94 + 𝑥 = 23 × 138 +

a) 212.2

b) 213.3

45% 0f 9804

d) 215.5

e) None of these

c) 214.4

Q.179) 72𝑥 = 49 × 343 × 73
a) 1

b) 2

d) 4

c) 3

Q.180)

28

22

𝑜𝑓 112 +

11

𝑜𝑓 25 + 12.5% 𝑜𝑓 400 = 𝑥

a) 250

b) 200

d) 100

e) None of these

c) 150

b) 500

d) 700

e) None of these

c) 600

Q.182) ? = 42% of 500 − 35% of 400 + 8% of 50
a) 88

b) 72

d) 81
Q.183) 8 =
a) 2
d) 2

c) 74

e) 84
16

?

64

1

42
2

b) 1

3
3

Q.184) ? =

34×12

×

48×2

c) 2

3

d) 31.75

e) 41.75

Q.185) ? = √121 ×

√225

a) 70

b) 35

33

d) 15

c) 36.50

× √49
c) 105

e) 65

Q.186) ? = 33.03 + 133.33 − 333.33 + 1030.30
a) 813.33

b) 873.33

d) 843.33

e) 863.33
4

3

7

10

Q.187) ? = of 77 +

c) 893.03

c) 56

2

11

4

5

9

×

3÷27

% of 900

c) 12

3

× √27

a) 1436

b) 1156

d) 1296

e) 1269

c) 1186

a) 25

b) 5

d) 7

e) None of these
?2
2

=

44
11

×

128
122

c) 4

b) 576

d) 16

e) 36

c) 24

Q.192) Find the x value and answer the given
question.
98! × 96! × 109! × 198!
= 56448𝑥
197! × 95! × 97! × 108!
a) 3487
b) 3957
d) 3597

e) 1650
1

41

9

2

3

9

4

41

÷ 1 ×

c) 3497

Q.193) Find the value of x and answer the given
questions.
140275
18 × 99 × 17 – 89.5% 𝑜𝑓 39000 = 𝑥 –
25
a) 900
b) 1000
c) 2200
e) 950

b) 9

c) 10

e) 7
+ 2

8

5

1

+3

4

8

a) 9

b) 8

d) 5

e) 6

− 5

a) 12500

b) 18000

d) 17500

e) 15000

8

c) 16500

3

2

2

4

?

5

5

5

5

418

a) 1044

b) 1024

d) 1051

e) 1078

c) 1061

b) 7085

d) 5895

e) 9945

7601808080 / 9043303030
9043303030

c) 0

Q.218)

74.2 ×94.2 ×77.2 ×97.2

b) 6

c) 6890

a)9997.09

b) 9492.64

a) 533

b) 433

b) 454.5

d) 470

e) None of these

a) 1022

b) 1101

d) 1000

e) 1011
3

2

3

5

5

10

Q.223) 2 + 4 − 1
a) 2

3

) + 866.64 + 25.36 =?
c) 839
304
19

=?

a) 4012

b) 4392

d) 4302

e) 4911

Q.209)

1 % 𝑜𝑓 3600 + 1750 + 120 − 48 =

c) 4640

4
9

e) 8

10

b) 1534
e) 1532
×

9
17

×

b) 6608
e) 6875
√729

+3

c) 1893.3

√27

Q.212) ? =

c) 6680

=?

b) 241

d) 210

c) 239

e) 222
1
)
√49

(42×

(24×52)

a) 3.8

b) 4.1

d) 2.7

e) 3.5

1
13

c) 1.25

Q.226)(1011.1 + 24.1 − 11.2) ÷ 4 + 24% 𝑜𝑓 56000 =?
a) 13996

b) 13459

d) 13986

e) 13696

√25

a) 258

12

×

446
18

×

% of 5200 − 130% of 80
c) 90

534

c) 223

e) 249
19

of 57 +

d) 30

d) 8

c) 35

e) 33
2

3

7

14

1

3

5

10

+ 10 + 6

6

b) 9

7
2

=?

1

c) 8

5

43
25

of 75 +

b) 239

4
7

e) None of these

7
2

122

3

7

Q.229) × ? ×

=

18
21

×

16
3

× 272

a) 244

b) 272

d) 243

e) 235

c) 218

Q.230) 8990+6450+4300-16900 = x - 45% of
c) 36140

2

3

7

7

5

11

Q.231)? = 𝑜𝑓 420 − 𝑜𝑓 450 +

𝑜𝑓 1320

a) 690

b) 720

d) 740

e) None of these

c) 630

Q.232)
17 × 14 3 × 56 42 × 3
18
+
+
=𝑥+
77
88
154
22
a) 4
b) 5
d) 8

c) 6

e) 10

a) 20

b) 16

d) 14

e) 25

33
14

√576
√2304

√1369

×3

√4913

a) 3

+

99
51

−

c) 15
35
34

=𝑥

b) 4

d) 2
Q.235) (

1

b) 236
21

c) 13658

b) 28

Q.234)

e) None of these
×

c) 3.4

3

1
(144)−(2)

d) 82
Q.214) ? =

=?

9

Q.233) 25% of 780 + 3× 5 = 𝑥 2 − √196

1

b) 182
648

16

1

× √169 ×

a) 72
445

×

19

e) 36240

d) 6783

a) 255

357

b) 35140

a) 6806
810

c) 1673

d) 39420
e) 1832.8

√729

8

7

a) 37240

b) 1882.9

+3

3

c) 7

7
5

74000

d) 1782.9

60

5

3

5

a) 1772.9

8400

1

+ 3 =?

4

? +15% 𝑜𝑓 √676

Q.211)

c) 1001

b) 9

a) 1526

a) 3

√3136

e) 833

c) 490.8

Q.222)232 + 312 × √16 ÷ 4 + 231 − 720 =?

e) 26

d) 939

c) 655

a) 473

d) 22

b) 942

c) 9000.02

d) 9080.22
e) None of these
𝑄. 220) 262 − 73 + 24 + 76 =?

Q.227)12% of 2850−? % of 690 = 60% of 225

c) 24

a) 913

c) 8

d) 9
e) None of these
𝑄. 219)(22 × 85.2 ÷ 0.2) + 100.24 + 20.4 =?

Q.228)3 − 11

√784

c) 230.45

= 63?

632.2 ×73.2 ×93.2

b) 23

Q.215) ? =
b) 3

e) None of these

a) 27

d) 251

247

b) 250.45

d) 290.24

a) 25

a) 248

question.

a) 243.75

Q.206) √504 + √620 + √4 + √63 × 7 = (? )

Q.213) ? = 28% of 650 +

Q.195) Find the value of x and answer the given

2

100 × 2 + 40)} =?

576

3

e) 0.50

e) 150

1

114

× √729 × 20% 𝑜𝑓 6175 = (? )

a) 7959

c) 11

250 ÷ 8 × 3 + {(1800 × 100) ÷ (360 +

Q.225)
c) 750

d) 0.75

c) 220

e) 66

d) 1529

2

√289

b) 121

d) 55

Q.224)214 × 32 ÷ 8 × 2 − 216 + 30 =?

Q.204) 45% 𝑜𝑓 960 + × 670 = (? )

√361

a) 15

d) 8

Q.203) (2 ÷ 4 ) + (7 ÷ 3 ) =

question.
7
94446 12643
49
×
+
=𝑥
198 87381
269
a) 90
b) 100

9 2

= × (? )

Q.202) 65% of 75% of 40% of (?)=3510

b) 0.25

8

4

3

c) 4

a) 1.5

97+7+8+9 − 504
= 3𝑥
39
a) 10

1

1

√64

d) 788
e) None of these
𝑄. 221)39% 𝑜𝑓 550 + 72% 𝑜𝑓 850 − 372 =?

× (? ) = 74

Q.194) Find the x value and answer the given

d) 250

c) 1863

Q.210) 96 × 15 ÷ 3 × 13 + 566 =?

e) None of these

d) 1250

b) 1754

d) 1850

Q.208) 4000 + 48% 𝑜𝑓 1300 +

× 34

a) 26

a) 1750

Q.207) √2025 + (

Q.190) ? = √16 + √70 + √117 + √16

Q.191)

c) 7

e) 9
50% 𝑜𝑓 {186 ÷ 3 × 30 ÷ 6 × 60 ÷ 12 +

Q.199)
(34 × 64)} =?

Q.205)

3

16

b) 6

d) 8

e) 900

1

Q.189) ? =

8

b) 650

Q.188) ? = % of 1600 − % of 2500 +

96

7

d) 800

e) None of these

(43 )2

5

7

3

a) 7

4 2 5 2 7 2

Q.198) 32 × {( ) ( ) ( ) } =?

a) 700

b) 96

e) 14

c) 773

e) 900

9

d) 86

d) 21

d) 931

2

a) 46

b) 11

+

5

of 120 − of 108

a) 13

e) 703

Q.201) 1

3×25

b) 41.55

d) 793

d) 11

3

15×45

a) 38.25

b) 873

a) 8

2

e) None of these

5

a) 803

Q.200) 4 ×

23

× 256 ×

47

e) 285

Q.216) ?2 = 112 × 53 ÷ √125 × 0.42 × 3

Q.217)

a) 5

Q.181) 255+445+200-300=x
a) 400

2303

Q.197) √676 × 25 + 19 × (4)2 – 609 ÷ 29 =?
a) 920
b) 933
c) 940

e) None of these
25

47

c) 1

e) 12
175×275

25

225

15×75

)÷(

) + 85% 𝑜𝑓 760 = 𝑥

a) 11241

b) 10481

d) 10121

e) None of these

c) 10271

Q.236) 25% of 670 + 35% of 720 - 425×12 =
of 28
c) 274

x-210×25
a) 582.5
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d) 572.5

e) 578.5

Q.237)

189+

(27 × 79 −

17
19

× 1653) = 𝑥 2 +

(798 − 796)
a) 31

b) 29

d) 28

c) 27

Q.238) (

95

+ √3844) × (122 − 11 × 12) = 𝑥

a) 770

b) 840

d) 620

e) 740

Q.239)

=5

17𝑥

a) 3
Q.240)

b) 5

c) 7

172 −√2916
1280−75×17

b) 37

d) 39

e) 47
79
69

×

333
117

×

d) 9

e) 1

=𝑥

a) 57
Q.241)

c) 780

204

553−39× 17

276
237

=

296
351

c) 45
𝑥

a) 4.5

b) 2.5

d) 6

e) 5

c) 3

Q.242) 24 × 16 + 172 − 654 + √361 =?
a) 54

b) 112

d) 38

e) 34

c) 26

Q.243) 361 ÷ 19 × 18 − 17 =?× 5
a) 72

b) 65

d) 86
Q.244)

c) 55

e) 60
406
161

×

23
18

÷

a) 25

29
225

= √?

b) 5

d) 225

c) 625

e) 3025
2

2

2

2

Q.245) 23 + 54 + 45 − 51 =?
a) 2869

b) 2689

d) 2896

e) None of these

c) 2969

Q.246)52.5 × 68 + 24 =?× 3
a) 1116

b) 1198

d) 1242

e) 1209

Q.113) b Q.114) d Q.115) c Q.116) a Q.117) b

Q.188) a Q.189) d Q.190) e Q.191) a Q.192) c

Q.118) d Q.119) c Q.120) a Q.121) e Q.122) b

Q.193) e Q.194) b Q.195) a Q.196) b Q.197) b

Q.123) c Q.124) d Q.125) e Q.126) e Q.127) d

Q.198) c Q.199) d Q.200) c

Q.128) c Q.129) b Q.130) a Q.131) b Q.132) c

e) 30
38% 𝑜𝑓 750
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Q.133) a Q.134) d Q.135) b Q.136) e Q.137) c

CURRENT AFFAIRS QUIZ'

Q.138) a Q.139) d Q.140) b Q.141) e Q.142) c

Q.1) b Q.2) a Q.3) b Q.4) e Q.5) a Q.6) a Q.7) c

Q.143) e Q.144) d Q.145) c Q.146) d Q.147) a

Q.8) b Q.9) c Q.10) c Q.11) d Q.12) e Q.13) b

Q.148) c Q.149) e Q.150) e Q.151) c Q.152) d

Q.14) d Q.15) b Q.16) b Q.17) c Q.18) c Q.19) d

Q.153) c Q.154) b Q.155) c Q.156) a Q.157) c

Q.20) b Q.21) a Q.22) d Q.23) c Q.24) c Q.25) a

Q.158) c Q.159) b Q.160) b Q.161) c Q.162) b

Q.26) e Q.27) b Q.28) a Q.29) b Q.30) c Q.31) c

Q.163) e Q.164) d Q.165) a Q.166) c Q.167) d

Q.32) e Q.33) a Q.34) b Q.35) b Q.36) c Q.37) b

Q.168) b Q.169) c Q.170) e Q.171) b Q.172) e

Q.38) c Q.39) e Q.40) b Q.41) d Q.42) c Q.43) d

Q.173) b Q.174) a Q.175) e Q.176) a Q.177) c

Q.44) b Q.45) a Q.46) b Q.47) d Q.48) a Q.49) e

Q.178) a Q.179) d Q.180) b Q.181) c Q.182) c

Q.50) c Q.51) b Q.52) b Q.53) e Q.54) e Q.55) c

Q.183) b Q.184) a Q.185) b Q.186) e Q.187) c

Q.56) e Q.57) e Q.58) c Q.59) c Q.60) a Q.61) c

Q.188) a Q.189) d Q.190) b Q.191) c Q.192) d

Q.62) b Q.63) b Q.64) c Q.65) a Q.66) e Q.67) c

Q.193) b Q.194) b Q.195) d Q.196) e Q.197) b

Q.68) b Q.69) e Q.70) e Q.71) c Q.72) b Q.73) b

Q.198) d Q.199) c Q.200) e Q.201) b Q.202) b

Q.74) d Q.75) a Q.76) c Q.77) c Q.78) b Q.79) a

Q.203) c Q.204) a Q.205) e Q.206) b Q.207) d

Q.80) b Q.81) b Q.82) c Q.83) c Q.84) d Q.85) e

Q.208) c Q.209) b Q.210) a Q.211) c Q.212) d

Q.86) c Q.87) b Q.88) e Q.89) d Q.90) b Q.91) c

Q.213) d Q.214) c Q.215) a Q.216) c Q.217) a

Q.92) c Q.93) b Q.94) c Q.95) c Q.96) c Q.97) a

Q.218) b Q.219) b Q.220) b Q.221) b Q.222) c

Q.98) c Q.99) c Q.100) b Q.101) d Q.102) e

Q.223) d Q.224) a Q.225) e Q.226) e Q.227) d

Q.103) b Q.104) c Q.105) c Q.106) e Q.107) d

Q.228) c Q.229) d Q.230) c Q.231) a Q.232) b

Q.108) e Q.109) a Q.110) c Q.111) d Q.112) a

Q.233) c Q.234) d Q.235) c Q.236) b Q.237) b

Q.113) e Q.114) d Q.115) b Q.116) b Q.117) b

Q.238) c Q.239) e Q.240) e Q.241) a Q.242) d

Q.118) c Q.119) c Q.120) d Q.121) b Q.122) c

Q.243) b Q.244) c Q.245) a Q.246) b Q.247) e

Q.123) e Q.124) e Q.125) b Q.126) c Q.127) d

Q.248) b Q.249) c Q.250) a

Q.128) b Q.129) b Q.130) c Q.131) b Q.132) d

c) 1443

Q.133) e Q.134) d Q.135) d Q.136) b Q.137) b

BANKING AWARENESS

Q.138) d Q.139) d Q.140) c Q.141) c Q.142) c

Q.1) b Q.2) d Q.3) e Q.4) a Q.5) c Q.6) c Q.7) d

Q.143) d Q.144) c Q.145) b Q.146) d Q.147) b

Q.8) a Q.9) e Q.10) c Q.11) e Q.12) a Q.13) d

Q.148) d Q.149) b Q.150) a Q.151) c Q.152) c

Q.248) 17 + 182 + 322 + 25 + 110 =?

Q.14) c Q.15) e Q.16) b Q.17) e Q.18) a Q.19) b

Q.153) e Q.154) d Q.155) d Q.156) c Q.157) c

a) 1400

b) 1500

Q.20) b Q.21) c Q.22) e Q.23) d Q.24) e Q.25) d

Q.158) a Q.159) e Q.160) b Q.161) b Q.162) a

d) 1700

e) None of these

2

2

1

3

4

4

4

4

Q.247) 7 + 9 + 11 + 12 =?
a) 38

b) 35

c) 31

d) 40

e) None of these
c) 1600

Q.26) a Q.27) c Q.28) a Q.29) a Q.30) c Q.31) b

Q.163) d Q.164) c Q.165) e Q.166) d Q.167) a

Q.249) 2 (? ) = [(0.6 + 0.4)2 + (0.6 − 0.4)2 ]

Q.32) c Q.33) e Q.34) b Q.35) c Q.36) c Q.37) a

Q.168) d Q.169) c Q.170) c Q.171) c Q.172) b

a) 1.52

b) 1.04

d) 2.04

e) 0.72

Q.38) d Q.39) a Q.40) a Q.41) c Q.42) a Q.43) c

Q.173) a Q.174) d Q.175) b Q.176) c Q.177) c

Q.44) c Q.45) d Q.46) a Q.47) a Q.48) b Q.49) d

Q.178) d Q.179) d Q.180) b Q.181) b Q.182) d

Q.50) d Q.51) a Q.52) b Q.53) e Q.54) b Q.55) c

Q.183) d Q.184) c Q.185) c Q.186) c Q.187) d

Q.56) a Q.57) a Q.58) b Q.59) b Q.60) c Q.61) a

Q.188) e Q.189) c Q.190) d Q.191) c Q.192) a

Q.62) c Q.63) e Q.64) b Q.65) d Q.66) c Q.67) d

Q.193) d Q.194) b Q.195) d Q.196) d Q.197) d

Q.68) a Q.69) e Q.70) d Q.71) c Q.72) a Q.73) a

Q.198) d Q.199) b Q.200) c

Q.250) Out of the numbers,

c) 0.52
50 250 140 150 30
4

,

23

,

25

,

11

,

,

1.5

Which is the third smallest number?
a)
d)

50
4
150
1.5

b)

250
23

c)

140
25

e) None of these

ANSWER KEYS

Q.74) b Q.75) e Q.76) b Q.77) d Q.78) b Q.79) c

SIMPLIFICATION

Q.80) e Q.81) b Q.82) e Q.83) b Q.84) c Q.85) c

Q.1) d Q.2) b Q.3) c Q.4) d Q.5) c Q.6) a Q.7) c

Q.86) a Q.87) c Q.88) b Q.89) c Q.90) d Q.91) b

Q.8) d Q.9) a Q.10) c Q.11) e Q.12) b Q.13) d

Q.92) b Q.93) b Q.94) a Q.95) b Q.96) b Q.97)

Q.14) e Q.15) d Q.16) e Q.17) a Q.18) b Q.19) c

d Q.98) b Q.99) d Q.100) c Q.101) e Q.102) e

Q.20) c Q.21) a Q.22) d Q.23) b Q.24) e Q.25) c

Q.103) c Q.104) b Q.105) c Q.106) d Q.107) c

Q.26) a Q.27) d Q.28) b Q.29) d Q.30) d Q.31) c

Q.108) c Q.109) b Q.110) e Q.111) e Q.112) d

Q.32) d Q.33) b Q.34) c Q.35) b Q.36) d Q.37) c

Q.113) b Q.114) b Q.115) c Q.116) c Q.117) c

Q.38) e Q.39) a Q.40) d Q.41) a Q.42) e Q.43) a

Q.118) b Q.119) b Q.120) b Q.121) e Q.122) d

Q.44) c Q.45) c Q.46) b Q.47) d Q.48) c Q.49) b

Q.123) c Q.124) d Q.125) c Q.126) b Q.127) c

Q.50) e Q.51) c Q.52) b Q.53) d Q.54) c Q.55) c

Q.128) b Q.129) b Q.130) a Q.131) a Q.132) d

Q.56) b Q.57) d Q.58) a Q.59) e Q.60) d Q.61) c

Q.133) e Q.134) c Q.135) d Q.136) e Q.137) c

Q.62) e Q.63) c Q.64) d Q.65) b Q.66) b Q.67) c

Q.138) c Q.139) b Q.140) e Q.141) d Q.142) c

Q.68) c Q.69) c Q.70) a Q.71) b Q.72) b Q.73) d

Q.143) d Q.144) c Q.145) b Q.146) b Q.147) e

Q.74) e Q.75) c Q.76) e Q.77) b Q.78) b Q.79) a

Q.148) dQ.149) d Q.150) d Q.151) d Q.152) a

Q.80) c Q.81) b Q.82) d Q.83) d Q.84) b Q.85) c

Q.153) e Q.154) b Q.155) e Q.156) e Q.157) c

Q.86) a Q.87) c Q.88) c Q.89) a Q.90) b Q.91) a

Q.158) c Q.159) a Q.160) c Q.161) d Q.162) e

Q.92) c Q.93) b Q.94) c Q.95) a Q.96) d Q.97) b

Q.163) b Q.164) c Q.165) b Q.166) c Q.167) c

Q.98) d Q.99) e Q.100) d Q.101) b Q.102) a

Q.168) e Q.169) d Q.170) e Q.171) c Q.172) b

Q.103) c Q.104) d Q.105) b Q.106) d Q.107) c

Q.173) b Q.174) d Q.175) b Q.176) d Q.177) c

Q.108) a Q.109) d Q.110) e Q.111) b Q.112) c

Q.178) b Q.179) a Q.180) c Q.181) a Q.182) d
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